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ABSTRACT
Currently, there is an incomplete understanding concerning the effects of changing the
vocal fold (vocal cord) structure or material composition on voice production. Consequentially,
clinicians encounter difficulties in the prognosis of voice disorders, as they are unable to predict
the effects of a vocal fold alteration on the patient’s voice. The experiments detailed in this thesis
maintain as their focal point characterization of the human airway model and ways in which vocal
fold physiology changes relate to the fluid structure interactions that occur in the human airway,
specifically related to sound sources. A sound source is a mechanism that produces a change in
pressure or density. With a combination of transglottal pressure, radiated sound, volume flow and
high speed imaging measurements, the experimental arrangement is capable of measuring the
quantities used to estimate these source strengths. Varying the vocal fold model structure that
correspond male and female geometry provides insight into establishing the manner in which
modifications to the geometry and symmetry of the vocal fold affect the source strength.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
This thesis addresses the question of how changes in the geometry of vocal fold
models affect phonatory sound mechanisms. A significant component of this study was
the design and fabrication of a simplified-geometry model of the human airway.
Measurements taken from a physical model of the human vocal system were used to
estimate the strength of the aeroacoustic sources responsible for voiced sound production.

1.1 Motivation

Phonation, the process of voice production, occurs when fluid expelled from the
lungs flows through the trachea and interacts with the flexible vocal folds (commonly
referred to as vocal cords) to produce sound. Though an understanding of the physics of
voice production has progressed in the last 50 years, an incomplete understanding of how
alterations to the vocal folds, commonly referred to as vocal chords, from disease,
overuse, or surgical procedures, affect the resulting voice.

Figure1-1 anatomy of the human airway (How speech occurs, 2012)
1

Furthermore, the inaccessibility of the glottal region leads to difficulties in
diagnosing voice disorders. One epidemiologic study reported that voice disorders have a
lifetime prevalence of 30%, that is 30% of the population reported having a voice
disorder at one point in their lives (Roy et al., 2005). Experiments in an airway model
seek to address this dilemma by determining the relationship between vocal fold model
structure and the acoustic response, in a repeatable, noninvasive manner.

1.2 Research Question

The overarching question that this thesis addresses is how geometry changes in
vocal fold models affect the sound production mechanisms, quantified in the sound
source strength. To answer this question, experiments in a life-size airway model
measured glottal area and flow, transglottal pressure and radiated sound to estimate the
monopole and dipole source strengths. In order to perform these measurements in a
repeatable and controllable manner, an intermediate goal is to design and build a model
of the human airway that mimics the aeroelastic-aeroacoustic phenomena that comprise
phonation.
The thesis addresses how vocal fold geometry affects sound production. To
address this question, measurements are performed in the source region to characterize
the fluid-structure interaction that is phonation. Because the radiated sound we hear is
mediated by the acoustic filter of the vocal system, it is important to focus attention on
the behavior of the sources of sound. Guided by theoretical relations (see, e.g., Howe and
McGowan (2007), Krane (2012)), the measurements are used to estimate the strengths of
2

the principle aeroacoustic source mechanisms, allowing an unambiguous assessment of
the effect of geometry on sound production.

1.3 Review of previous studies

A number of approaches to describing the phonation process have been taken.
The approaches include measurements in live human subjects, anesthetized dogs, freshly
excised larynges, physical models, computational modeling and low-order modeling.
Because of the immense complexity of the problem, investigators often focus on one
aspect or another, e.g., jet dynamics, vocal fold vibration behavior, or sound quality. A
representative sample of this vast literature, that impacts the research question addressed
by this thesis, is given below.

1.3.1 Human, cadaver and canine studies

Given the complexity of the vocal system, it is desirable to perform experiments
on the real system. Experiments using the real system have been performed both in vivo
and ex vivo. Because the airway is a difficult region to access for measurements, the in
vivo studies that take direct measurements are often very intrusive and uncomfortable, but
nonetheless offer information regarding the trends in real human phonation. Cranen and
Boves (1988) recorded the subglottal and supraglottal pressures during phonation in
living subjects with the use of catheters inserted through the nasal cavity. Acknowledging
3

that the approach was invasive and difficult for a large number of test subjects, the
measurements taken provide a benchmark for future experimental comparison.
Additionally, the results are presented as more accurate than indirect methods, such as
inverse filtering. Furthermore, the findings indicated that wall impedance of the vocal
tract greatly affects the glottal waveform shape and further stated that the inverse filtering
technique is not suitable for /u/ or /i/ vowels for this reason. The group also detailed their
approach of calibrating the sensors, which were affected by the temperature, humidity,
mechanical disturbances and machine noise (Cranen & Boves, 1985). This study also
investigated several factors that affect the glottal flow waveform. Their analysis deemed
that the skewing of the waveform was due largely to two factors: the load impedance in
the subglottal (trachea) and supraglottal (vocal tract) regions of the airway which gives
way to an asymmetric transglottal pressure when the glottis is open and the phase lag of
the vertical motion of the vocal folds. The latter factor translates as an overall area
asymmetry if just one glottal area is measured. The authors were uncertain as to how
many pulses were needed to construct a waveform that did not appear skewed. In the
current work detailed in this thesis, the glottal area behavior in time is a measured
quantity, so reconstruction of the area waveform was not of concern in constructing the
glottal flow waveform.
Another in vivo study obtained the glottal waveform from 10 male and 10 female
subjects told to phonate through a long tube with a semi-infinite termination at the other
end, where a microphone recorded the signal. The reflectionless termination acts to
reduce the resonances which enable the microphone to record the glottal flow signal.
Results from these experiments showed that the glottal waveform was correlated to the
4

gender, fundamental frequency and loudness of the speaker (Monsen & Engebretson,
1977). A more popular technique for obtaining indirect measures of the glottal wave form
involves inverse filtering the glottal flow rate at the mouth, recorded with a Rothenberg
mask. One experiment (Holmberg, et al. 1988) used this method to estimate the glottal
waveforms and the transglottal pressure, which was estimated from catheter
measurements in the oral cavity, to record data from 25 male and 20 female speakers.
The subjects were instructed to phonate at three different voice levels: soft, normal and
loud. The increased test subject numbers also revealed a large amount of intersubject
variation, which was taken into consideration when reporting the overall trends. This
study is pertinent to the current experiments as it provides both male and female data,
whereas most studies include only male data; however, control of the vocal fold tension
and subglottal pressure, could not be achieved, which leads to difficulties in drawing
accurate conclusions regarding the effect of the vocal fold structure on the measures
obtained.
Another study that incorporated inverse filtering of the Rothenberg mask signal
to obtain the glottal volume flow used pressure and EGG measurements determined that
subglottal pressure was the most influential factor in increasing the sound pressure level,
SPL, (Sundberg, et al. 1993). The Rothenberg mask and inverse filtered mouth flow was
used in a study of speakers and singers to correlate the effects of glottal flow on the
fundamental frequency. It was determined that in order to find a relation between the SPL
and subglottal pressure, the phonation threshold pressure must be taken into
consideration. This discovery led to a new measure, the excess pressure over the

5

threshold, which formally described the SPL and subglottal pressure relationship while
taking into consideration effects of the phonation threshold (Titze, 1992).
Meanwhile, ex vivo studies incorporate both human and canine cadaver larynges
to study a variety of conditions and phenomena related to phonation. Though the study
does not focus on any experimental measurements, Kahane (1978) reported the
dimensions from 10 male and 10 female prepubertal and pubertal humans, revealing
significant differences between genders in terms of vocal fold weight and dimensions.
The vocal fold structural differences observed further support the current work, which
incorporates vocal fold models with both male and female geometries.
Most studies incorporating canine larynges seek to describe the jet dynamics
using techniques such as particle imaging velocimetry (Khosla, et. al, 2008) or hot wire
anemometry (Alipour & Scherer, 1995). Another study that also used hot-wires
incorporated canine larynges assessed the connection between airflow and resistance,
citing a positive relationship (Bielamowicz, et al., 1993). While none of these studies
directly focus on the behavior of the aeroacoustic sources, they do provide information
that bears on it by detailing the glottal flow behavior during the phonation cycle. Though
some in vivo studies address the source behavior, the presence of intersubject variation
yields the results useful as an average of the entire subject group. Additionally, the lack
of information regarding the subjects’ vocal fold measurements does not provide insight
regarding the effects of these variables on the source.

6

1.3.2 Experimental studies

Many synthetic experimental models use pressure, acoustic or imaging to obtain
information regarding the visualization of the flow, dynamics of the vocal folds and the
resulting acoustics. A variety of approaches exists to experimentally replicate the human
airway, most of which are summarized in Kniesburges et al, (2011).

Vocal fold properties and vibration dynamics

One unique set up incorporated model vocal folds that were replicated by
wrapping latex over a tube and filled with water. The amount of water in the latex cover
determined the material stiffness of the models. The mechanical response of these vocal
fold models were used to assess the accuracy of the two-mass theoretical models. The
inclusion of viscous effects at small glottal widths was recommended (Ruty, et al., 2007).
Including the viscous effects would result in smaller source terms, as some of the
aerodynamic energy is transferred is dissipated through losses.
There have been many experiments that aim to replicate the flow-induced
vibration of the vocal folds. One method that has seen much use has been the siliconerubber molding technique developed by Thomson (2004) and was characterized later
(Drechsel, 2007). The vocal folds are molded in a two part process, where the outside
layer was more compliant than the body layer (representative of the multilayer properties
of human vocal folds). An investigation of the vocal fold properties determined that in
two-layer silicone rubber models, lower phonation threshold pressure corresponded to a
reduction in the body layer or cover layer stiffness. A lower PTP could also be achieved
7

by shortening the medial length of the vocal fold models (Medelsohn, et al. 2011).
Structural changes to the vocal folds did not extend beyond changes to the medial length.
Another study (Pickup & Thomson, 2009) using the same two-layer silicone
rubber vocal fold models, investigated lateral asymmetry. Both a hemilarynx model,
where one vocal fold was studied against a ridged plate, and a two-vocal fold model in
which one vocal fold had a ridged body and one vocal fold had a soft body, were
employed. The results from the two-vocal fold model revealed that the rigid body model
dominated the vibration in the low pressure regime. In the higher pressure regime, the
dominance switched to the soft body vocal fold frequency along with a significant
increase in sound pressure amplitude. In a similar study, high speed videokymography
determined that even a slight increase in the stiffness of one vocal fold resulted in a
decrease of vibration amplitude in both of the vocal folds. Another study (Rauma, 2009)
that explores lateral asymmetry involved changing the geometry of one vocal fold to
mimic the effect of vocal fold nodules. These experiments focused mainly on the effect
of nodules on pressure terms and determined that the presence of a nodule required a
higher onset pressure for phonation to occur and greater vibration amplitude. While these
studies incorporated structural changes to the vocal fold models, geometrical changes
were not investigated.
Another study examined irregular vibration using a hemilarynx model and a
silicone rubber vocal fold model. Three different vibration patterns occurred at three
different pressure regimes. The mechanisms for the irregular behavior were investigated
with imaging data and empirical eigenfunctions (Berry, et al. 2006).
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Moving towards a more life-like vocal fold shape, experiments that incorporated
the same silicone molding techniques investigated the behavior of vocal fold models
whose geometry was determined from MRI’s of human vocal folds. In comparison to an
idealized geometry based of the M-5 model by Scherer, the MRI based geometry
exhibited less vertical motion and a vibration pattern that was more similar to the
mucosal wave seen in human vocal fold vibration. Further studies were recommended for
investigating which geometrical parameter affects the vibration pattern (Pickup &
Thomson, 2010).
The focal point of these studies remains solely on the dynamic properties of the
vocal folds, with changes to the composition and structure of the model vocal folds.
Though investigations of the aero-elastic properties of the model vocal folds are relevant
to the present study in that they explore the fluid-structure-interactions of phonation, they
do not address the structural affects to the resulting acoustics.

Flow-visualization of the jet behavior

Like the in vitro studies previously described, flow visualization is commonly
incorporated into synthetic models. A benefit of synthetic modeling over the canine or the
human cadaver visualization is both repeatability and availability. Particles are often
added to the flow, a process known as “seeding”, and are traced with a camera to
determine the fluid behavior and obtain other measures, such as velocity.
In a static model of the larynx, visualization of the jet behavior showed that the
presence of supraglottal structures (representing the false vocal folds) and glottal flow
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rate did affect the jet curvature. It was further postulated that the interactions with the
supraglottal structures would affect the quadruple and dipole sources in these areas
(Kucinischi, et al., 2006). Other experiments using two layer silicone rubber models also
investigated the supraglottal jet behavior and incorporated three supraglottal
configurations: no vocal tract, vocal tract, and a vocal tract with false folds. The behavior
of the glottal jet was studied in each of these configurations for symmetric and
asymmetric cases. Higher RMS velocity values were associated with the presence of the
vocal tract and the false folds did affect the jet dynamics (Drechsel & Thomson, 2008).
The jet behavior was also analyzed in experiments using static models at varying
degrees of divergence angles and velocities. The jet behavior appeared to have stronger
correlation to the flow acceleration and highest jet behavior variability occurred at higher
velocities (Erath & Plesniak, 2006).
A scaled up model of mechanically driven vocal fold models were used to
determine whether flow in phonation is quasisteady (Krane et al., 2007, 2010). Particle
imaging velocimetry (PIV) was used, with water as the working fluid, over a range of
“vibration” frequencies. The results strongly suggested that the glottal flow is unsteady
just after the glottis opens and just before it closes.
Through visualization, these experiments detail components of the phonation
process that are not described in this thesis. This information regarding jet behavior is
helpful in understanding the downstream fluid dynamics, which is measured with
pressure transducers in the experiments described in this thesis.
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Transglottal pressure measurements and correlations

The relationship between transglottal pressure and other parameters in phonation
has been an area of interest in many studies. In an early study, Scherer, et al. (1983)
sought to determine the relationship between transglottal pressure and volume flow to
provide experimental data for computational studies and to validate theoretical models on
the pressure-flow relationship. Using a rigid model of the larynx with a rectangular
glottal opening, they found agreeable comparisons with the equations presented in
Ishizaka and Matusaira (1972), but recommended a model with oscillation vocal folds for
further studies. With the use of a mechanical hemilarynx model, Alipour, et al., (2001),
derived dimensionless coefficients to describe the relationship between transglottal
pressure, glottal gap opening size and the frequency at which the vocal folds vibrated.
They determined that flow resistance was not affected by frequency but was affected by
the size of the glottal opening. Similar results were reported in Kucinischi, et al. (2006),
in their experiments with a driven mechanical model of the vocal folds. They analyzed
the dependence of the transglottal pressure on the vibration frequency, which showed a
decrease in transglottal pressure amplitude for an increase in oscillation frequency.
Furthermore, the flow resistance was greatly affected by changes in glottal area for small
openings, but larger openings in the vibration cycle did not show dependence.
One study (Hofmans, et al., 2003) observed the transglottal pressure, using
pressure transducers, behavior along with flow velocity, using hot wire anemometry, in a
static model configured for three different vocal fold configurations at varying diffusion
angles. The results from these experiments postured that the Coanda effect or transition to
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turbulent flow take a long time to occur and therefore would not exist in human
phonation. These experiments focused only on the glottal region and did not address the
aeroacoustics of phonation.
Another study that investigated the glottal width used driven shutters to model the
vocal folds. Measurements included transglottal pressure and pressure at the opening of
the experimental vocal tract in order to derive a transfer function relating the volume flow
to the radiated sound. The transfer function incorporated the effects of the glottal opening
and found a positive correlation between the glottal opening and the frequency of the first
formant (resonance), F1. Though equipped with similar sensors to the experiments
presented inthis thesis, there was no investigation on the sound source behaviors (Barney,
et al., 2007). In their experiments, which used static models based on the M5 geometry,
Fulcher, et al. (2006), also measured transglottal pressure and sought to estimate the
glottal flow based on varying glottal angles. While no acoustic measures were performed,
their results yielded better predictions for a given angle than the comparative theoretical
models, which support glottal flow analysis by using a combination of experimental and
theoretical estimates.
The pressure behavior across the vocal fold surface was investigated in another
study using static models of the vocal folds that incorporated pressure taps along the
medial surface of the vocal fold. Results revealed varied pressure distribution across the
vocal folds for both the symmetric vocal fold orientation and instances where one vocal
fold was shifted at a 10 degree divergence angle. The asymmetric pressure distributions
were attributed to jitter that occurs in even normal phonation (Scherer, et al., 2001).
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Another experiment utilized two layer vocal fold models which had a ridged
metal body layer and a cover layer which consisted of a thin membrane filled with fluid.
The models were able to self-oscillate and several tests were performed at various glottal
gap widths and subglottal pressures. A significant finding from these tests was the
phonation offset pressure being lower than the phonation onset pressure (Titze, et al.,
1995).

Acoustic studies

Another area of phonation experimental studies focuses on the radiated sound
measures and draw conclusions from acoustic results. In a setup that involves a
rectangular duct with sinusoidal driven shutters that represent the vocal folds, it was
discovered that both acoustic and non-acoustic measure of velocity affect the resulting
acoustic energy at the duct. A theoretical model was made that incorporated both
measures, which paired much better with the experimental results than the model that
included only acoustic velocity measures. A second result of these experiments was the
discovery that the Rothenberg mask, commonly used to obtain inverse filtered
measurements of the glottal flow from radiated sound, “significantly” affected the
acoustic environment. This finding further solidifies the need to investigate the source
flow in an appropriate acoustic environment (Barney, et al., 1999; Shadle, et al., 1999).
One study that focused on the acoustics downstream of the vocal folds
incorporated static models of the glottis set at varying geometries. The results provided
insight regarding jet behavior and its effects on the quadrupole and dipole sources that are
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responsible for broadband sound generation (Zhang, et al., 2004). Another study that
focused on airway acoustics involved a single layer rubber vocal fold models in full and
hemilarynx configurations. The vocal fold models were driven acoustically by coupling
to the resonances of the subglottal tube, and aerodynamically, which required restraints
placed in the vocal fold models in order to ensure the vibrations were occurring
independently of the acoustic environment. In the aerodynamic instance, vocal fold
vibration behavior was attributed to the near-field, fluid structure interactions (Zhang et
al., 2006). A later study revealed that in the same set-up, vocal folds with lower material
stiffness could be driven aerodynamically without a vertical restraint; however, acoustic
coupling did occur when the resonances of the subglottal tube were in the same range of
the vocal folds’ natural frequency (Zhang et al., 2009). The vocal fold models used in
both experiments are conceptually similar to those employed in the current work;
however, these studies do not alter the vocal fold geometrical structure.
The validity of the quasi-steady approximation was studied using a driven
mechanical model of the vocal folds, where upstream and downstream acoustic pressure
and glottal area were measured. The experimental data supported the quasi-steady
approximation employed in a theoretical model. It also suggests the dipole source is
much greater than the monopole and quadrupole sources, which can therefore be
neglected (Zhang et al., 2002). It should be pointed out that, while this study
characterized aeroacoustic source strengths, it did so only for driven model vocal folds,
not for folds undergoing flow-induced vibration. In addition, these experiments were
conducted at frequencies commensurate, or less than commensurate, with phonation in
adult males.
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Two-layer vocal fold models were also used in testing the significance of
supraglottal structures on low-frequency voice production. In the experiment, a cylinder
was placed in the supraglottal region and acoustic and visualization measurements were
taken. The results conclusively stated that the presence supraglottal structures did not
have a great effect on the low-frequency phonation, implying that inclusion of
supraglottal structures in human voice production modeling, such as the false vocal folds,
is not necessary (Zhang & Neubauer, 2010). This finding supports the omission of
supraglottal structures in the current work. This suggests that the presence or absence of
supraglottal structures is of lesser importance than any differences between the geometry
of vocal fold models.
A combination of velocity, acoustic and pressure measurements were used in an
investigation of the fluid-structure-acoustic interactions of an experiment that
incorporated self-oscillating vocal folds. A small mass was added to the vocal fold
models to increase their fundamental frequency to 33Hz. The small amplitudes were
attributed to the presence of the vocal tract. The findings support the existence of the
Coanda effect. The acoustic findings were limited, attributing the tonal sounds the vocal
fold motion and broadband noise to the fluid interactions on the downstream surface of
the vocal folds (Becker, et al., 2009). This study is perhaps the most similar set up to the
experiments described in this thesis, given its combination of pressure and acoustic
measures, self-oscillating, 2-layer vocal folds and the presence of a vocal tract.
Investigations of the acoustic source strengths are more suitable for the experiments
presented in this thesis, as they achieved frequencies typical to those of normal human
phonation.
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Despite the wide array of synthetic experiments and areas of concentration, few
focused on the effect of changing vocal fold geometry and of those, none studied focused
on measuring and estimating the sound sources.

1.3.3 Computational Studies

In addition to experimental studies, many computational studies also sought to
analyze different aspects of human phonation. Like experimental studies, computational
studies investigate the pressure, vibration or the acoustic interactions that occur in
phonation with several current studies aiming to achieve the fluid-structure interactions
seen in the vocal folds.
An early computational study sought to determine the glottal flow based on glottal
area and typical lung pressures. The results from this analysis showed good agreement
with inverse-filtered glottal waveforms and suggested that inertance effects in the glottis
are negligible (Ananthapadmanabha & Fant, 1982).
The finite element method was used in another study to investigate the vocal fold
vibration pattern. The computations successfully modeled self-oscillating vocal folds at
varying subglottal pressures and are capable of mimicking both normal and disordered
vocal folds (Alipour & Scherer, 2001). Another study employed immersed boundary
methods to replicate the fluid-structure interaction of the vocal folds. The effect of vocal
fold motion on downstream vortices was observed. The results also cited a potential for
modeling pathological conditions (Duncan, et al., 2006). An investigation regarding the
mechanism responsible for phonation onset utilized a continuum model. The results
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determined that flow-induced stiffness is the primary mechanism for phonation onset in
most of the cases observed (Zhang, et al., 2007). In an effort to determine which
geometrical parameters affect the vocal fold motion and resulting fluid dynamics, a finite
element model used a body-cover model. A mucosal-wave was observed and geometrical
parameters detailing the cover layer proved to be leading factors in altering the vocal fold
motion (Pickup & Thomson, 2011). A recent study explored the fluid-structure
interactions of the human airway by employing immersed boundary condition method
and finite element method. The resulting computational 3-D model had vocal fold motion
with amplitudes similar to those observed in human phonation and as well as varying jet
deflection behavior (Zheng, et al., 2011).
Other computational models have focused on the acoustic of phonation. A 2-D,
compressible, finite differencing method computational study modeled vocal folds with
prescribed motion to analyze the sound source mechanisms. It was determined that the
dipole source, due to the motion of the vocal folds in the direction of sound propagation,
dominated, but acknowledged the presence of a monopole source due to the vocal fold
motion (Zhao, et al., 2002).
While the models have become increasingly intricate and proficient in modeling
phonation, it is computationally expensive to model the entire fluid-structure-acoustic
interaction; however, many advances are made in recent years. Even with these advances,
the relative novelty of these computational studies requires corresponding experimental
studies for validation.
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1.3.4 Theoretical Studies

In order to accurately describe the behavior and trends from experimental,
computational and human data, it is helpful to establish theoretical models that examine
the physics of the process. In addition to providing predictions or analytical models that
can be incorporated into computations, defining the human phonation process
theoretically also provides further evidence regarding what simplifications and
assumptions can be made for an experimental or computational approach.
One approach to theoretically model the human airway, specifically the vocal
folds, during phonation involved representing them as a two-mass model. Waveforms of
the glottal flow, area and sound pressure displayed basic features of human phonation and
the models. Identifying the phase difference and significance between the upper and
lower medial surface of the vocal folds during vibration was an important step in
understanding the dynamics of the vocal folds and their self-oscillatory behavior
(Ishizaka & Flanagan, 1972). Another primary theoretical model identified several
physiological factors as key contributors to the human phonation process. Incorporating
human measures for these values, which included subglottal pressure, vocal fold tension
and vocal fold rest positions, the model was able to produce a signal that shared
qualitative similarities with that of a human (Flanagan, et al., 1975). These factors are
controlled in the experimental set up described in this thesis.
A more intricate model addressed the body-cover hypothesis through linearizing
the small amplitude displacements that occur in the vocal fold during the mucosal wave.
The resulting model predicted that a reduction of vocal fold gap, angle of convergence or
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mucosal wave velocity lead to a lower lung pressure required to initiate vocal fold
oscillation. The results were in agreement with the two-mass model (Titze, 1988). An
extension to this study recommended that the fundamental frequency be explicitly
defined in the model and noted the over-simplification of modeling the vocal tract as an
inertive load (Lucero, et al., 2009).
A later study integrated the idea of the two-mass model, but went on to include
the effects of the varying material properties of the body cover layer. The model included
two masses connected by a linear spring, used to simulate the behavior of the cover, and a
third mass to replicate the motion of the body layer. The results from the model showed
good correlation to observations of human phonation and experimental vocal fold motion
(Story & Titze, 1995). A mathematical model utilized a two-mass model and a two-tube
model to simulate the vocal fold vibration patterns for both men and women. Speech data
collected from male and female speakers were fitted to the model, which was successful
in reproducing the signal, with the exception of initiating oscillation after it had stopped
(Lucero & Koenig, 2005).
Another theoretical analysis (Krane & Wei, 2006) was used to test a widely held
view that the glottal flow can be assumed to be quasisteady. From their analysis, it was
determined that factors such as separation point motion, friction, were not always in
phase with the transglottal pressure and glottal area change. Krane, et al. (2010) also
presented a further analysis using empirical input to suggest that glottal flow is in fact
quasisteady, but only during the middle 30% of the time the glottis is open.
Though the study did not seek to theoretically reproduce the phonation process,
Titze (1992) addressed the efficiency of the voice production process as a ratio of the
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radiated power to the aerodynamic power and acknowledged the difficulties in
calculation glottal efficiency, due its frequency dependence. It was determined that the
phonation processes is extremely inefficient, ranging from .0001 to 1%. Another
mathematical model sought to determine optimize the glottal flow for maximum power
transfer. The results identified the parameters describing both a vocal tract and vocal
folds necessary for impedance matching (Titze, 2002).
More recently, a number of investigators have applied aeroacoustic analysis to
clarify the mechanisms of speech sound production. McGowan (1988) was the first to do
so, suggesting that the primary source of sound in voice is a dipole. Sinder (1999) and
Krane (2005) used aeroacoustic theory to show how the sources of speech sounds
produced primarily by turbulence depend critically on the shape of the vocal tract source
region, and the path of the turbulent jet. Leonard (2010) performed experiments to show
that the fine details of source region geometry determine the shape of the aeroacoustic
source spectrum. Howe and McGowan (2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2011) performed
repeated aeroacoustic analyses using compact Green’s functions to correlate the sound
radiated by the vocal system to motion of the vocal folds, the aeroelastic problem of
vocal fold vibration, and the geometry of the vocal acoustic resonator. More recently,
Krane (2012) performed a control volume analysis of the source region to derive
expressions for the primary aeroacoustic source mechanisms, associated with: (1) volume
changes in the glottis due to vocal fold wall motion and (2) glottal throughflow propelled
by the transglottal pressure gradient, but valved by the time-varying glottal area.
Only the aeroacoustic studies just listed address how to define acoustic source
mechanisms and their strengths, in terms of motion of the vocal folds and the air in the
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glottis. In particular, Krane (2012) provides definitions for source strengths in terms of
quantities that can be measured. These are further explained in Chapter 2 as a basis for
the current work.

1.4 Statement of work

This thesis seeks to address the following question: how do changes in vocal fold
geometry affect the mechanisms of sound production mechanisms? A particular focus is
to characterize changes in the aeroacoustic source strengths that describe these
mechanisms, in a model of the human airway, using measurements of the source region
pressure and vocal fold motion. Aside from recent theoretical work to formulate a
description of phonatory sound production using aeroacoustic theory, phonation has not
been approached in this manner. However, with the exception of Krane (2012), most of
these studies sought to predict radiated sound pressure, rather than directly define the
source strengths. Experimental studies on this basis have focused on the broadband
sound production by glottal jet turbulence. None have characterized the source strengths
directly for self-oscillating vocal folds, and not in order to characterize differences in
sound production performance. The answer to the research question “How does the vocal
fold structure affect the sound source?” is achieved by first providing explanations of the
HAM (Human Airway Model) design process, estimate derivations and corresponding
post processing procedures. Next, an analysis of the raw data from the experiments of the
HAM is presented. Finally, the source estimates, computed with the measured data and
compared between the male and female geometry, serve as direct evidence to identify the
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relationship between the change in model vocal fold geometry on the resulting sound
source.
This thesis, then, describes measurements in a physical model of the human
airway, using models mimicking the geometry of adult male and female humans. The
model geometry is idealized to simplify measurements and reduce the occurrence of
artifacts. Simultaneous measurements of time-dependent transglottal pressure, glottal
area, and mouth pressure were performed for phonation in the male and female model
vocal folds, for a range of subglottal (driving) pressures. These measurements are used to
estimate monopole and dipole source strengths using the theoretical expressions
developed by Krane (2012). The validity of the source expressions is demonstrated using
a low-frequency approximation to the acoustic transfer function between the sources in
the glottis and the pressure measured at the mouth. The effects of the geometric
differences between the male and the female model vocal fold geometries are then
characterized.

1.5 Overview

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview of phonation and
phonation aerodynamics and aeroacoustics sufficient to inform (1) the design of the
Human Airway Model (HAM) built for this study, and (2) the origin of the relationship
between the quantities measured and the aeroacoustic source strengths. Chapter 3
describes the design and fabrication of the HAM, design and fabrication of the model
vocal folds, the measurements used to characterize model phonation, and how derived
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quantities such as source strengths are computed form the data. Chapter 4 presents the
results. First, directly measured quantities are presented to demonstrate the similarities
and differences between model and human behavior. Then the source estimates are
presented to characterize the effect of vocal fold model geometry. Finally, Chapter 5
summarizes the accomplishments of the project and makes suggestions for future next
steps in this research.
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Chapter 2 Overview of human phonation
Aside from conversation, many humans rely on their speech for their livelihood
and entertainment. As such, voice disorders often result in an inability to convey
thoughts, leading to difficulties in work performance and interpersonal relationships.
Therefore, a full understanding of the human phonation process is a worthwhile endeavor
in order to increase the quality of life for those experiencing difficulties speaking. This
section presents a complete view of the phonation process through an overview of both
the physiology of the airway and the physics of the phonation process. This section also
identifies key measures that contribute to the phonation process and details the tools and
source derivations obtained from these measurements. Lastly, several issues surrounding
voice disorders and clinical measurements further elucidate the need for these phonation
studies.

2.1 Physiology of the human airway

To understand how voice production is accomplished, it is first necessary to
understand the basic physiological structure of the human airway, detailed in Figure 2-1.
The main components include the oral and nasal cavities, through which air enters. These
join in the upper airway in the pharynx which splits into the larynx and esophagus,
responsible for passing air and food, respectively. The larynx connects to the trachea
which branches out into two smaller tubes, bronchi, which each connect to a lung.
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Figure 2-1 anatomy of the human airway (Titze , 1994)

2.1.1 Larynx

The main portion of the airway that is under investigation in this thesis is the
larynx, which is the tube-like tract that connects the pharynx (upper airway) to the
trachea (windpipe). In addition to transporting food to the digestive tract and protecting
the airway during ingestion, the human larynx also plays a role in controlling airflow and
is the region in which most voice production occurs (as opposed to “unvoiced” speech
which will be discussed later).
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Figure 2-2 anatomy of the larynx (Titze, 1994)
The larynx is composed of cartilaginous rings, bones and muscle connected by
membranes forming a tube-like structure, which is lined with a layer of mucus. The
combination of rigid and flexible elements enables movement and rotation as well as
support. Prominent structures in the larynx include the cricoid cartilage, situated at the
base of the larynx and wraps around the tube and the thyroid cartilage, located above the
cricoid and composed of two flat structures that connect on the anterior (front) side of the
larynx. The arytenoid cartilages are viewed from the posterior (back) of the larynx and
protrude into two vocal processes which support the vocal folds. The hyoid bone is a ushape bone that frames the upper portion of the airway and supports a network of
membranes and muscles. The crico-arytenoid muscles control the vocal fold movement;
the posterior muscles control vocal folds abduction, while the lateral muscles control
adduction. (Rubin, 1995)
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2.1.2 Vocal fold structure

The vocal folds, commonly referred to as vocal cords, are the main structures
responsible for voiced speech. Located in above the cricoid, one vocal fold is situated on
each side of the larynx in the sagittal direction and are parallel when adducted (closed).
When abducted (opened), the vocal folds form the same v-shape as the thyroid cartilage.
The space in between the vocal folds is referred to as the glottis (glottal oscillation plane
in Figure 2-3), with the region below the glottis referred to as the subglottal region and
the region above the glottis referred to as the supraglottal region.

Figure 2-3 cross sectional view of the larynx (Becker, et al., 2009)
Each vocal fold has multiple layers, shown in Figure 2-4, with varying stiffness,
with the outermost layer being the most flexible, to the core, which is the most rigid. The
innermost layer is composed of muscle and is the thickest of all layers, approximately 7
to 8 mm thick. Covering the muscle is the lamina propria, which is a network of nonmuscular tissues. The deep stratum of the lamina propria is comprised of collagen fibers
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and envelops the muscle layer of the vocal fold. Enclosing the deep layer is the
intermediate layer, which is contains both elastin and collagen fibers. Together, the deep
and intermediate layers are on average 1 to 2 mm thick. The outermost layer of the
lamina propria, the superficial layer, contains spread out elastin fibers, and is
approximately .5 mm thick. The outermost layer of the vocal fold is the epithelium, a thin
skin ranging from .05 to .1 mm thick.

Figure 2-4 frontal view of a vocal fold (Titze, 1994)
Different categorization methods exist in labeling the layers of the vocal folds.
The 3 layer scheme groups the epithelium and the superficial layer of the lamina propria
together as the mucosa, the intermediate and deep layers of the lamina propria as the
ligament, and the muscle. In the two layer scheme, the muscle layer and the deep layer of
the lamina propria are labeled as the body and the intermediate and superficial layers of
the lamina propria along with the epithelium comprise the cover. The epithelium cover
over the lamina propria is analogous to a balloon containing water. This compliant
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portion of the vocal fold allows them to self-oscillate when pressurized, as essential
feature in human phonation. (Titze, 1989)

2.1.3 Variations in structure

Vocal fold stiffness, shape and size are very variable, apparent in the unique
sound of each person’s voice. Notable differences exist among genders and age groups.
In addition, disorders affecting the vocal folds often alter the stiffness and shape of one or
both of the vocal folds in a manner that impedes their self-oscillatory properties.
Many studies on human phonation involve only the male vocal fold geometry,
even though female vocal folds are a different size. Female vocal folds are not
geometrically similar, so one scale factor is not sufficient in characterizing the
differences. The length in the coronal direction (cross section that is right to left) is 1.2
times longer in males than in females.

Figure 2-5 Coronal view of the vocal folds (Titze, 1989)
In the opposite direction, the sagittal (front to back) length of the vocal fold is 1.6
times longer in males than in females. In addition to the length parameters, the overall
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thickness of the male to female was found from average values to be 1:1.2. Though
obvious geometric differences exist, variations in vocal fold stiffness between the genders
are insignificant (Titze, 1989).

2.2 Phonation

Phonation is a combination of many physical processes, often referred to as fluidstructure interactions. There are two types of coupling that exist in the airway. Aeroelastic coupling is a result of the interaction of the air with the vocal folds. The motion of
both the air exhaled from the lungs and the vocal folds behave in a fully coupled manner;
that is, the response from the structure affects the flow of air, and vice versa. The
synchronized movement of air and the vocal folds produces acoustic waves. The wave
then travels through the upper airway, where a portion of the wave is transmitted and
radiated outward through the mouth. The second type of coupling is aero-acoustic. This
occurs when the aerodynamics respond to the acoustic resonances. This type of coupling
is undesirable because the system resonances inhibit control over phonation (Zhang, et
al., 2006).

2.2.1 Phonation Threshold Pressure

Phonation threshold pressure is the minimum subglottal pressure required to
initiate phonation. The phonation threshold pressure has been regarded as an important
factor in indicating glottal flow behavior versus solely analyzing the subglottal pressure.
Several factors affect the phonation threshold pressure (PTP). Studies cite a positive
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correlation with glottal width (Titze, 1995) and vocal fold thickness and a negative
correlation with top layer compliancy (Titze, 1991). Several studies report a range of
PTP’s from .3 to .4 kPA (Gramming, 1988; Finkelhor et al., 1988; Verdolini-Marston, et
al., 1990; Cleveland and Sundberg, 1985). One study that used a Rothenberg mask to
investigate the effect of pitch and vocal fold hydration conditions in male and female
human test subjects reported that for a normal hydration condition and medium pitch (the
exact frequency was not reported), the PTP was on average .34 kPa. Intersubject variation
was present, but not correlated to gender (Verdolini-Marson, et al., 1990).

2.2.2 Vocal fold oscillation

Voiced sound, the focus of this thesis, infers the oscillation of vocal folds during
speech. At the beginning of the phonation cycle, pressure increases upstream of the
closed vocal folds. While the vocal folds are still closed, the subglottal pressure continues
to build until it reaches the phonation threshold pressure, at which point the transglottal
pressure gradient forces the vocal folds open in a convergent shape. When the vocal folds
open, the transglottal pressure difference accelerates the flow through the open glottis.
The glottal flow must first overcome the supraglottal inertance, or the mass of the air in
the supraglottal vocal tract, and push the air column downstream. A positive supraglottal
pressure relative to the downstream pressure in the convergent portion of the phonation
cycle also contributes to the forward momentum of the air column mass. Any delayed
movement of the glottal flow is due to the combined inertances yields a phase difference
between the velocity and transglottal pressure. As the supraglottal pressure increases, the
subglottal pressure concurrently decreases, as a result of Bernoulli’s Law.
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At the peak of the phonation cycle, the glottal area is at its maximum and the
vocal folds form a divergent shape. Once the transglottal pressure diminishes, the vocal
folds recoil to their closed position. The effect of the vocal tract inertance might also
contribute to the vocal fold closure. With the vocal folds in their original abducted
position, the subglottal pressure builds again and the cycle repeats (Titze, 1994). This
cyclic opening and closing of the vocal folds in a convergent and divergent shape is the
foundation of phonation (Zhang, et al., 2006).
Though equipped with a muscular core, the vocal folds vibration is not affected
by active periodic muscle action. The laryngeal muscles contribute to the phonation
process by controlling the tension of the vocal folds, which affects the vibration
frequency, and consequentially the pitch of the sound produced. When the muscles are
contracted, the vocal folds increase in length, thus decreasing the mass per unit area of
each vocal fold, resulting in a higher vibration frequency during phonation. Muscles also
regulate the glottal width through the adduction or abduction of the vocal folds; if the
vocal folds are too far apart, there is no pressure gradient to sustain phonation. (Titze,
1989).

2.2.2 Sources of sound

A sound source is a result of a change in volume and is always accompanied by
the addition of acoustic energy. There are two main sources of sound in phonation. One
primary source of sound is due to the air squeezing through the constriction in the glottis.
As the vocal folds close, the air in between the folds pushes through in the same way air
is pushed out between the hands during a clap. The continual change in glottal volume
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flow in the constriction is considered a monopole source, which can be envisioned as
pulsing sphere that expands and contracts within the glottis. This repeated motion
produces sound waves that spherically radiate from the source.
Another sound source is due to the cyclic alteration of transglottal flow. When the
vocal folds rapidly open and close, the air that is moving through the glottis starts and
stops concurrently with the vocal fold motion. This interruption in the airflow is
accompanied by a large pressure disruption. An increase in the vocal fold vibration
pattern correlates with an increase in frequency in the sound. This sound source is known
as a dipole, where the increase in volume upstream of the glottis is accompanied by a
decrease in volume downstream. The volume changes alternate and remain 180° out of
phase. The dipole source can be pictured as a small sphere moving back and forth along a
line, whose radius is much less than the length of the line. The result is an expansion on
one end of the line and a simultaneous contraction on the other end, as if there were two
monopole sources out of phase on each end of the line. This behavior is seen in an
unbaffled loudspeaker. When the cone stretches in the outward direction it produces a
contraction on that side and an expansion on the other and when it returns to its original
position (Kinsler, et al., 1999).
There are several secondary sound sources in human phonation; these include the
turbulence of the glottal jet, a rapid onset and offset of the glottal motion, known as
glottal “clicks”, or the sound produced by liquid motion, such as mucous or saliva. The
last secondary source can be negated from the HAM model results as there is no liquid
present. Therefore, the secondary source that we see in the HAM spectrum could be due
to the turbulence of the glottal jet, or the onset of glottal motion.
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The turbulence of the glottal jet is a result of airflow through the constriction.
When it does not interact with the vocal fold vibration, it produces a hissing sound,
characterized as aspiration. (On the contrary, when the turbulence interacts with the vocal
fold vibration, the resulting voice produced sounds “breathy”. This behavior is identified
by non-integer multiples of the fundamental frequency in the spectra, indicative of noise).
Glottal clicks, on the other hand, occur only during a sudden opening or closing of the
vocal folds. In human phonation, these are affiliated with consonants know as plosives,
which sound similar to a “pop” (Titze, 1989).

2.2.3 Filter theory

The sources described in the previous section propagate spherically outward.
However, before entering the atmosphere, the waves first pass through the vocal tract, the
portion of the airway that spans downstream of the glottis to the mouth exit. The
supraglottal region filters the frequencies that are radiated and can be pictured as a series
of tubes with varying radii, similar to the pipe shown in Figure 2-6. Three main factors
that affect sound propagation are changes in density, sound speed and area. Because
changes in density and sound speed are negligible in phonation, the shape of the vocal
tract is primarily responsible for determining which frequencies are transmitted or
reflected.
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Figure 2-6 junction in a pipe that changes cross sections area from S1 to S2; pi represents
the incident wave, pr represents the reflected wave and pt represents the transmitted wave
(Kinsler, et al, 1999)
The reflection coefficient is a function of the changes in cross sectional area of the
vocal tract and is determined in the following relation:
(2.1)
For simplification, it is convenient to explain the effect of a filter by envisioning
the vocal tract as a straight tube of a uniform cross section (this same simplification is
used in the experimental approach). The acoustic wave travels downstream in the vocal
tract. The significant change in area at the vocal tract exit to the atmosphere results in a
reflection coefficient close to -1 and most of the wave is reflected back in to the vocal
tract. The reflected wave has nearly the same magnitude as the incident wave, but carries
the opposite sign. The wave travels in the tube towards the glottis, where the minimal
opening results in a reflection coefficient close to +1, and the wave again reverses
direction and polarity, while still maintaining a similar magnitude. The wave must travel
up and down two times, traveling a distance of 4 times the length of the vocal tract, Lvt, in
order to regain its initial propagation polarity and direction. The frequency of the tract (in
Hz) is then calculated as
(

)

(2.2)
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where n is a positive integer that described the formant numbers, and a is the radius of the
tube. Just as the vocal folds oscillate at a resonant frequency which depends on elastic
and damping characteristics, these frequencies calculated are the modes of vibration in
the tube. The resonances of the tube, commonly referred to as formants, are indicated by
a subscript number.
This ratio of the sound pressure that is radiated at the mouth to the glottal flow
can be modeled as a transfer function, H(f), to describe the behavior of the vocal tract
filter. In this situation, the pressure radiated outwards represents the output of the
function and the glottal flow represents the input:

|

|

|

|

|

|

(2.3)

Where P(f,l) is the pressure at a distance, l, from the glottis. In modeling the filter
as a transfer function, the frequencies amplification becomes more apparent. Multiplying
the input, P(f,l), by H(f,l) returns an output, Q(f,l), with frequencies that are amplified at
the resonances of the tube (Kinsler, et al., 1999)

2.3 Aero-acoustic measures of phonation

Several pressure measurements can be used to describe the aeroacoustic behavior
of the voice produced. Radiated sound is the most common parameter, as it can be
obtained unobtrusively and can be used in several estimates that describe the sound
quality. Pressure measurements within the airway are also important for recording the
pressure differential that drives the phonatory process. This measurement is more
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difficult to obtain in human subjects, but is included among the array of measures taken
in the experiments outlined in this thesis.

2.3.1 Radiated Sound

Measured at the mouth exit with a microphone, radiated sound, as the name
suggests, is a record of the acoustic signal that propagates outward from the source. In the
case of human phonation, it is recorded when the signal exists the filter, or the upper
airway. The acoustic waves radiate spherically away from the mouth. Measures used to
quantify radiated sound are function of the distance between the filter exit (mouth) and
microphone placement. Because the acoustic signal travels through the vocal tract, the
filter resonances are apparent in the radiated sound signal.

2.3.2 Intraglottal pressure

While some studies have sought to measure the intraglottal pressure change in
human subjects, the procedures proved to be invasive and difficult to repeat or must be
obtained indirectly, and then estimated using inverse filtering techniques. The
experimental setup detailed in this thesis is equipped to measure this intraglottal pressure,
also known as transglottal pressure, gradient with pressure transducers that lie flush with
the airway walls. As previously noted, the transglottal pressure is of particulate interest in
phonation studies because it is responsible for sustaining the flow induced vibration that
allows phonation to occur. The upstream and downstream pressures are also used in
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estimates of the sound sources, which will be explained in section 3.3.3 Source
Estimates.
Ideally, investigation of the change in velocity or a measure of the force acting on
the air (perhaps by measuring the force on the vocal folds structure), along with
transglottal pressure measurements would provide a complete understanding of the dipole
source. As with the monopole source, all terms in the dipole source equation are not
measured in these experiments; however, analysis of the transglottal pressure is helpful in
determining trends related to the dipole source.

2.3.3 Autospectra

A convenient way of analyzing pressure readings (often the radiated sound) is
with an auto-spectrum, where the pressure is graphed against frequency. As previously
noted, the sound source due to vibrations in the glottis is a periodic source, composed of
multiple sinusoidal elements. The combination of multiple sinusoids produces a
waveform. Any sinusoid can be described by its amplitude, frequency and phase. Spectral
analysis of this waveform provides information regarding the amplitudes of the frequency
content of the glottal waveform. Since the waveform is periodic, the resulting amplitude
spectrum displays the fundamental frequency, Fo, and it’s harmonics, which are integer
multiples of the fundamental frequency. The fundamental frequency is the first sharp
peak and the harmonics are the sharp peaks that follow and are usually lower in
magnitude; these are apparent in Figure 2-7 which is the autospectra of a radiated sound
signal taken from a human female adult saying a voiced [a]. Because the combination of
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frequency components produces the tone that is heard in voice production, the harmonics
provide insight regarding the sound source quality.
The radiated sound measure includes any acoustic activity that downstream of the
glottis as well, which include secondary sources and the effects of the vocal tract filter.
The auto spectrum of the radiated sound signal also includes these effects as well. The
effects of the filter are the broader resonance peaks

Figure 2-7 Autospectra of a female voiced [a] vowel with noise floor
In the higher frequency region of the autospectra (greater than 3000 Hz), there are
still apparent resonances but no harmonics because there is another source of sound that
does not have harmonics. The spectrum of the secondary source alone would look
horizontal; therefore, when it is filtered, the resonances are still apparent in the spectrum.
A plosive (“pop”) or turbulent broadband noise (a dominating feature in breathy voice)
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has a spectrum that looks completely horizontal as opposed to the spectrum of a singular
tone which looks like the opposite, completely vertical (Titze, 1994).

2.3.4 Waveform

The waveform looks different for different types of voices. During normal
phonation, the air being pushed through the vocal folds as they open must also push the
air in the vocal tract above the folds. Therefore, it takes more time for the vocal folds to
open than to close, as the glottal airflow must first overcome the inertance in the vocal
tract in order for the vocal folds to open completely. This results in a skewed sinusoidal
shape, as the portion corresponding to the glottal opening is less steep than during closure
and shown below in Figure 2-8.

Figure 2-8Volume flow waveform estimate from a human subject with normal
conditions (Rothenberg, 1972)
In developing a L-F model of the glottal flow, Fant (1988) observed that a smaller
return time, Ta, is associated with stronger harmonics and steeper decline in high
frequency components in the volume flow spectra as seen in Figure 2-9.
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Figure 2-9 results from a theoretical model: from top to bottom, left to right:
volume flow waveform, derivative of volume flow, volume flow rate spectrum
(Fant 1988)
In the same L-F model described above, Fant (1988) also correlated the spectrum
of the volume flow derivative with the heights in the volume flow derivative waveform,
shown in Figure 2-10. With increasing ratios of negative waveform amplitude, Ee, to
positive waveform amplitude, Ei, ratios, both the harmonic content and the slope of the
spectrum decreased.

Figure 2-10 Results from a theoretical model: glottal flow derivative waveform
(left) and spectrum (right) (Fant 1988)
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When the vocal folds do not close all the way during phonation, the sound
produced is characterized as “breathy”, as seen in Figure2-11.

Figure 2-11 (top) open vocal folds (bottom) closed vocal folds (Vocal cord
paralysis, 2012)
The resulting waveform, seen in Figure 2-12, of the glottal flow is raised, with a
higher peak than normal phonation. Because of the continuous flow of air through the
glottis due to the lack of closure, the glottal flow waveform minimum does not reach
zero. “Pressed voice”, which is the opposite of “breathy voice”, the vocal folds maximum
opening is smaller and remain open for a shorter time span than in normal phonation.
This results in a waveform with a smaller magnitude and more sinusoidal components.
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Figure 2-12 (top to bottom) volume flow waveform, volume flow derivative of
subject of two human subjects with breathy voice (Childers & Ahn, 1995)
Compared to normal phonation, the “breathy” waveform is also more sinusoidal.
This behavior corresponds to a frequency amplitude spectrum with fewer harmonics, as
there are few frequency components in the sinusoidal signal. For normal phonation, the
waveform of the glottal flow has more frequency components, resulting in a spectrum
with energy distributed over harmonics. The pressed voice has a shorter period and more
sinusoidal elements. Consequentially, it has a spectrum with the most harmonics present
(Rubin 1995).
Observations of the glottal waveform for soft, normal and loud voices in both
male and female speakers was obtained by inverse filtering the oral airflow signal in a
series of experiments on human subjects and are shown in Figure 2-13. The waveforms
became increasing narrow and with greater amplitude with increasing volume, have
broad, shorter peaks for the soft voice to the highest, most narrow peak for the loud
condition, with the normal volume waveform displaying characteristics in between the
extremes. In general, the soft voice waveforms did not have a minimum at zero, similar to
the “breathy” voice waveforms.
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Figure 2-13 glottal waveforms for 6 male (left) and 6 female (right) speakers at
soft normal and loud voice
The normal and loud volume level waveforms did have a minimum at zero.
Gender differences are apparent in the larger amplitude in the male waveforms and a
shorter period for the female waveforms. (Holmberg, et al. 1988)

2.3.5 Sound source estimates
Measures of the sound source are determined by the effect the acoustic wave has
on the outgoing waves. The small amplitude disturbances are measured by the
microphone and pressure transducers as the combined effect of both incoming and
outgoing waves. It is therefore necessary to further analyze these measurements to
determine the effect of the sources on the outgoing waves. This is done by starting with
the source definition in terms of the equations of motions and substitution with the known
measurements in the model.
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Model Geometry
In an effort to more easily measure the sound source, the airway model geometry
is simplified such that the upstream and downstream areas are the same and remain
constant throughout the entire experiment, except at the lungs where the two bronchi
meet in an anechoic termination, and the trachea, where the area changes due to the
vibrating vocal folds.

Figure 2-14 Schematic of the human airway geometry after Krane (2012), pL is the
subglottal pressure, xL is the base of the trachea, Lt is the length of the trachea, L is the
glottal length, xA is the subglottal position upstream of the glottis, x2 is the direction of
the vocal fold motion, xD is the position directly downstream of the glottis, Lvt is the
length of the vocal tract, xm is the position of the mouth, x1 is the direction of the airflow

Division of airway
Further analysis of the airway geometry is necessary to accurately describe the
acoustic and fluid properties that change in the region of the vocal folds, depicted by the
green dash lined in the figure below.
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Figure 2-15 Schematic of glottal flow after Krane (2012), where the green dashed
line indicates the boundary for the control volume in the glottal region; S indicate the
cross sectional area, xS(t) is the position of the flow separation point, xJ(t) is the position
of the jet, uA is the velocity at x =xA, uD is the velocity at x=xD
In the subglottal and supraglottal regions outside of the control volume, the flow
is characterized as time dependent, small amplitude and incompressible. In the control
volume, the flow is incompressible; however, the acoustic approximation still applies at
the inlet, xA, and exit, xD. This same approximation was employed for selecting the lowfrequency Green’s function in similar aero-acoustic analysis (Howe & McGowen, 2007).
The pressure waves in these regions are separated into incoming and outgoing waves for
the source description
(2.4)
(2.5)
Variables denoted by a ‘+’ represent right running waves and variables denoted by
a ‘–’ denote left running waves.
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Source estimate
The monopole source is a result of the change in volume within the source region
detailed in Figure 2.3 and is due to the vocal fold movement. The dipole source is a result
of a degenerate volume change due to transglottal throughflow, which results in both a
volume change in the subglottal region and an equal and opposite volume change in the
supraglottal region. In order to mathematically define the source strengths in terms of the
measurements obtained from the experiment, several relations need to be established. The
following analysis is taken from Krane (2012).
The first relation that will aid in this analysis is the conservation of mass of the
source region:
̇

(2.6)

QA = uAS

(2.7)

QD = uDS

(2.8)

Here, QA and QD refers to the volume flow rates at x = xA and x = xD, respectively
and - ̇

refers to the net rate of change of volume due to the vocal fold vibration from x

= xA to x = xC.
Next, the Bernoulli equation for the flow in the source region is given by:
(2.9)
To relate the volume flows and pressures at xA and xD, it is necessary to express
QA, QD, pA, and pD in terms of the right-running and left-running wave components. It is
also necessary to relate QA and QD to the transglottal throughflow Qj and the volume
changes inside the source region. The volume flow rate relations are found from the mass
conservation equation applied to the control volume bounded by xA and xS (flow
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separation point) and the volume bounded by the separation point and the outlet face at
xD:
̇

(2.10)

̇
̇

̇

(2.11)
̇

(2.12)

Substituting the relations for the acoustic velocity and area into the volume flow
produces the following:
̇
̇

(2.13)
(2.14)

where uA and uD are the velocities at x = xA and x = xD respectively and SA and Sd
are the areas at x = xA and x = xD, respectively (Note: the variable SD is reserved for the
dipole source strength). Further substitution using impedance relations put the acoustic
velocity in terms of pressure:
̇
̇

(2.15)
(2.16)

Solving for the pressures yields the following:
(2.17)
(2.18)
Finally, rearranging the above equations returns a formula in terms of measures
taken in the experiments, pA and pD:
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(2.19)
(2.20)
(2.21)
The areas of the duct at A and D are equivalent remain the same through the
experiments, so it is referred to as simply S for simplification.

Monopole source estimate
The monopole source is defined as the net change in the source region, as defined
using the mass conservation equation:
̇

(2.22)

Further rearranging yields the volume flow rate in terms of pressure:
̇

(2.23)

The outgoing pressure terms detail the net change in volume flow and can easily
be distributed from equation 2.23 to solve for the monopole source terms:
̇

(2.24)

The form of this expression indicates the volume source strength is given by:
̇

(2.25)

Dipole source estimate
The dipole source is a result of the equal and opposing volume changes in the
subglottal and supraglottal region resulting from the transglottal throughflow, Qj. This
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behavior is calculated by the difference in the outgoing acoustic pressures,

and

.

Volume flow continuity at xA and xD requires Krane (2012):
(

̇ )

(2.26)

(

̇ )

(2.27)

The difference in the outgoing wave pressures is thus given by:
( ̇

̇ ) (2.28)

The form of this expression suggests that the dipole source strength FAC is given
by Krane (2012):
( ̇

̇ )

(2.29)

There are two components to the dipole force term, one related to the throughflow and the other is related to offsetting volume changes on either side of the separation
point. The through-flow component is responsible for the equal and opposing volume
change that occurs in the subglottal and supraglottal region. The local volume change is
due primarily to the rocking motion of the vocal folds in the vertical direction. The latter
volume change is much smaller than the through-flow component, so it is neglected; this
assumption has also been presented in other analyses in the same region as well
(McGowen, 2007, 2010). Using the Bernoulli relation stated at the beginning of this
section,

can be redefined for further simplification:
(2.30)
√

√

(2.31)
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Here CD is a discharge coefficient, to allow the transglottal volume flow to be
estimated from the minimum glottal area Sg, which is measured in the experiments
described in Chapter 3. The discharge coefficient lumps together the following effects: 1.
the separation point is located downstream of the minimum area location, 2. the
separation point often moves, and 3. there is a vena contracta, which occurs in flow
through a constriction when the minimum area of the resulting jet experiences an
increased velocity. An average discharge coefficient, CD, is used to quantify the net effect
of these phenomena on the relationship between the glottal volume flow, glottal area and
transglottal pressure.
Using this estimate for

results in the final simplification of the dipole source

force in terms of pressures that can be measured:
√

(

)

(2.32)

2.3.6 Low frequency mouth pressure derivation for a duct of square cross section

In addition to estimating the source from available pressure measurements, the
mouth pressure can be derived from source estimates that contribute to the glottal flow.
Note that these source expressions are not equivalent to those derived in the previous
section, 2.3.5, but are simplified versions that capture the general behavior of the
monopole and dipole sources. The purpose of this investigation is to compare the
monopole and dipole source strength to the actual signal measured. The derivation begins
with an expression for the mouth pressure:
[

( )

]

(Verge 1995)

(2.36)
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The mouth pressure equation above infers the impedance relation for a circular
pipe of radius

and an end coefficient,

. Adjustments are necessary in order to

account for the square cross sectional area of the Human Airway Model (HAM) used in
the experiments in this thesis. The radiation impedance of a rectangular piston at low
frequency (ka<<1) is given by Morse and Ingard (1968):
̂

(2.37)

̂

In the equation above, a and b represent the length and width of the rectangular
cross section. Because the HAM is a square duct, the impedance can be further
simplified, setting a = b:
̂

(2.38)

̂
̂

(2.39)

̂

Rearranging this equation to solve for mouth pressure in terms of volume flow
yields the following:
̂

[

̂

̂
̂

]

[

̂
̂

[

(2.40)
̂ ]

̂ ]

(2.41)
(2.42)

Taking the inverse Fourier Transform of the equation above provides a simplified
expression for ̂ in the time domain:
̂

[ (
[

) ̂
( )

̂ ]

(2.43)

]

(2.44)
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The frequencies of interest presented later in the results are in the low frequency
range (below 500Hz). The first term is much smaller than the second and can therefore be
neglected. The resulting equation for mouth pressure is:
(2.45)
This expression for the mouth pressure can be compared to that presented for the
circular baffled tube by expressing the radius, r0 in terms of a:
√

(2.46)

√

(2.47)
Substituting into the derived equation for mouth pressure yields:
(2.48)
For the square duct,

, which is similar to that of the circular duct,

.
The next steps incorporate the volume flow into the mouth pressure derivation. A
low frequency expression for the volume flow was previously derived for an imperfectly
reflecting piston in an open pipe (details in Appendix A.1). Returning to the frequency
domain, the impedance relation obtained is:
̂
̂

(

–

)

(2.49)

Where ̂ is the mouth pressure, ̂ is the volume flow downstream of the glottis,
is the mouth reflection coefficient and

is the reflection coefficient at x = 0, the

location of the vocal folds. For low frequencies where ka<<1, the following
simplifications occur as

:
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(2.50)
The mouth pressure reflection coefficient approaches the behavior of a pressure release
surface:
(2.51)
Conversely, the reflection coefficient at x = 0 approaches the behavior of a rigid wall:
(2.51)
The standard relation between impedance and the reflection coefficient is also used:
(2.52)
Substituting these simplifications in to the square impedance formula results in:

̂
̂

(

–

̃

)

(2.53)

where ̃ is the mouth impedance at low frequency, the reactance. Next, the volume flow
at x = xD is obtained in terms of the through flow (Qj), which is the contribution of the
dipole source and the volume displacement (QM), which is the contribution of the
monopole source:
̂

̂

̂

(2.54)

Substituting this into the impedance equation and solving for mouth pressure yields:
̂
̂
̂

(̂

(

̂ )
(̂

)

(2.55)
̂ )

(2.56)

The time-domain version of this expression is given by:
(

)

(2.57)
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Which uses previously solved glottal through flow expression and end coefficient
in addition to an estimate of the monopole source from the change in volume:
√

(2.58)
(2.59)
(2.60)

The final expression for the derived mouth pressure in terms of the monopole and
dipole contributions is:

[

(

√

(

)

)

]

(2.61)

2.4 Human airway disorders

Disorders affecting the airway range from birth defects, cancer, overuse or
misuse, trauma (usually from medical instruments, such as breathing or feeding tubes),
digestive disorders, infection or inflammation, or paralysis. These afflictions not only
affect one’s ability to communicate, but can also affect other processes that involve the
airway, such as respiration and digestion. The wide range of disorders is unfortunately
countered by a limited amount of data that can be taken clinically. Due to the
inaccessibility of the vocal fold region, most clinical measures are recorded externally
and prevent clinicians from gaining a complete understanding of the physical nature of
their patient’s phonatory process. A selection of voice disorders and clinical issues are
addressed to provide insight regarding how the vocal fold physiology changes in certain
disorders and the shortcomings in clinical measures. This information provides further
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support towards the importance of obtaining a physical understanding of this phonation
process and reinforces the motivation behind the experiments described in this thesis.

2.4.1 Voice disorders involving prephonatory stiffness asymmetry

Though phonation is the result of air-induced vibration, rather than a voluntary
muscular motion (such as moving the facial muscles to change the upper airway shape),
paralysis of nerves in the glottal region still affect the sound produced during phonation.
When nerves in the supraglottal region, SLN nerves, or in the subglottal region, RLN
nerves, are paralyzed, the vocal fold position and shape change depending on the area of
nerve loss (see Figure 2-3 for a depiction of the subglottal and supraglottal regions).
Unilateral paralysis results in nerve loss in one side of the larynx for the muscles and
cartilages that control the tension and adduction of the vocal fold. This stiffness in
tension and alignment of the vocal folds greatly affects the mucosal wave function as the
asymmetry prevents the vocal folds from moving in a cyclic manner. The lack of
synchronization in the vocal folds results in a strained voice with a lower pitch range and
monotone features. In addition to the change in sound produced, unilateral paralysis
increases fatigue. While bilateral paralysis, a loss of nerves on both sides of the larynx,
results in change of position or shape of both vocal folds, often times patients do not
experience as much difficulty during phonation due to a greater symmetry of the vocal
fold properties; however, the phonatory process is still quite different from a normal
phonation in that the vocal folds often do not completely close.
Several procedures exist for correct laryngeal paralysis. Vocal fold injections are
used to reshape and adjust the tension of the paralyzed vocal fold in an effort to regain
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similarities in stiffness between the two vocal folds. Though it can be administered fairly
easily through the upper airway, injections are still under scrutiny due to material
propensity of absorbing into surrounding tissues. Another process involves reinnervation
of the affected nerve. While many procedures exist to return mobility to the vocal fold in
a more permanent means than injection, the outcomes of reinnervation are not as
predictable. (Rubin, 1995)

2.4.2 Clinical measures and issues

Several internal and external measures are taken for diagnosing a voice disorder.
While clinicians can obtain a lot of information just from hearing the patient speak, both
imaging and acoustic recordings provide further insight regarding vocal fold behavior. To
capture the mucosal wave, a stroboscope is inserted oral cavity of the patient and records
a top view of the vocal fold vibrations while the patient produces an “ah” sound (denoted
as [a]). The vocal fold vibration frequency is too high for a human to process. In order to
visualize the vocal fold pattern, the lighting for the stroboscope is set to pulse at a
frequency different from that of the vocal folds. This offset provides an illusion of the
vocal folds vibrating at a slower frequency so that the clinician can view the vibratory
behavior and the change in glottal area, which can be further analyzed to obtain an
estimate of the fundamental frequency of vibration. When the strobe light is set to the
same frequency of the vocal fold vibrations, the vocal folds appear to be stationary. This
is also useful for the clinicians to inspect the vocal fold health.
An EGG is another instrument used to characterize the vocal fold vibration
pattern. It emits current that pass through the neck and vocal folds to capture information
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regarding the vocal fold contact area during vibration. When the vocal folds contact each
other, a small amount of current passes through; however, when they separate, the current
flow is much smaller when it reaches the air. This process requires processing, as the
current flow between the vocal folds is much smaller than the current that is flowing in
other regions in the larynx; however, filtering techniques have been developed to isolate
the small current flows that are attributed to vocal fold contact. EGG recordings paired
with stroboscopic imaging can be used for investigating the opening and closing times in
a cycle.
Pressure measurements in the glottal area, such as a trachea puncture or inserting
a measuring device into the subglottal region, are much more invasive. As a result,
several techniques have been developed to estimate the subglottal pressure through
measures taken at the mouth. The method involves measuring the pressure in the oral
cavity during the production of stop consonants (/p/or /b/). Because these consonants are
not voiced, that is they do not require vibrations in the vocal folds, it is estimated that the
pressure in the subglottal region is the same as that in the oral cavity. (Rubin, 1995) One
study that incorporated this technique instructed the human subjects to produce the /pa/
sound repeatedly. The pressure signal peak represents the subglottal pressure, right before
the consonant is released. Because the supraglottal pressure is also contained in the
signal, an estimate of the transglottal pressure can also be obtained. (Holmberg, et al.,
1988)
Another common estimate of the glottal airflow involves measuring the volume
velocity waveform at the mouth using a device called a Rothenberg Mask, worn over the
face with vents that serve as transducers. Unlike previous methods, which involved
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inverse filtering of the acoustic pressure to obtain a volume velocity waveform, inverse
filtering of the volume velocity at the mouth can accommodate low frequencies and a
zero flow measure (Rothenberg, 1972).
Lastly, radiated acoustic pressure is recorded, as it is a non-invasive, simple
measure of the acoustic properties of voice. Information obtained from this measure
includes fundamental frequency and dynamic range. Though an experienced clinician
will be able to detect certain voice disorders simply by hearing the patient speak, external
acoustic measures are useful for comparing pre and post treatment comparisons.
Although some measures can be taken clinically of patients with voice disorders,
they do not provide a full evaluation of the sound sources relative to the acoustic signal
produced. Transglottal pressure estimates taken at the mouth rely on stop consonants /p/
or /b/ specifically because they do not require vocal fold vibration. Considering
transglottal pressure is the driving force of voiced speech sounds, a direct measure of this
quantity while the vocal folds are vibrating would provide a relation between fluidstructure interactions (Rubin, 1995). While the Rothenberg mask is accurate within 3dB
up to 1.7kHz, the device is an obvious obstruction to the acoustic signal which distorts
the radiated acoustic sound (Hertegard & Gauffin, 1992). Therefore, a comparison
between the glottal waveform and a concurrent acoustic signal cannot be obtained. A lack
of direct and simultaneous clinical measures results in an incomplete physical
explanation of a patient’s voice. Consequentially, many physicians rely on previous
experience when diagnosing voice disorders and predicting the resulting sound after a
procedure (Rubin, 1995).
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Chapter 3 Methods
In an effort to measure the sound source in a repeatable and non-invasive manner,
an experimental model of the human airway was designed. The model is incorporated in
an experimental arrangement that employs compressed air and pressure regulators to
reproduce the phonation process. A combination of imaging, acoustic and pressure
measurements record data at various increments and which are subsequently analyzed for
comparison to human results and to identify trends.

3.1 Human airway model

Like most experiments seeking to imitate physiological phenomena, an exact
replica of the original process under investigation is difficult, and in most cases,
impossible. Though the model serves as a simplified reproduction of the human airway,
the data obtained can be compared to human trends for validation. The HAM also has the
benefit of assessing flow properties and capturing image views that are difficult to obtain
directly from a human subject.

3.1.1 Design requirements

To study the effects of changing vocal fold properties on the source necessitates
measures that can be used to estimate the source as well as means of altering the vocal
folds properties.
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Several requirements contributed to the design of the HAM that was based on
physiological similarity, test cases needed to address the research question, measurements
requirement and accessibility. When determining how physiological accurate the model
would be, features selection was based on airway qualities that significantly contribute to
the phonation process. These parameters consist of
1. a vocal fold structure capable of flow induced vibration at similar frequencies to
human phonation
2. a supra glottal and subglottal vocal tract
3. life scale dimensions
Other factors depended on factors associated with the scenarios needed to address
the research question. These include
4. interchangeable vocal fold models
5. vocal fold models that represented male and female geometry
To answer the research question, measurements are needed to estimate the sound
source and source strength. However, the design needed to accommodate the testing
instruments without impeding the flow. These measure requirements are as follows
6. transglottal pressure
7. top and side views of the vocal folds
8. capability for flow visualization
As with any design with multiple parts, ease of assembly and disassembly was
essential; yet, further elements related to the testing environment mandated specific
means of adjustability.
9. capability to remove one part easily for cleaning or replacement
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10. air tight connections
11. quick connection to test stand
12. an adjustable glottal width
Through a series of revisions, all of these requirements were ultimately
implemented in the HAM.

3.1.2 Vocal tract model

The Human Airway Model (HAM) was designed to mimic the aeroacoustic
behavior of the human airway, using lessons learned in a previous design (Leonard,
2010). The modifications to the original model allow for easier assembly to aid in
replacing the vocal folds and cleaning individual walls without having to dismantle the
entire model. The dimensions are on the order of average values previously reported for
an adult human (Titze, 1994) and designed at a 1:1 model to life scale ratio. The total
length of the airway is 315.14mm, with a vocal tract length of 172 mm. Four acrylic
walls are supported by aluminum corners, to form an airway with cross section
dimensions of 27.9cm x 27.9mm.
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Figure 3-1 Isometric (left) and side view of the HAM CAD model
All four walls are optically clear to allow high speed imaging vocal fold wall and
air motion. Square connectors made from PVC attached to the top and base of the airway
to ensure that the inner dimensions of the model airway are maintained and to allow the
acrylic walls to be conveniently removed or replaced with minimum disturbance to the
experiment. Two walls contain openings through which the model vocal folds are
inserted. Del-Tron101-SD-X (Del-Tron Precision, Inc., Bethel CT) micrometer
positioning stages, mounted to the corner joints, control the distance between the medial
surfaces of the opposing vocal fold models. Mounting the vocal fold models from the
outside of the airway provides accessibility to the vocal fold models, which can be
replaced without dismantling the other components.
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Figure 3-2 the HAM mounted on the test stand without vocal fold models (left)
and with vocal fold models (right)
Other design criteria were based on the accommodations needed to measure the
sound source, including supra and subglottal pressure. Three Kulite XCS-093 (Kulite
Semiconductor Products, Inc., Leonia, NJ) pressure transducers are mounted on the
acrylic walls that support the vocal folds. Two are located .375’’ upstream of the model
vocal folds and one is .375’’ downstream of the vocal folds on the left wall. The pressure
transducers fit in a Teflon seal, secured by a custom plug, similar to the set-up seen in
Hofmans, et al., (2003). This transducer assembly provides protection and ensures that
they are flush with the HAM walls.
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Figure 3-3 Transducer assembly
A PVC based adapter is permanently mounted to the test stand and attached to the
pressure source tube. It contains separate set of holes that line up with the stand to
quickly secure or remove the HAM from the test stand. A cylindrical tube is press fit in
the side of the adapter, where one end is flush with the airway duct and the other end
extends outward, serving as a connection point for the manometer, which records the
average subglottal pressure.
Lastly, to mimic a real-life human airway, the walls, vocal fold models and PVC
connectors contain rubber seals to prevent air from escaping when the model is
pressurizing. Additionally, two thin pieces of foam are placed along the HAM walls
parallel to the vocal fold models to seal the gap between the vocal fold models and the
wall.
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3.1.3 Vocal fold brackets

Synthetic, two layer vocal folds were fabricated from silicone rubber, mimicking
a body-cover conception of vocal fold mechanical structure. Each rubber vocal fold
model was mounted to a two-part bracket. The bracket served several functions:
1. To facilitate model vocal fold fabrication
2. To provide a rigid framework to support the fragile soft rubber model vocal fold,
especially in securing the ends of the vocal folds
3. To allow precise positioning of the glottal gap between the medial surfaces of the
model two vocal folds
4. To allow a reasonably tight seal between the model vocal folds and the model
airway walls.
The two parts of a vocal fold bracket were designed to support the synthetic vocal
folds using silicone rubber. The inside bracket was used to support the body, or base,
layer; it connects into an outer bracket which is used for molding the cover layer. This
thesis studies the differences in phonation between models which seek to mimic adult
male and female vocal fold, in “healthy” (symmetrical) configurations, as well as
asymmetric configurations which model vocal fold disorders, e.g. unilateral vocal fold
paralysis.

Geometry

Given the relative dearth of precise quantitative measurements on vocal fold geometry
and biomechanical properties, a systematic description of vocal fold geometry which
reflects the most important differences between adult male and female human vocal fold
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geometry had to be developed. As a first approximation, the model vocal fold was
uniform in shape and composition along the length of the vocal fold, consistent with the
work of Scherer, et al., (2001). The primary geometric differences between adult male
and adult female are the membranous vocal fold length Lm and thickness H, shown in
Figure 3-3. Titze (1989) gives the average scale factors (dimension ratio male: female) of
1.6 and 1.2 for Lm and H, respectively.

Figure 3-4 Isometric view of the model vocal folds
For the shape of the model vocal folds in a coronal section, the "M5" shape (Scherer, et
al. 2001) was used. Figure 3-4 shows the dimensions of the vocal fold section in terms of
the "M5" model.
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Figure 3-5 Side view of the vocal folds
The parameters Q1, Q5 and RL in the M5 shape are in terms of T, denoted in this
paper as Ts. A relationship between Ts and the thickness given in Titze (1989), also T and
denoted in this paper as H, must be inferred. The following expression was used:
(

)

(3.1)

Setting H equal to 4.40 mm, the average thickness for an adult male, or 3.50 mm,
the average thickness for an adult female, a new value of Ts was calculated and
subsequently used to determine Q1, Q5 and RL from Scherer’s M5 shape to obtain the full
geometry. The RΨ parameter from the M5 shape depended on another predetermined
variable, Ro. Using the original values of RΨ and Ts as well as the new adjusted value Ts
solved for above, the new RΨ value was solved using the following relation:
(3.2)
It was scaled by the male: female ratio for H, 1.28, to obtain the female
dimensions.
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Figure 3-6 CAD images of the male vocal fold model (left) and the female vocal
fold model (right)
The vocal fold lengths in the transverse direction, denoted in the figure as D, were
obtained using the average values presented in Titze, et al. (1989) for both the male and
female models. Table 3-1 details the dimensions used for the male and female outside
models.
Table 3-1Vocal fold dimensions (all dimensions are in mm)
Male
Outside

Female
Outside

Q1

2.59

1.57

Q5
TS

1.24
3.25

.096
.254

H

4.49

3.50

RL

1.62

1.27

RΨ

11.91

9.24

D
Lm

13.97
15.82

13.97
10.01

The thickness of the cover layer was set to 1mm for the adult male. Again, the
male: female ratio for H, 1.28, was used to scale the thickness of the cover layer for the
female to .78mm. This thickness was applied to the outer edge of the outside bracket
model (above left), and then extruded from the sides of the outside model. The
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dimensions of the resulting inset were then used to determine the geometry of the inside
bracket model.

Figure 3-7 Vocal fold thickness dimensions for the male vocal fold bracket

Fabrication

Fabrication of the models was done in a two step process, using Smooth-On
ECOFLEX 0300 silicone rubber mix and thinner using the same technique outlined in
Riede, et al. (2008) and Drechsel (2007). The ratio of thinner to the silicone mix
determined the stiffness of the folds, with thinner resulting in a decreased stiffness.
Before beginning, a liberal amount of Mann Ease Release was applied to the mold and
the sides of the bracket.
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Figure 3-8 Vocal fold model fabrication
The body layer was prepared first using Mold A and the inside bracket. Once
cured, the inside bracket snapped into the outside bracket and was secured with an
aluminum dowel pin. The silicone body/bracket assembly was then placed in Mold B to
mold the cover layer. When the cover layer cures, the process is complete.
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Figure 3-9 Cross section of the completed vocal fold model

3.2 Measurements

While the HAM was designed to incorporate devices that would be akin to in
vitro measurements in a human, several other measurements were also used in the
experiments which characterize the flow upstream and the sound radiated outward. In
addition to providing a full data set for investigating the airway trends, these external
measurements also provide a comparison to clinical measurements.

3.2.1 Experiment layout

The experimental set up incorporates many instruments that either record data
digitally or require a manual reading. Careful attention was given to the experimental
layout in order to streamline the data acquisition process and provide a suitable
environment for acoustic data collection. The resulting arrangement consists of the HAM
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mounted on a test stand with two measuring stations on each side. The downstream
measuring devices and pressure sensor data acquisition system are easily accessible at
one station, while the other area is used primary for optical measuring.

Description

The testing occurs in the anechoic chamber located in the Garfield Thomas Water
Tunnel at the Penn State University Park campus. In addition to the 30 ft walls equipped
with fiber glass wedges, several movable wedges were placed around the test stand to
prevent reflections and absorb noise from the data acquisition devices. The HAM is
mounted on top of a wooden test stand which is centrally located in the chamber. A
wooden baffle is placed over the HAM and secured to the wooden test stand; the baffle
prevents any outside acoustic disturbances, which serves a similar function as the face in
human phonation. A connector, permanently attached to the top of the test stand, screws
into the base of the HAM and provides a connection to the Tygon tube the through which
the air flows. The port that extends from the base adapter serves as an attachment point
for connecting to HAM to the static manometer, used to read the downstream pressure of
the air flowing through the airway.
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Figure 3-10 Ham test stand set up
Further upstream, the Tygon tube is connected to a Dwyer RMC 106 Flowmeter.
The flowmeter directly attaches to a Control Air Precision Pressure Regulator, Type 700C-C with NPT adapters. A hose supplies the pressure to the anechoic chamber from the
Water Tunnel compressed air and connects to the inlet of the pressure regulator, also
through a series of NPT adapters. The pressure regulator, flowmeter and static
manometer are situated together on the same test station where the data acquisition
systems for pressure measurements are also located. The pressure transducers connect to
the DAQ through a small hole in the side of the test stand. Mounted to the mouth of the
HAM is a Larson Davis .5’’ free-field microphone, model 2541, which is also connected
to the DAQ. A wall of fiberglass wedges separates HAM and the test station to prevent
fan noise from the DAQ system and computer from interfering with the acoustic
measurements.
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The experiment layout slightly changes when taking optical data. A lamp is
mounted on top of the test stand for illuminating the HAM. Placement of the lamp
requires the baffle door to be open during image collection. A high speed camera,
mounted on a tripod, is used to capture the vibration pattern of the vocal folds when they
are vibrating. Due to the adjustments to the experiment, accurate acoustic measures
cannot be recorded; therefore, only transducer measurements are taken in conjunction
with the imaging data and an acoustic data set is taken immediately after with both
pressure and radiated sound measurements.

3.2.2 Quantities measured

The coupling of the fluid-structure-acoustic interaction in phonation requires a
combination of measurements to characterize the airflow and the vibration pattern of the
HAM. The measurements in this experiment are separated based on those that assess the
flow (pressure measurements) and those that assess the structural behavior (optical
measurements).

Pressure measurements

The first measuring device that the compressed air passes through is the Dwyer
RMC 106 Flowmeter, which has a range of 100-1000 cubic feet per hour. The flowmeter
provides an average volume flow rate measurement and requires the user to be at eye
level with the device to obtain a correct reading. The volume flow rate is used in
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estimates of the efficiency and resistance. The resolution of the volume flow meter is
157.32 cc/s, which is the height of each increment between the markers on the meter.
The manometer displays an average value of the subglottal pressure. This reading
is mainly used for controlling the pressure increments while adjusting the airflow with
the pressure measurements, but is also a good measure to check the subglottal pressure
transducer readings. The manometer resolution, also the height of the increments on the
meter, is .0311kPa.
Two Kulite XCS-093-5PSI pressure transducers are used to provide a measure of
the upstream and downstream pressure. These recordings can be used to calculate the
transglottal pressure, a measure of the source strength. The resolution of the transducers
was calculated as follows:
The Larson Davis microphone, mounted at the mouth of the HAM, records the
radiated sound, which is used in estimates for the sound power, sound pressure level,
efficiency and intensity. The signal can also be used in calculating the autospectra, from
the fundamental frequency and resonances can be acquired. As a measure commonly
reported in voice clinics, radiated sound is an ideal quantity for validation with human
data in addition to comparing changes between each test case.
(

)

(3.3)

The data acquisition system that was used to record the pressure transducers and
microphone had a resolution of 12bits, which leads to a resolution of 212, or 4096.
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Table 3-2 Resolution for the pressure measurement devices
Subglottal
Transducer
Supraglottal
Transducer
Microphone

Range (V)
-0.0087-0.0087

Sensitivity
3.66E-6

Resolution (kPa)
5.81E-4

-0.03 - 0.03

3.67E-6

1.99E-3

-5.0 – 5.0

.04761 V/Pa

2.56E-5

Optical measurements

An angled mirror was placed on the edge of the HAM opening. The high speed
camera, Memrecam GX-3, NAC, focused on the mirror, recording projected glottal area
from a superior view. Videos produced from the high speed images provide qualitative
comparison to human vocal fold vibration. The vibration frequency can also be estimated
from these image sequences for comparison to that quantities obtained from the radiated
sound signal. Additionally, the change in glottal area can also be estimated from these
measurements.

Figure 3-11 schematic of the superior views recorded with the high speed camera
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3.2.3 Data acquisition

The sensors and high speed camera require a data acquisition system and software
to initiate recording and set the record length. Filters prevent aliasing in the pressure
measurements, and a gain is set for the acoustic signal. Sampling frequency is determined
by the Nyquist criterion, which requires that the sampling rate be at least two times
greater than the highest frequency recorded.

Pressure data collection

The three Kulite pressure transducers are connected to the WaveBook Workbook
16 Strain Gage Module (IOtech, Inc., Cleveland, OH). The module must be used in
conjunction with the WaveBook 512 (IOtech, Inc., Cleveland, OH), which connects to
the computer. WaveView software records the data obtained from both WaveBooks and
also controls the setting for the Kulite low pass filters. A Stanford Low-Noise
Preamplifier Model SR560 (Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA) is used to filter
and amplify the microphone signal (see Table 2 for filter settings). The output from the
Stanford Amplifier connects to the Larson Davis 2221 Preamplifier (Larson Davis,
Depew, NY), which then connects to the main DAQ console, WaveBook 512.
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Figure 3-12 Schematic of the test set up
Adjustments to the sampling frequency and number of samples taken for each
record can be made in the WaveView program. To prevent aliasing, the sampling
frequency should be set to at least 2x the frequency of the low pass filter in accordance
with the Nyquist Criterion.
Table 3-3 Pressure sensor DAQ settings
Sensor

DAQ
System

High Pass
Filter

Low Pass
Filter

Gain

Sampling
Frequency

Number of
samples
per record

Kulite
Pressure
Transducer

Wavebook
516

DC

10,919 Hz

0

22,000 Hz

200,000

Larson
Davis
Microphone

Wavebook
512

10 Hz

10,000Hz

100

22,000 Hz

200,000
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High speed imaging

To capture a top view of the vocal folds, a slanted mirror is placed on the top
connecter, and the high speed camera focuses on the mirror. Alternatively, side imaging
can be taken with the HAM. The camera is placed in front of the test stand with the baffle
door open and is angled downward to capture the vocal fold vibration through the acrylic
walls. In both scenarios, the baffle door must remain open to accommodate the lighting
and for the top imaging, the mirror impedes the radiated sound; both modifications affect
the accuracy of the microphone measurements, which are not taken during the imaging
data collection. The camera is set to have the same sampling frequency as the pressure
measurements, 22 kHz (the same rate used for pressure and sound data acquisition).

3.3. Data analysis

Given the amount of information in each data set, many possibilities exist to
describe the behavior of each test; however, several quantities were selected to provide an
encompassing summary of each case. These estimates, derived from measurement values,
convert the results into quantities typically used to describe human phonatory behavior.
This analysis provides validation with human data as well as comparison among different
testing scenarios.

3.3.1 Pressure data analysis

These experiments seek to measure the source strengths of each case and
investigate the effect of geometry and lateral symmetry on the source. Both the Kulite
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transducers and the microphone data must be multiplied by a calibration factor, which are
provided by Kulite and Larson Davis, respectively. The volume flow readings are also
corrected based on a calibration factor that depends on temperature. Likewise,
temperature is also included in the calculations for speed of sound and air density in the
MATLAB program.
The radiated sound is recorded from the microphone at the HAM mouth. The
transglottal pressure is a measurable quantity of the sound source; it can be estimated
from these experiments using the pressure signals obtained from the Kulite transducers.
To calculate the average transglottal pressure in the HAM experiments, the average of the
downstream pressure is subtracted from the upstream pressure and then divided by the
total number of data points, N.
̅

∑

(

̅

)

(3.4)

3.3.3. Autospectra and Waveform

Another MATLAB program computes an autospectrum from the data collected
from the mouth microphone, imaging and estimate quantities. The autospectra provide
information regarding the fundamental frequencies and their harmonics, as well as the
signal energy. The fundamental frequencies from the radiated sound auto spectra can be
compared to human data to validate the vocal fold models.
Using standard digital signal processing techniques, the program reads in the
pressure signal, area signal, or estimate and breaks it down into equivalent sections,
referred to as bins. Separating the signal into bins is useful for averaging, which is
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performed in later steps. The number of data points in each bin used was 4096 (the bin
number needs to be a power of 2, in this case, 212). In order to better smooth the
beginning and end of each bin, a windowing function is also applied to each bin. The
equation used for the Hanning window is:
(3.5)
In this equation, t is the time, and T is the period of the signal. Because the
window tapers the signal at the beginning and ends of the records, a 50% overlap is
applied to the signal to increase the number of records, which will later be averaged.

bin

50%

Figure 3-13 Visual representation of signal breakdown with 50% bin overlap
Next, the fft command in MATLAB is used to transform the signal into the
frequency domain for each bin. The autospectra, or power spectral density, used to
determine the amount of power at a given frequency, is performed on each bin, using the
following formula:
|

|

(3.6)

Where Gxx is the autospectra and Xm is the linear spectrum. Finally, the Gxx of the
bins are averaged over the number of bins. This process, RMS averaging, is an approach
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used to better define the signal; the average noise, however, remains the same. Once all
of the sections of the signal have been processed, the averaged autospectra is graphed
against the frequency of the signal to obtain the power spectral density plot.
The waveform plots are fairly straightforward to plot and included the signals
obtained from the measurements (multiplied by any calibration factor) and graphed
against time. The entire waveform was viewed to check for instabilities; however, the
cases maintained fairly good pattern repeatability for the entire set of points collected. A
portion of the signal displaying 5-7 cycles is shown so that the details of each cycle and
cycle-to-cycle variations are visible.

3.3.2 Estimates of derived source quantities
The several source estimates that were derived in Chapter 2 were incorporated in
the data processing MATLAB codes, as well. First, the glottal flow was used in
comparison for the transglottal pressure and area waveforms and spectra (4.1.1 and
4.1.2). Next, estimates of the monopole and dipole source were calculated, along with an
estimate of the mouth pressure.

Glottal flow estimate

The glottal flow was estimated using the measurements from the high speed
camera and pressure transducers from equation 2.31.
Sg is obtained from a separate MATLAB code that reads in the imaging data from
the high speed camera and outputs the glottal area in terms of mm2.

, the downstream

pressure is obtained from the downstream Kulite pressure transducer and

, the
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upstream, is obtained from the upstream Kulite pressure transducer.

is the discharge

coefficient and is found empirically, by fitting a straight line to a plot of the mean volume
flow Q j ,meas measured by the flow meter, vs. the mean volume flow, Q j ,est , estimated from
the Bernoulli equation, where
√
If the Bernoulli were correct,
vs.

(3.7)

= 1, and the slope, ma, of the linear fit of

, would be 1. Experimental results revealed that the slope of the linear fit ma to

be greater than 1. A discharge coefficient was found for each pressure increment in each
experiment in the following fashion
̅
̅

(3.8)

The derivative of the glottal volume flow is also of interest and was obtained
using the following calculation:
∑

(3.9)

Where n is the length of the Qj vector.

Monopole and dipole source

The monopole and dipole source estimates derived in section 2.3.5 are calculated
in MATLAB using the measurements obtained from the transducers, microphone and
camera. First the derivative of the glottal volume, ̇ , is calculated:
(3.10)
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Here,

is the inferior to superior length of the vocal fold constriction, 5.2mm for

males and 3.6mm for females, for females. Sg is obtained from the camera recording,
processed through a separate MATLAB code to obtain the glottal area. Next, taking the
derivative of VAC is performed is over the entire length of the signal, N:
̇

∑

(3.11)
. This expression for ̇

Where n is the length of the vector,
the downstream pressure signal, and

along with

,

, the upstream pressure signal, are used to

calculate the monopole source strength, SM, from equation 2.25.
Where S is the cross sectional area of the duct, .03m2,
is the speed of sound. The upstream pressure,
glottal area, Sg, and discharge coefficient,

is the density of air and c

, and downstream pressure,

, the

, are also used in calculating the dipole

source estimate from equation 2.32.

Mouth pressure estimate

Incorporating the mouth pressure estimate in the MATLAB code was fairly
straightforward as the elements used to compute the monopole and dipole source strength
were already done, as described in the previous section. The dipole contribution was
computed from equation 2.31. This estimate used the signals from the glottal area from
the high speed camera and the transglottal pressure from the pressure transducers. The
monopole source contribution also calls on the previously calculated QM from equation
2.60.
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The complete expression for the mouth pressure involved taking the time
derivative of these two terms
√

∑

(

)

(3.12)
(

∑

)

(3.13)

These expressions were used in the final equation for the mouth pressure
(

)

(2.61)

Where a is the width of the square duct, .02794m.
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Chapter 4 Results

This thesis seeks to estimate phonation aeroacoustic source strengths from
measurements in a physical model of the human airway. Experiments were performed as
follows. For a vocal fold model set, subglottal pressure was set to a given value, starting
below the phonation threshold pressure, until phonation threshold was reached. Then,
subglottal pressure was set to fixed target levels. Initially, each succeeding pressure was
greater than the preceding value, until a maximum pressure was reached. Then, each
succeeding value of pressure was less than the preceding value. In this way, any
hysteresis in the system can be characterized.
Data was collected on multiple days for each vocal fold model, with an acoustic
test and an imaging test for each day. Up to six measurements were performed at each
pressure increment:
Independent variable:


Mean subglottal pressure, pSG , measured with a A-1063 Meriam manometer,
located 4.6’’ (116.84mm) upstream of the vocal fold model base
Dependent variables:



Mean volume flow, Q j , measured with a Dwyer RMC -106-CPF flow meter



Subglottal pressure, pSG , measured with a Kulite XCS-093-5PSID transducer,
located .325’’(8.255 mm) upstream of the vocal fold model base



Supraglottal pressure, pSUP , measured with a Kulite XCS-093-5PSID
transducer, located .325’’(8.255 mm) downstream stream of the top of the
vocal fold model
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Sound pressure at the mouth, pm , measured with a Larson Davis 377B51
½’’microphone , located 6.4’’(162.56 mm) downstream stream of the top of
the vocal fold model



Projected glottal area, Sg , measured with an NAC Memrecam GX-3 high
speed camera viewed from above (this measurement was only included in
certain data collection sets)

Before and after each experiment, zeroes (i.e., measurements for zero subglottal
pressure) were recorded to assess zero drift in the Kulite transducers, and background
noise levels for all measurements. For clarity, the results are presented in the following
fashion:
1. Characterize the behavior of the HAM over each data set: mean values vs.
subglottal pressure
2. Examination of typical behavior: waveforms and spectra
3. Source strength behavior:


Waveforms/spectra



Variation of source strength with subglottal pressure



Relative strengths of volume and dipole sources



Correlation to sound pressure



Effect of model vocal fold geometry on source strengths

In order to sufficiently address the main research question (3), the experimental
test set up and models must be validated, which align with the goals of (1) and (2). The
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first two sections describe the behavior of the response of the HAM during the trials and
address the following questions:
a) How does each of the measured quantities vary with subglottal pressure?
b) Which test represents a typical result?
c) Does the HAM mimic the behavior of the physiological system?
These questions will be addressed by assessing repeatability, characterizing how
the measured variables change with the dependent variable (subglottal pressure) and
qualitative comparison with previously published human and experimental observations.
The third section of the results presents the estimates of the source, derived from
measured quantities. One case each will be presented for the male and female tests. The
principle research question “How do changes in the geometry of vocal fold models affect
the source of sound?” will be addressed by comparing the behavior of the volume and
dipole sources for the male and female vocal fold models, over the range of subglottal
pressures studied. The derived quantities used in estimating source strengths are:


Transglottal pressure difference pTG  pSG  psup



Transglottal volume flow Q j , computed from transglottal pressure, glottal
area, and mean volume flow



Rate of change of glottal volume, computed from the rate of change of glottal
area and the medial surface length

From these quantities, the aeroacoustic source strengths are computed as described in
Chapters 2 and 3. The variations of source strength standard deviations are presented.
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4.1 Characterization of HAM behavior – direct measurements

Before relating the data that directly correlates to the research question, it is
necessary to present the results in their basic form to provide information regarding the
model’s response during the test. The following figures detail the characteristics of the
experimental model. The measurements obtained from the sensors are compared to the
mean subglottal pressure increments recorded with the static manometer to show the
response of the system over one data set, answering the questions posed in (a) and (b).
Additionally, comparison between several sensor measurements provides a preview of
the correlations between different source-related measures (c), which will be investigated
in detail in the second portion of the results section, where the research question is
addressed.

4.1.1 Repeatability

To characterize the repeatability of the experiments and to provide information
regarding the effects of the imaging equipment on the acoustic sensors, six sets of data
were taken for each vocal fold set. Figures 4-1 and 4-2 presents the spectra of the
subglottal pressure versus the subglottal pressure, read from static manometer. The same
set of vocal folds was used in each test and the model was not altered in any way. The
solid markers represent the data taken on the increasing pressure increments, indicated by
“inc.” and the empty markers, indicated by “dec.”, correspond to the decreasing pressure
increments. Two types of data sets were taken. One test solely measured acoustic data,
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(marked “acs.”) and another test recorded the same acoustic data along with high speed
imaging (marked “img.”).
Table 4-1 Summary of testing measures for acoustic and imaging tests

Acoustic Tests (‘acs’) Imaging Tests (‘img’)
Upstream Pressure
(Kulite transducer)
Down Stream Pressure
(Kulite Transducer)
Mouth Pressure
(Larson Davis Microphone)
Manometer
Volume Flow
High Speed Camera
(NAC Memrecam GX-3)
Baffle door

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

Closed

Open

In the acoustic tests (marked “acs.”), the baffle door was shut and the light and
camera used for imaging were not included in the experiment set up. These tests are
labeled as “acs”. In the tests where both acoustic and imaging data were collected
(denoted by ‘img.’), the experimental setup was slightly altered. The baffle door was
open to accommodate the light source which provided illumination for the imaging, but
also subjects the transducers to fan noise. An angled mirror was placed at the edge of the
opening of the HAM to reflect the top view of the vibrating vocal folds. The high speed
camera recorded this reflected view for obtaining information regarding the glottal area.
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Figure 4-1 Spectra of subglottal pressure spectrum for male model vocal folds
As seen in Figure 4-1, the autospectrum of the subglottal pressure signal recorded
with the pressure transducer and Figure 4-2, the autospectrum of the supraglottal
pressure, the solely acoustic tests and the imaging tests have very good agreement. The
evolution of the HAM test set-up from fully closed baffle door to an open baffle door
with a camera with running fans did not have much effect on the pressure signals,
especially at low frequencies.
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Figure 4-2 Spectra of supraglottal pressure spectrum for male model vocal folds
Good agreement is also seen in Figure 4-3, which shows the mouth pressure
spectrum of the acoustic and imaging tests at the same subglottal pressure for male vocal
folds. Both of the spectrums overlap at low frequencies and the acoustic spectra shows a
slight increase in power of the higher formants.
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Figure 4-3Radiated sound pressure spectrum for male model vocal folds
To better understand the variability of the model vocal fold’s behavior, an
acoustic and imaging test were taken each day on three separate days (the exception to
this is the 7/23 male acoustic set whose corresponding imaging set was performed the
following day). Figures 4-4, 4-6 and 4-8 include all male case scenario results for the
volume flow, supraglottal pressure and sound pressure standard deviation compared to
mean subglottal pressure. Comparison of the data set behaviors ultimately showed good
agreement among all of the tests. Likewise, Figures 4-5, 4-7 and 4-9 detail results taken
for all data sets from the female model, showing the response obtained on different days
and test arrangements (solely acoustic and acoustic with imaging) for the microphone and
transducers. The mean values of the volume flow were compared to the mean subglottal
pressure for all the data sets in Figure 4-4. Filled in units represent increasing pressure
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increments, and the corresponding shape and color of the no-fill shape refer to the
decreasing increments for the same test. This labeling strategy applies to Figure 4-4
through Figure 4-9.

Figure 4-4 Mean volume flow rate vs. subglottal pressure for male vocal fold models
The mean volume flow was recorded with the volume flow meter and the
subglottal pressure. Many of the cases overlap; however, there is some variation that
exists from day-to-day is not dependent on either the acoustic or imagining data. This
variation could be attributed to the resolution of the volume flow meter was around
157.32 cc/s.
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Figure 4-5 Mean volume flow rate vs. subglottal pressure for female vocal fold models
Like its male counterparts, there is both variation and overlap in the female vocal
fold models mean volume flow vs. mean subglottal pressure measurements, shown in
Figure 4-5. Again, the variation could be due to the resolution of the volume flow meter.
As such, the results from all of the tests are further investigated for the supraglottal
pressure and mouth pressure standard deviation for a more comprehensive view of
characteristics of the models’ behavior in each test.
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Figure 4-6 Mean supraglottal pressure vs. subglottal pressure for all male model
measurement.
An investigation of the linear curve fits of the data sets in Figure 4.4 showed that
that the average slopes of the increasing acoustic and imaging tests, -0.1838, and 0.1884, respectively, were very close. The slopes and Y intercepts of the data set from
Figure 4-4 are show below in Table 4-2 All data points had good linear correlation, with
R2 values greater than .99. The average slope of all of the data sets was -0.1801 with a
standard deviation of .01478.
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Table 4-2 Linear trend line equation slopes and y intercepts for corresponding
data points in Figure 4-6 for male model vocal fold

In addition to identifying the behavior of the vocal folds in each test, the
relationship between the subglottal pressure and supraglottal pressure are apparent in
Figure 4-6. The negative correlation between supraglottal and subglottal pressure is likely
explained by the acceleration of the flow into a jet in the glottis. The jet persists
downstream, past the pressure transducer location, inducing a pressure lower than the
ambient atmospheric pressure. The exact reason for this behavior will be known once
visualization of the flow is performed (those experiments are not included in the scope of
this thesis, and are addressed in McPhail, 2012).
At phonation onset, the male models began to produce audible, yet unclear,
sounds at a lower pressure before producing a clear, tonal sound at 2.24kPa. This
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observation was also seen in the female models, which produced an initially cracking
sound before producing a tonal around at 1.99kPa. These PTP values are much larger
than the typical values seen in literature, which range from .3-1.6 (Gramming, 1988;
Finkelhor et al., 1988; Verdolini-Marston, et al., 1990; Cleveland and Sundberg, 1985).
Because the prephonatory glottal width was zero for all experiments (male, female,
acoustic and imaging), the initial unsteady tone produced and the increased PTP could be
due to collisions when the vocal folds nearly touch. Though PTP decreases with glottal
width, a prephonatory closed vocal fold condition actually requires a larger PTP than a
small, but positive initial glottal width. This has been attributed to collisions and to the
inability of small amplitude oscillations to occur when the vocal folds are in contact with
each other (Titze, 1995).
The subglottal pressure of the male vocal folds is higher than typical measures
reported with human subjects, which range from .431 -.941kPa (Holmberg, 1988).
Similar behavior was observed in the female model vocal folds, as seen in the mean
supraglottal pressure in Figure 4-6. Holmberg’s study (1988), which included subglottal
pressure values for men and women using soft, normal and loud voice conditions,
reported that in the normal voice conditions, females had a higher mean subglottal
pressure than the males. Conversely, males reported a higher mean subglottal pressure at
the loud condition than the females. The same average subglottal pressure was reported
for both genders at the soft condition. Considering the control over the vocal fold length
and tension in the HAM experiments, a lower subglottal pressure for the smaller vocal
fold geometry is expected as the mass of the vibrating vocal fold structure is smaller, thus
requiring a smaller force from the pressure to initiate self-oscillation.
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Figure 4-7 Mean supraglottal pressure vs. subglottal pressure, recorded with the static
manometer for all female model measurements
The female tests were recorded in the same way as the male: an acoustic and
imaging test recorded on each day for three separate days. Like the data for the male
model shown in Figure 4-6, there is some spread in the data; however, the behavior is
fairly random with variations occurring between increasing and decreasing increments,
between acoustic and imaging tests and between different days. The slopes of the linear
best fit curves from the data points in Figure 4-7 are shown in Table 4-3. All of the trend
lines showed good linear behavior with R2 greater than .99, except for the 7/27 acoustic
case, which had an R2 value of .899.
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Table 4-3 Linear trend line equation slopes and y intercepts for corresponding
data points in Figure 4.5 for female model vocal folds

The average slope of the entire data set shown in Table4-3 is -.0531 with a standard
deviation of 0.0061.
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Figure 4-8 Mouth pressure standard deviation vs. mean subglottal pressure for
the male case
Further comparison of the male vocal fold model behavior in each test is in figure
4-8, which shows the relation between the mouth pressure standard deviation versus the
mean subglottal pressure, recorded with the static manometer. The positive correlation
between the sound pressure standard deviation and the mean subglottal pressure are
expected and will be analyzed in an individual case in Figure 4-11. The slopes, yintercepts and R2 values for the data sets are show in Table 4-4. The average of all of the
slopes for the entire data set is 0.0139 with a standard deviation of 0.0023. The 7/24
imaging case falls within the range of the average given the standard deviation for both
the mean supraglottal measures and the mouth pressure standard deviation, so it
represents a typical case out of the entire set.
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Table 4-4 Linear trend line equation slopes and y intercepts for corresponding
data points in Figure 4-8, mouth pressure standard deviation vs. mean subglottal
pressure, for male model vocal folds

While Figure 4-7 showed the consistency of the female models over a range of
pressures as measured by the transducers, Figure 4-9 shows the comparison between the
female data sets from the microphone measurements. A positive correlation between the
sound pressure standard deviation and increasing mean subglottal pressure is observed.
An increase in mouth pressure standard deviation occurs because the amplitude of vocal
fold vibration increases with subglottal pressure.
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Figure 4-9 Sound pressure standard deviation vs. mean subglottal pressure for the
female case
Again, some variation exists among all of the data sets. Table 4-5 shows the
slopes and y intercepts of the linear trend lines for all data sets. With the exception of the
7/26 imaging case, which had an R2 value of .97, all of the linear trend line equations all
had an R2 value greater than .99. The average slope of all of the data points was 0.0322
with a standard deviation of 0.0047. The 7/27 is in good agreement with average values
reported from the supraglottal pressure and mouth pressure standard deviation trends vs.
mean subglottal pressure and is therefore a good representation of a typical case from the
female data sets.
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Table 4-5 Linear trend line equation slopes and y intercepts for corresponding data
points in Figure 4-9, mouth pressure standard deviation vs. mean subglottal pressure, for
female model vocal folds

Figure 4-10 presents the fundamental frequency as a function of the mean
subglottal pressure, recorded from the manometer for both the male and female cases.
This figure, along with the rest of the plots in this section, show data from the male and
female acoustic with imaging cases taken on the 7/24 and 7/27 respectively. In this graph
and the following, which present results from both the male and female models, the scale
for dependent variable for the female model is ion the left vertical axis, while the scale
for the male model dependent variable is on the right. The fundamental frequencies were
obtained from the autospectra of the microphone data. In order better resolve the
fundamental frequency spectral peak, the resolution was decreased to .33Hz to take a
look at the fundamental frequency (spectra shown later have a frequency resolution of
5.37Hz). An increase in fundamental frequency resolution was obtained by increasing the
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bin width of the running average of the auto spectra post processing code described in
Chapter 3

Figure 4-10 Fundamental frequency vs. subglottal pressure in female (left vertical axis)
and male (right vertical axis) vocal fold models
Figure 4-10 presents the fundamental frequency as a function of the mean
subglottal pressure, recorded from the manometer for both the male and female cases.
This figure, along with the rest of the plots in this section, show data from the male and
female acoustic with imaging cases taken on the 7/24 and 7/27 respectively. In this graph
and the following, which present results from both the male and female models, the scale
for dependent variable for the female model is ion the left vertical axis, while the scale
for the male model dependent variable is on the right. The fundamental frequencies were
obtained from the autospectra of the microphone data. In order better resolve the
fundamental frequency spectral peak, the resolution was decreased to .33Hz to take a
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look at the fundamental frequency (spectra shown later have a frequency resolution of
5.37Hz). An increase in fundamental frequency resolution was obtained by increasing the
bin width of the running average of the auto spectra post processing code described in
Chapter 3.
For both the male and female cases, frequencies are in good agreement on both
increasing and decreasing increments. A positive correlation between pressure and
frequency exists, which was also seen in Holmberg, et al. (1988). Titze (1988)
investigated the relation between fundamental frequency and subglottal pressure, noting
that many studies have observed a positive correlation between the two values. Though a
general 20-60 Hz/kPa relation was presented, it was noted that a direct comparison must
also account for the vibration amplitude and vocal fold length. For the current results, the
slope of the fundamental frequency-subglottal pressure relation is at the low end of the
range. Titze (1988) observed the large discrepancy between this value and the slope from
male case figure 4-10 could be attributed to the fact that the vocal fold length was held
constant in the HAM experiments. In any case, the observed vibration frequency ranges,
218-227Hz for the female geometry case and 98-105Hz for the male case, are both well
within the range of the frequencies reported for normal and breathy-voiced human adults.
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Figure 4-11 Volume flow rate vs. subglottal pressure in female and male vocal
fold models
Though several estimates are used later in the results section to analyze the source
flow, the flow meter directly measured the mean volume flow rate for each subglottal
pressure increment. A positive, linear relation between the two variables is seen for both
the male and female vocal fold geometries. This correlation is expected as the subglottal
pressure increases, the force on the vocal folds increases, resulting in an increased
volume flow and glottal area. The minimum and maximum areas of the male and female
model vocal folds are show below in Figure 4-7 and 4-8. For orientation of the superior
view of the vocal folds, refer to Chapter 2.
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Figure 4-12 Superior views of the minimum and maximum glottal areas of the
male vocal fold models
Both the minimum and maximum areas increase for the minimum and maximum
glottal areas for each subglottal pressure increment. These areas mean values are shown
below in Figure 4.13. Note that even at the minimum value, full closure is not achieved.
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Figure 4-13 Superior views of the minimum and maximum glottal areas of the
female vocal fold models
The female vocal folds, being smaller in length than the males, also exhibit an
increased glottal area with subglottal pressure for both the maximum and minimum
values, though it is not as visually apparent as the male case due to their smaller
geometry (thus, yielding smaller glottal width). Like the male condition, the female vocal
folds do not fully close at the minimum glottal area. The mean glottal area values are
shown in Figure 4-14.

Figure 4-14 Mean glottal area vs. mean subglottal pressure in female and male
vocal fold models
The mean change in glottal area was obtained from the NAC Memrecam GX-3
high speed camera, which focused on a mirror that reflected a top view of the vocal folds
while they were in motion. Figure 4-14 details the mean glottal area versus the mean
subglottal pressure, recorded from the manometer. A positive relation is observed. As the
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subglottal pressure increases, so does the glottal flow. Since the glottal flow is defined in
terms of glottal area (Ch. 2), an increase in glottal flow infers an increase in glottal area.

Figure 4-15 Glottal area variance vs. mean subglottal pressure for the male and
female vocal fold models
Figure 4-15 details the glottal area variance versus the mean subglottal pressure,
recorded from the manometer. A positive relation is observed and is expected because the
vocal fold vibration amplitude increases with subglottal pressure, thus resulting in an
increased glottal area.
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Figure 4-16 Glottal area variance vs. mean subglottal pressure
In the HAM experiments, there are two measures of subglottal pressure. Figure 416 compares the mean subglottal pressure, recorded by the upstream pressure
transducers, versus the mean subglottal pressure. The slopes of both the male and female
data set trend-lines indicate that the manometer and transducer signals are in agreement
with each other.
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Figure 4-17 Mouth pressure variance vs. mean subglottal pressure for female
and male cases
A more in-depth view of the mouth pressure behavior with subglottal pressure for
one male and one female case is presented in Figure 4-17. Figure 4-17 shows the mouth
pressure standard deviation which is calculated from the mouth pressure recorded with
the Larson Davis microphone vs. the mean subglottal pressure, measured with the
manometer. A positive relationship is expected as many studies sight an increase of
subglottal pressure with SPL, which is derived from the mouth pressure (Holmberg,
1988; Titze, 1988). Both the male and female vocal fold geometries show a positive,
linear relationship between the mouth pressure and subglottal pressure.

4.1.2 Measurements related to sound source

A further analysis of the dependent variables provides information regarding the areapressure-volume flow relationships and is thus a useful preliminary to the source estimate
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analysis. Several estimates of the monopole source and dipole source will be presented in
section 4.3; however, this section seeks to show the relationships between the measures
used to provide source estimates in their basic form.

Figure 4-18 Mean transglottal pressure vs. mean volume flow rate for female and
male models
The relationship between the volume flow rate is often compared to the
transglottal pressure is often of high interest since both parameters related closely
with the fundamental acoustic source mechanisms in phonation. Figure 4-18 shows
the transglottal pressure, calculated from subtracting the mean downstream
transducers recording from the mean upstream transducer measurements, versus the
volume flow rate, measured with the flow meter. A positive, linear correlation is
observed for both the male and female vocal fold models. The slope of the curves in
Figure 4-18 represents the glottal resistance (zero-frequency impedance).
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Bernoulli’s law in this analysis also suggests that the volume flow is related to the
square root of the pressure, but this does not assume a changing glottal area. In
addressing pressure-flow relationships, Titze (1984) does account for a changing
glottal area and assumes both the area and the transglottal pressure are proportional to
the square root of subglottal pressure, leading to a linear relationship between the
mean volume flow and mean transglottal pressure. Our results, however, show a
linear relationship between the mean volume flow and mean transglottal pressure
(Figure 4-18), but also a linear relationship between both the glottal area to the
subglottal pressure (4-14).

Figure 4-19 Mouth pressure standard deviation vs. glottal area standard deviation
Figure 4-19 shows the mouth pressure variance, calculated from the mouth
pressure recorded with a microphone and the glottal area variance, calculated from
the glottal area recorded with the high speed camera. There is a positive correlation
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between the glottal area variance and the mouth pressure variance – this behavior
reflects the valving action of the fluid structure interactions – an increase in glottal
area amplitude results in an increase in acoustic pressure amplitude. Similar to the
nonlinear relationship seen in Figure 4.8, the female models show a higher degree of
correlation than the male models.

4.2 Temporal and spectral behavior of the HAM

Temporal and spectral behavior of measured quantities is now presented. Mean
and standard deviation tells little about the phase relationships crucial to the fluidstructure interaction underlying phonation. In addition, spectral representations help
enable the contributions of each sound source type to the sound field to be clearly
established. Temporal and spectral representations of the data also provide a natural basis
for comparison to measurements for human subjects, to evaluate how well the HAM
mimics human phonation. Additionally, clinical measures are often presented in this
fashion, which stand as ideal comparisons. A portion of the signal displaying 5-7 cycles
is shown so that the details of the cycle to cycle behavior are apparent. Comparison of the
fundamental frequencies of the waveforms and spectra for each data confirms agreement
among the measurements for an individual data set.
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Figure 4-20 Time trace of the male vocal fold models over one cycle at 2.68kPa
subglottal pressure for male vocal fold models.
Figure 4-20 shows a selection of the images from a superior view of the
male vocal folds model during one cycle. At the beginning of the cycle, the glottal
area is at its minimum (τ =1) and the transglottal pressure is at its maximum. The
glottal area then increases to its maximum point (τ =5), at which point the
transglottal pressure gradient reaches its minimum point. The vocal folds then
recoil and return to their minimum position (τ =1.0). The time trace of the female
vocal fold models in Figure 4-21, also display this pattern.
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Figure 4-21 Time trace of the male vocal fold models over one cycle at 2.68kPa
subglottal pressure
Figure 4-22 shows waveforms of the supraglottal pressure (Kulite transducer),
subglottal pressure (Kulite transducer), glottal area (high speed camera), and mouth
pressure (Larson Davis microphone). The mean is denoted by the straight horizontal line.
Effects of turbulence are evident in the supraglottal pressure waveform, seen in the smallamplitude ripples on the waveform. The supraglottal waveform also varies cycle to cycle
with some amplitude modulation in the signal minima. This modulation is thought to be a
function of jet unsteadiness (such as flapping) or to phase offset with acoustic reflections.
Some of the large amplitude differences in shape are due to reflections from the mouth
incident on the vocal folds interfering with the outgoing waves. Waves reflected from the
mouth back to the vocal folds are stronger than any similarly incident pressure waves on
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the subglottal side, because the area change at the mouth is bigger than anything on the
subglottal side.

Figure 4-22 Male signal waveforms. From top to bottom: downstream pressure,
upstream pressure, glottal area and mouth pressure waveforms at 2.61kPa subglottal
pressure
The mean supraglottal pressure is negative which indicates that the pressure
recorded is less than atmosphere pressure. This decrease in pressure is due to the high
velocity of the jet, which suggests a low pressure in the region surrounding the jet. As
stated above (Section 4.1.1) no direct measurement of the jet velocity field were
conducted in this study, so this assertion needs further study. The subglottal pressure
waveforms are clearly periodic. In spite of the noted differences in shape, the subglottal
and supraglottal pressure waveforms appear negatively correlated. In other words, to a
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first approximation, pSG = -psup. There appears to be a small phase lag between the two
pressure signals.
The glottal area waveform shows that the glottis never closes, but that the vocal
folds vibrate periodically. Glottal area fluctuations appear to be negatively correlated to
subglottal pressure fluctuations, likely because as the glottis opens, glottal resistance
decreases, allowing more subglottal air to rush through the glottis. The corresponding
reduction in subglottal air mass causes a reduction in pressure. Likewise, when the glottal
area reduces, glottal resistance increases, causing a backing up of subglottal air mass,
increasing the pressure. Thus, subglottal pressure is greatest is where the glottis is
narrowest, consistent with the human subject measurements of Koike & Hirano (1973).
There is a strong, repeated pattern in the mouth pressure waveform. In addition, the richer
harmonic content of the mouth pressure signal is consistent with those observed in
studies of human subjects (Cranen & Boves, 1985)
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Figure 4-23 Female signal waveforms. From top to bottom: downstream pressure,
upstream pressure, glottal area and mouth pressure waveforms at 2.24kPa subglottal
pressure
Figure 4-23 shows the results for the female model, in the same manner as Figure
4-22 showed results for the male model. The supraglottal pressure waveform exhibits
much less complexity. The waveform is also far less cycle to cycle variation than its male
counterpart. In both the male and female models have negative downstream pressure
signals. The slight dip in the downstream pressure waveform is likely due to acoustic
reflections in the vocal tract duct. The upstream pressure female waveform also shows
good periodicity. The same relative behavior between the subglottal and supraglottal
pressures observed for the male model is observed in the female model. The area
waveform is very repeatable as well, and like the male models, never closes, thus
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modeling a “breathy” voiced phonation. The mouth pressure waveform is also out of
phase with the supraglottal signal.
The presence of multiple peaks in the each waveform cycle has also been
observed in human studies. Henrich (2004) noted that the “double peak” in the EGG
waveform was not uncommon in comparison to a single peak in the waveform. The shape
of the waveforms for the subglottal, supraglottal and transglottal pressure waveforms
reported in Cranen and Boves (1985) are also similar to what is observed in the current
results: they all exhibit each cycle exhibits a double peak, a large peak followed by a
shorter peak.

Figure 4-24 Mouth Pressure Spectrum at 2.61kPa subglottal pressure with male
vocal fold models
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Figure 4-24 shows the mouth pressure autospectrum for the male vocal fold
model, for a subglottal pressure of 2.61kPa. Also shown is the noise floor spectrum,
recorded with no flow. As discussed in Chapter 2, the mouth pressure has the same
spectral content as the radiated sound a listener hears. Several features of the spectrum
are evident. First, there are several sharp peaks, spaced at regular intervals. The largestamplitude peak is at the fundamental vibration frequency 103Hz. Up to 8 harmonics are
also visible. These peaks are due to periodic sources in the vocal folds region. The broad
peaks at 520Hz, 1389Hz, 2450Hz, 3430Hz, 4490Hz and 5489Hz correspond to the vocal
tract acoustic resonances, which are approximately harmonics of the fundamental for a
constant cross section vocal tract like that of the HAM.
Broad peaks in Figure 4-24 represent the formants of the vocal tract in the HAM.
Chapter 2 details the filter behavior and gives resonance frequencies for an
approximation of a uniform cross section vocal tract driven by a piston. For a speed of
sound of approximately 340 m/s and a supraglottal region of length .162m, F1 = 524, and
Fn are the integer multiple, n, thereof. The formants in the measured mouth pressure
spectrum begin around 430 Hz and appear 1000Hz apart. The discrepancy between the
measured and predicted first formant frequencies values could be due to the fact that the
predicted value accounts for only the losses at the duct exit and not at the glottis. Note
that there is also acoustic energy in the mouth pressure spectrum, above the highest
periodic source harmonic frequency. This is most likely due to turbulence on the glottal
jet.
Since the model glottis never closes, acoustic losses are high, and the first
resonance frequency is shifted low, compared to that which would appear for a perfectly
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reflecting termination. Note that the autospectra is not as complex as the autospectra of
the human subject presented in Figure 2-2. This is due in part to differences in the vocal
tract resonator. In the human subject, there are more loss mechanisms due to the
complexity of the duct shape and the compliance of the walls. The human subject sound
spectrum thus shows wider resonance peak bandwidths than the sound from the HAM.
Another evident difference between the sound spectrum from the HAM and the human
subject is the richer harmonic content in the human subject – at least 22 harmonics are
visible. The difference in the number of harmonics reflects the degree of glottal closure
in the vocal fold model and in the human subject. As discussed previously, both the male
and female vocal fold models never close during vibration. Qualitatively, the two spectra
share the same features: sharp peaks due to source action and broad peaks due to acoustic
resonances.
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Figure 4-25 Mouth Pressure Spectrum at 2.24kPa subglottal pressure with female
vocal fold models
The female radiated sound spectrum in Figure 4-25 displays similar behavior to
the male, with the fundamental frequency occurring at 225 Hz. The first harmonic
actually has more power than the fundamental; this characteristic is also seen in the
human voice spectrum as well and could also be because the first harmonic aligns with
first formant peak. The resonances of the duct are also apparent in the radiated sound
spectrum, as well.
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Figure 4-26 Male vocal fold model waveforms: (From top to bottom) transglottal
pressure (∆PTG), glottal area, area time derivative, volume flow estimate (Qj), volume
flow estimate time derivative (dQj/dt) and mouth pressure at 2.61kPa subglottal pressure
The transglottal pressure was calculated by subtracting the downstream pressure
from the upstream pressure. A representative transglottal pressure waveform is shown in
Figure 4-26. The shape of the waveform contains contribution from both the subglottal
and supraglottal pressures displayed in Figure 4-22, including the general shape of the
upstream waveform, which dominates, but contributions from the complex downstream
waveform are also apparent. The transglottal waveform is periodic but exhibits
measureable amplitude modulation, meaning from cycle to cycle, the peak amplitude
shifts. All of the waveforms in Figure 4-26 share the same fundamental frequency with
the previous female waveforms and spectra.
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The volume flow was estimated from the area and transglottal pressure (refer to
Chapter 3 for full explanation). The glottal area and volume flow waveforms are
remarkably similar. This suggests that the transglottal pressure fluctuation contribution to
the glottal flow waveform is weak; however, the volume flow derivative waveform
shares similar characteristics with the transglottal pressure waveform. A comparison to
human data obtained using a Rothenberg mask (Rothenberg, 1973) shows that the
volume flow waveform from Figure 4.16 does not have flattened valley in between peaks
as seen in literature for normal voice in seen in Figure 2-3. The flat baseline in the glottal
waveform is due to the glottis closing or nearly closing. Instead, the volume flow
waveforms appear to be more rounded at the bottom and do not have a flat decline as
seen in the normal human voice waveform. This behavior, however, was also observed in
human study which measured the volume flow in human subjects with breathy voice
where the glottis never closes, as seen in Figure 2-4.Though the human glottal flow
waveforms go to zero, they exhibit a more rounded, sinusoidal shape, as opposed to the
flattened lower portion seen in normal voice volume waveforms. Since the area never
gets close to zero (the glottis never closes), and from high speed video observations, it is
clear that our model reproduces phonation like that which produces a breathy voice. The
lack of closure in both models indicates that though normal phonation is not modeled,
breathy voice is.
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Figure 4-27 Female vocal fold models (From top to bottom) transglottal pressure
(∆PTG), glottal area, area time derivative, volume flow estimate (Qj), volume flow
estimate time derivative (dQj/dt) and mouth pressure at 2.24kPa subglottal pressure
Figure 4-27 shows the same data as Figure 4-26, but for the female model vocal
folds. In general, similar behavior can be observed. The transglottal pressure waveform
fluctuations are much smaller than the mean. Again, the double peak phenomena, which
has been seen in literature with human subjects (Henrich et al., 2004), is seen in both the
transglottal pressure waveform and the mouth pressure waveform. As observed for the
male model, the volume flow waveform is more strongly influenced by the shape of the
glottal area waveform than by the shape of the transglottal pressure fluctuation. Similarly,
the volume flow and area waveforms both show a large “DC” component, approximating
the behavior of a breathy voice.
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Figure 4-28 Autospectrum of high speed imaging of the glottal area (top view of
the HAM) at 2.61 kPa subglottal pressure for the male vocal fold case
The glottal area spectrum shows a fundamental frequency of 102 Hz. The
fundamental frequency peak and concurrent harmonics are similar to those seen in the
mouth pressure spectrum, Figure 4-24, as well.
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Figure 4-29 Autospectrum of high speed imaging of the glottal area (top view of
the HAM) at 2.61 kPa subglottal pressure for the female vocal fold case
The female glottal area spectrum in Figure 4-29 also has a fundamental frequency
that corresponds to the mouth pressure spectrum and the waveforms, around 225Hz.
There is much more harmonic content in the female area spectrum in comparison to the
male area spectrum; this behavior was also seen in the mouth pressure spectrum in Figure
4-25.
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Figure 4-30 Autospectrum of the volume flow estimate at 2.61kPa subglottal
pressure for male vocal fold models
In the male model volume flow spectrum presented in Fant (1988), there are about
7 harmonic peaks (see Figure 2-3), which diminish around 1kHz, whereas in the figure
above, 4-30, the curve that diminishes around 1kHz only contains about 3 harmonics.
Figure 2-3 is the spectra of just one cycle. As such, the shorter volume flow cutoff time,
Ta, is associated with a smaller falloff in harmonics, with the higher harmonics having
larger amplitudes. The abrupt change due to the short Ta in Figure 2-3 requires more
harmonics to describe the shape. In our model, there is not an abrupt volume flow cutoff
and incomplete glottal closure. This suggests that our model is in a regime with a longer
return time. The increased complexity of the volume flow waveform in Figure 4-26
versus the waveform shown in 2-3 could also account for the greater frequency.
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Figure 4-31 Autospectrum of the volume flow estimate at 2.61kPa subglottal
pressure for female vocal fold models
The female volume flow estimate in the frequency domain is presented in Figure
4-31. It is consistent with the previous waveforms and spectrum of the female vocal fold
model cases by having a fundamental frequency of 225Hz and three harmonics.
According to Fant’s observations (1988), this suggests that the Ta is smaller for the
female models than for the male models, which would be expected given the smaller
small geometry of the female vocal fold models. The smaller close time, Ta, results in a
waveform that has a sharper decline; therefore, more energetic higher harmonics are
required to characterize the waveform in the frequency domain. Both the male and the
female models have incomplete glottal closure. When the vocal folds do not close all of
the way, the Ta times are longer, even if the interval that the glottis is open, To, is the
same.
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Figure 4-32 Autospectrum of the time derivative of the volume flow rate estimate
for the male vocal fold models
The volume flow rate derivative spectrum, Figure 4-32, has the same fundamental
frequency around 102 Hz. In the volume flow derivative spectrum from the data collected
in Fant (1988), the harmonic behavior is characterized by a sharp initial decline in the
spectrum, which suggests that the ratio of height peaks, Ee/Ei, is small. This is further
seen in the waveforms, as the amplitude of the positive and negative peaks in the volume
flow derivative waveforms are similar. A small ratio of Ee/Ei, is also seen in the dQj/dt
waveform in Figure 4-26, which accounts for similarities in harmonic content between
Figure 2-3 and Figure 4-32.
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Figure 4-33 Autospectrum of the time derivative of the volume flow rate estimate
for the female vocal fold models
The time derivative of the volume flow estimate for the female models shares the
same features with the volume flow spectrum and the area spectrum for the same models
in that it shows a strong harmonic presence. The same fundamental frequency of 225 is
also apparent. The theoretical model volume flow derivative waveform in Figure 2-4
qualitatively compares with the volume flow derivative waveform from the experimental
results, due to a small Ee/Ei ratio, which results in strong harmonic content seen in
volume flow derivative autospectrum.

4.3 Source strength behavior

This section shows the results of source estimated calculated with the raw data,
presented in 4.1 and 4.2 and using the source derivations presented in 2.3.5 and 2.3.6.
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The measures used for the monopole and dipole source strengths were taken from the
same case used in 4.1 and 4.2 at a subglottal pressure of 2.61kPa for the male set and 2.24
kPa for the female set, except for the direct comparison of the source strengths, where the
male and female cases are presented at the same driving pressure, 2.37kPa. First,
comparisons of the monopole and dipole strengths are shown individually for the male
and female through variation of the source strengths with subglottal pressure, waveforms
and spectra. The sources are then correlated to the sound pressure. Finally, the source
estimates are compared between the male and female case.

Figure 4-34 Qj,est vs. Qj,meas for the male vocal fold models; CD, the discharge
coefficient is plotted on the right
As previously noted in 3.3.1, a discharge coefficient was needed to accurately estimate
the glottal throughflow. The results of the comparison for the Qj,est vs. Qj,meas are shown for the
male and female models in Figure 4.34 and 4.35, respectively.
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Figure 4-35Qj,est vs. Qj,meas for the male vocal fold models; CD, the discharge
coefficient is plotted on the right
Figure 4-36 shows the trends of the standard deviation of the monopole (left axis)
and dipole (right axis) source strength estimate in comparison to the mean subglottal
pressure data obtained with the male model vocal folds.
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Figure 4-36 Source strength standard deviation vs. mean subglottal pressure for male
model vocal folds
There is a positive, linear correlation between source standard deviations and the
subglottal pressure. The monopole source is estimated from the glottal area, which also
positively correlated with mean subglottal pressure. Likewise, the dipole source is
estimated from the transglottal pressure, which also has an increasing standard deviation
with subglottal pressure. Both data fit trend lines have a strong linear behavior with R2
values greater than .999. There is little hysteresis for both the monopole and dipole
source strength standard deviations between the increasing and decreasing pressure
increments, similarly seen in the raw data from which these estimates are calculated,
specifically, the glottal area and the transglottal pressure.
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Figure 4-37 Source strength standard deviation vs. mean subglottal pressure for
female model vocal folds
Figure 4-37 presents the female source strength standard deviation for both the
monopole source (left) and dipole source (right). While the dipole source standard
deviation is larger than the monopole source, the linear correlation is weaker, as indicated
by a smaller R2 value between the two source strength linear trend lines. Like the male
models, the female models exhibit a positive correlation with both the monopole and
dipole source to the subglottal pressure; however, the R2 values are lower. This behavior
suggests that the behavior of the female vocal fold models exhibit more variation and that
the smaller vocal fold structure does affect the source behavior with subglottal pressure.
The monopole source standard deviations for both the male and female models are
comparable, and in some cases
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Figure 4-38 Monopole and dipole source strength waveforms for male vocal fold
models

Figure 4-38 shows the waveforms of the monopole and dipole source strengths
from the measures obtained with the male vocal fold models. Both waveforms exhibit
periodic behavior. The monopole source exhibits a clear double peak in each period and
the dipole source displays a tilt, with the decreasing portion of the waveform having a
sharper drop off than the increasing portion. The double peak and asymmetric wave
behavior were seen in the glottal area, transglottal pressure and transglottal volume flow,
Qj, waveforms, as well. Considering the source strengths were derived from these
measures, it makes sense that they all share the same behavior. The fundamental
frequency of both waveforms is about 103 Hz, which is consistent with the previous
waveforms and autospectra calculated for this case. As confirmed in Figure 4-36, the
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magnitude of the dipole source is significantly larger than the monopole source, by a
factor of 40 for this specific increment. The greater dipole source strength amplitude us
consistent with previous theory and computations that show the dipole is the dominant
source in phonation (Zhao, et al., 2002).

Figure4-39 Monopole and dipole source strength waveforms for female vocal
fold models
The female monopole and dipole source waveform are shown above in figure 439. Both the monopole and dipole source exhibit periodic behavior and are less complex
than their male counterparts. This corresponds well with the waveforms in Figure 4-27,
where the transglottal pressure, area and Qj waveforms are periodic, with less complexity
that their male counterparts in Figure 4-26. The dipole source is significantly larger than
the monopole source, which agrees with the findings presented in Figure 4-37.
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Figure 4-40 Mouth pressure standard deviation for measured and estimated
signals vs. mean subglottal pressure for male and female model vocal folds
Figure 4-40 shows the measure mouth pressure and mouth pressure estimate
standard deviation behavior with respect to the mean subglottal pressures for the
experiments performed with the male and female vocal fold models. The same symbols
were used for the same measured (e.g. diamond shape represents the estimated mouth
pressure, increasing increments for both males and female). The female models
incorporated shaded markers.
The estimate and measured mouth pressure standard deviations have a positive,
linear relationship with the mean subglottal pressure for both the male and female
models. For the male models both have a strong linear correlation, indicating that the
behavior of each system is similar, even though the magnitudes do not exactly match. For
the female models, both the measured mouth pressure and the estimated mouth pressure
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display linear behavior, though the measured mouth pressure shows a stronger linear
correlation with a larger R2 value.
For both models, the measured mouth pressure standard deviation values are
larger and increase at a faster rate than the estimated pressure; however, both the
measured pressure and the estimated pressure are within the same order of magnitude. It
was previously shown that the mouth pressure standard deviation was related to the
glottal area standard deviation by a power of 2.46 for the males and 1.5 for the females
(see Figure 4.27). This quantity was included in the mouth pressure estimate, which
provides some evidence as to why the estimates do not behave identically to the
measured mouth pressure.
Despite the fact that phonation occurred at lower subglottal pressures for the
female models, than for the male models, both the measured and estimated mouth
pressure are larger than the corresponding values for the male model. This indicates that
the female models, though smaller, produce sound at not only greater intensity, but also
greater efficiency.
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Figure 4-41 From top to Bottom: Monopole source contribution to mouth
pressure, dipole source contribution to mouth pressure, monopole volume flow
derivative, through flow derivative, estimate mouth pressure for male vocal fold models
The mouth pressure estimate was derived from the superposition of the monopole
and the dipole contributions. Figure 4-41 shows both estimates and the resulting mouth
pressure estimate waveforms for the male vocal fold models. The monopole contribution,
QMpole, waveform and the through flow, Qj, waveform both display periodic behavior.
The dipole is proportional to the transglottal throughflow, Qj. The Qj waveform is larger
in amplitude than the QMpole waveform by two orders of magnitude. The derivatives are
used in estimating the mouth pressure, so it is useful to also plot the waveforms of
dQMpole/dt and dQj/. The estimate mouth waveform pressure waveform shows that the
effect of the dipole component, dQj/dt , dominates. This suggests that the contribution of
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the dipole is larger than the monopole source, consistent with the results in Figures 4-36
and 4-38.

Figure 4-42 From top to Bottom: Monopole source contribution to mouth
pressure, dipole source contribution to mouth pressure, monopole volume flow
derivative, through flow derivative, estimate mouth pressure for female vocal fold models
The monopole and dipole contributions to the mouth pressure are shown for the
female model vocal folds in Figure 4-42. Consistent with the trends shown in figure 4-39,
the monopole contribution QMpole, is smaller than the dipole contribution, Qj. As a result,
the PM estimated waveform shows dominance of the dQj/dt. This behavior was also seen
in the male vocal folds model waveforms.
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Figure 4-43 Mouth pressure waveforms for measured signal and derived estimate for the
male vocal fold models at 2.61kPa subglottal pressure
Figure 4-43 shows the waveform of the mouth pressure measured by the Larson
Davis microphone (blue) and the estimated mouth pressure (magenta) for the male vocal
fold models. Both waveforms exhibit the double peak and are periodic. The measured
mouth pressure is more complex, as it contains the effects of the filter and downstream
turbulence. The estimated signal was smoothed prior to taking the time derivatives to
obtain the estimates. Filtering the noise affects the degree to which turbulence measured
in transglottal pressure contributes to the mouth pressure estimates because the
contributions of the noise and turbulence are difficult to distinguish. The mouth pressure
signal has larger amplitude than the estimated mouth pressure waveforms. One reason for
the difference is that discharge coefficient used in estimating the mouth pressure is a
mean value. Park and Mongeau (2006) reported that instantaneous discharge coefficients,
which were larger at the opening and closing of the glottis. In the mouth pressure
estimate, the mean discharge coefficient does not account for the time variations in
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discharge coefficient over a vibration cycle, which leads to a smaller predicted slope at
the beginning and end of each cycle. Thus, using an average discharge coefficient
contributes to underestimating the mouth pressure estimate. The differences could be
attributed to the fact that the high frequency components were not included due to the
assumption that kLvt <<1, which leads to the low frequency assumption for the square
duct impedance and in replacing the mouth glottal flow with the volume flow at the
glottis. A further contribution to underestimating the mouth pressure is the use of a lowfrequency approximation to the transfer function relating glottal volume flow and mouth
pressure.

Figure 4-44 Measured and derived mouth pressure spectra for male vocal fold
models
Figure 4-44 shows the autospectrum of the measured mouth pressure and the
mouth pressure estimate for the male vocal fold models. The fundamental of both the
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measured and estimated mouth pressure spectra compare well. As the frequency
increases, so do the variations in amplitude - the estimated pressure spectra decreases
much faster than the measured mouth pressure spectrum. This is a result of the low
frequency approximation of the relationship between the mouth pressure and the
transglottal volume flow used in the estimation. The first peak has a fundamental
frequency 102 Hz, which is consistent with all previous waveforms and spectra for this
case. The measured mouth pressure and the estimate mouth pressure spectra compare
favorably only at low frequencies, which is consistent with how the mouth pressure is
estimated.

Figure 4-45 Mouth pressure waveforms for measured signal and derived estimate
Figure 4-45 presents the measure mouth pressure waveform and the estimated
mouth pressure waveform. As seen in the male models and in Figure 4-40, the estimated
mouth pressure estimate is smaller in amplitude than the measured mouth pressure. The
fundamental frequency is higher in the female model vocal folds than the male models
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vocal folds, and thus more likely to interact with the sound field in the first acoustic
resonance. In addition, the low-frequency transfer function used to estimate mouth
pressure is less accurate for the female than for the male case. The monopole and dipole
source contributions to the female models estimated pressure waveform, shown in Figure
4-42, are very smooth. dQj/dt has a slight perturbation in the increasing component of
each cycle, but do not contain evidence of a double peak as seen in the male model
estimates and the measured mouth pressure.

Figure 4-46 Measured and derived mouth pressure spectra for female vocal fold
models
The fundamental frequency and harmonics also show good agreement for the
female measured and estimated mouth pressure in Figure 4-46. The estimate mouth
pressure is seen in the male models, as well. The use of a mean discharge coefficient
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rather than instantaneous values is a contributing factor to the smaller mouth pressure
estimate. The amplitude correlation also decreases with increasing frequency due to the
low frequency approximation used in estimating the mouth pressure.

Figure4-47 Monopole and dipole source estimate spectra for male model vocal
folds
The dipole and monopole source spectra in Figure 4-47 have common harmonic
content has the same frequency as the corresponding dipole source strength waveform at
102 Hz and aligns with what was seen for the male case in Results part I and II.
Consistent with other representations of the source strengths, the power of the
fundamental frequency for the dipole source is larger than the monopole source by almost
two orders of magnitude. The dipole source strength harmonics also contain more power
than the monopole source strength harmonics.
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Figure 4-48 Monopole and dipole source estimate spectra for female model vocal
folds
The monopole and dipole spectra for the female vocal fold models have a
fundamental frequency around 220Hz. The dipole source contains more power in its
fundamental and harmonics than the monopole source, which is consistent with
previous source measures reported in this section and also similar to the same
behavior observed in the male vocal folds.
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Figure
4-49 Monopole source strength for male and female vocal fold models at 2.37kPa

The monopole source spectrum for both the male and female are shown in Figure
4-49. For direct comparison, both spectra are performed at a driving subglottal pressure
of 2.37kPa, which corresponds to the maximum subglottal pressure for the female
pressure increments and a lower increment for the male range of driving subglottal
pressures.
From Figure 4-49, the female fundamental frequency at 225 Hz has a greater
power than the male fundamental at 105 Hz. The male frequency has a greater power
distribution over the harmonics. A larger female glottal area variance than the male
models at the same subglottal pressure was reported in Figure 4-15. The larger female
monopole power at the fundamental frequency is concurrent with these results, since the
monopole source is estimated from glottal area change.
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Figure 4-50 Dipole source strength for male and female vocal fold models at
2.37kPa
The spectra of the dipole source for the male and female case at a subglottal
pressure of 2.37kPa are shown in Figure 4-50. Interestingly, there is some spectral
overlap between subharmonics of the female spectra over the male spectra.
Unlike the monopole source the amplitude of the fundamental frequency dipole
source peak is greater for the male than for the female. It also has great power in the
harmonics. The male vocal fold models had a larger Qj value than the female models and
reported a larger mean volume flow than the female, as seen in Figure 4-11. Since this
value correspond s to the dipole source, it is in agreement with the larger male power
distribution in the dipole source.
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Chapter 5 Summary and Conclusion

5.1 Summary of Results

The goal of this thesis was to investigate the effect of changes in vocal fold
geometry on the behavior of the sound production process. The focus on sound source
estimation was motivated by the need to develop clinical measures of sound production
that involve only source region dynamics. Current measures use only radiated sound,
which contains contributions from both the source and the vocal tract acoustic filter.
A central component of the thesis was a unique physical model of the human
airway. Design and fabrication of the Human Airway Model produced an idealizedgeometry version of the human airway captured the essential features of human
physiology and its interaction with the air in the vocal system. Other unique attributes of
the model include ease of assembly, optically clear walls, removable vocal fold models,
adjustable glottal widths, and accommodation of pressure and acoustic sensors that do not
disrupt the flow. The model vocal folds, composed of a stiff inner region and a much less
stiff outer region, were molded using silicone rubber. The main contributions of this
work include:


Development of a Human Airway Model that mimics the essential features
of phonation, including flow-induce vibration of the vocal fold and the
resulting sound production
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Reproducible measurements of model vocal fold vibration and its acoustic
response for physical models of male and female vocal folds



Estimates of strengths of the principle aeroacoustic source mechanisms for
both the male and female vocal fold models

The experiments conducted in the Human Airway model consisted of
measurements of subglottal pressure using both a manometer and an unsteady pressure
transducer that can measure DC pressure, unsteady supraglottal pressure, mouth acoustic
pressure, and the glottal area visible in a superior view of the model vocal folds. These
experiments were performed over a range of subglottal (driving, or lung) pressures.
These measurements showed that the model vocal folds phonated in a “breathy” voice
mode – the vocal folds never fully closed, that the periodic valving of glottal flow was
never complete. However, amplitudes of vocal fold vibration, subglottal, supraglottal,
and mouth pressures increased proportionally to the driving pressure. In addition, a
weak, but measureable increase in fundamental vibration frequency with subglottal
pressure was observed. In addition, some degree of hysteresis was observed – when the
subglottal pressure was increased, the new set point exhibited fluctuation amplitudes that
differed from those observed when the subglottal pressure had decreased from the
previous point. These behaviors were observed for both the male and female models,
though the female model in general began phonation at a lower pressure than the male
model, the aspect ratio of the female glottis was closer to one than was the male, and
measurements for the female model exhibited more harmonics than did those for the
male.
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From the direct measurements, the glottal volume throughflow and rate of change
of glottal volume were estimated in order to estimate the strengths of the aeroacoustic
sources of sound due to phonation, which were previously derived. The estimated dipole
source due to glottal throughflow was typically an order of magnitude larger in amplitude
than the monopole source due to glottal volume fluctuations. As a first-order check on
the validity of the reasoning behind the sound source derivations, the mouth pressure was
predicted using the estimated glottal flow from both sources, and a low-frequency
approximation of the acoustic transfer function between the glottal volume flow and the
mouth pressure. The estimated mouth pressure was shown to be under predicted, but
comparison of the spectra of measured and predicted mouth pressure showed good
agreement at the fundamental frequency, but less so as frequency increases. As with all
other measured quantities, the source strengths increased in proportion to the subglottal
pressure. Marked differences in the rate of increase for each source were observed
between the male and female models.

5.2 Recommendations for Future Work

Improvements to build on the current work include vocal fold models whose
vibration patterns more closely mimic those of normal (healthy) phonation, the direct
measurement of glottal volume flow, and improved characterization of the acoustic
environment.
The development of these experimental tests involved an evolution of the HAM
and vocal fold model bracket structures and subsequent experimental trials. As such,
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further exploration regarding the vocal fold model structure is recommended in order to
achieve full glottal closure. In earlier revisions of the vocal fold bracket, vocal fold
closure was observed. One such model that exhibited this success was a vocal fold
bracket that incorporated a thin extension of the bracket across the medial surface of the
inside bracket. This thin bar, which was a permanent fixture in the inside bracket, and
represented a ligament. Therefore, adjusting the vocal fold models to include this
“ligament” feature is recommended to constrain the medial surface of the vocal folds in
an effort to obtain glottal closure.
Finally, a principle design goal was flexibility. The relative ease of installing the
interchangeable model vocal folds provide opportunities for further study of pathologic
conditions such as prephonatory stiffness asymmetry, or small, localized stiff nodules on
the vocal fold surface. In addition, modifications to model vocal fold molding
procedures, or to bracket design, can improve axial stiffness of the model vocal folds so
that they vibrate primarily in the transverse direction, more like normal phonation. (A
preliminary test of this showed promise.)
The interchangeable transparent walls allow for the use of optical flow
diagnostics such as high-speed Particle Image Velocimetry, or Particle Shadow
Velocimetry (see, McPhail, 2012). These will provide time-resolved measurements of
the velocity field, so that the glottal volume flow can be better characterized. In addition,
the flow patterns associated with the glottal jet can be mapped and correlated to the
transglottal pressure to estimate time-varying glottal resistance and energy losses.
Finally, it may not be in general sufficient to characterize only phonation
aeroacoustic source strengths. The vocal system resonators depend on the acoustic
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reflection and transmission behavior due to the vibrating vocal folds and the flow through
them. The acoustic environment of the HAM, with its constant cross-sectional area,
facilitates the use of multiple microphone techniques that are being currently developed
in our laboratory to distinguish source and transmission behavior of the larynx
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Appendix A Imperfectly Reflecting Piston Impedance

This appendix derives an approximate transfer function between glottal volume
flow and mouth pressure. A low frequency version of this expression is used to relate the
mouth sound pressure to the glottal volume flow inferred from the transglottal pressure
measurements. Figure A1-1shows a schematic of a linear system, with input ̂ and
output ̂ , which are related by the transfer function:
̂
̂

(A1.1)

Figure A1-1Schematic of the linear system
Figure A1-1 shows the system of interest, where the input is not the volume flow
due to transglottal volume flow and displacement by vocal fold motion. The output is the
pressure at the mouth, which is radiated to the listener. The transfer function accounts for
acoustic propagation inside the vocal tract. This is affected by:
1. the geometry of the vocal tract – in this case, a uniform cross section and
length, Lvt = 2.79cm
2. acoustic reflections at the glottis, characterized by coefficient R0,
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2. Acoustic reflections at the mouth, Rm.

Figure A1-2 Schematic of the linear system

The transfer function needed to model the effects of the filter is determined by
analyzing the radiated sound spectrum:
̂
̂

(A1.2)

̂ is the mouth pressure spectrum, ̂ is the glottal flow spectrum and H(f) is the
transfer function.
Sound pressure in the duct is given by:
(A1.3)
In the frequency domain, this becomes:
̂

̂

(A1.4)
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Using the definition of the wavenumber:

(5) the wave equation is re-

written as:
̂

̂

(A1.6)

The solution is then of the form:
̂
where ̂

(A1.7)

is the right running wave and ̂

is the left

running wave. The parameters A and B are determined by the boundary conditions at x=0
(glottis) and x = Lvt (mouth).
Using the impedance relations between pressure and velocity for a plane wave,
the acoustic particle velocity can also be determined:
̂

̂

(A1.8)

At x=0, the acoustic particle velocity matches the glottal flow velocity:
̂

=̂

(A1.9)

Acoustic transmission at the glottis is possible so the boundary is modeled as an
imperfectly reflecting piston with reflection coefficient Rg. Combining (8) with (9), the
reflected wave, ̂ , as a combination of the pressure due to the glottal volume flow,
̂ , and a portion of the incident wave:
̂

̂
̂

(A1.10)

Applying the boundary condition at the glottis (x=0) results in:
̂

(A1.11)
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At the mouth, the boundary condition uses the radiation impedance of a square
piston. The impedance is related to the mouth pressure and acoustic velocity by:
̂
̂

(

(A1.12)

)

Which leads to:
(

)

(

)

(A1.13)

Now there is a system of equations for both boundary conditions. Inserting the
results from the boundary condition at x = 0 into the equation above results in an
expression for B:
̂ (
(

)

)
(

(A1.14)

)

Which can be used to solve for A:
̂ (
(

)

)

(

(A1.15)

)

Now with an expression for both A and B, the pressure can be written as:

̂

̂

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(A1.16)
–

This expression can be simplified by writing it in terms of the mouth reflection
coefficient Rm:
(

)

(

)

(A1.17)
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The pressure at any point in the duct can thus be written as:
̂
̂

(A1.18)

–

Using impedance relations for plane waves, the velocity at any point in the duct
can be written as:
̂

̂

(A1.19)

–

The volume flow rate at x = 0 is given by:
̂

̂

̂

̂

–

(A1.20)

The pressure at the mouth is given by:
̂

̂

̂

–

–

(A1.21)

Finally, the transfer function can be written as:
̂
̂

(

–

)

(A1.22)
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Appendix B: Drawings
The following drawings are the final revisions of the HAM assembly components, vocal
fold brackets and vocal fold molds for male and female structures.
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Appendix C: Post processing Codes

Raw Data Analysis

This code was used to calculate the mean pressure, standard deviation and variances for
each subglottal pressure for the data presented in Results 4.1
%% Analysis of HAM sensor data
clear all;
close all;
clc;
%% Read in Data Files
%Number of files graphed
%nfiles = input ('Enter the number of files to be graphed')
%% Read in data files
reply = input('Did you update the Noise Floor File Names? Y/N', 's');
if strcmpi(reply,'N') == 1
close all
clc
disp('*** Update Noise Floor File Names before continuing ***')
end
%% Enter Volume Flow and SGP measurements ahead of time
%Enter Volume flowrate in scf/h
mean_vol = input ('Enter all mean volume flow rate increments in scf/h
with brackets')
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

mean_vol = [280
300
320
340
350
335
320
300
290]';

%% Enter the subglottal pressure increments in inches-H2O
sgp = input('Enter all subglottal pressure increments in in-H2O with
brackets')
% sgp = [9.00
% 9.50
% 10.00
% 10.50
% 10.75
% 10.50
% 10.00
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% 9.50
% 9
% ]';
%% Enter the temperature in degrees C - used later to calculate C and
rho
tempC = input ('Enter temperature in degrees C')
disp('*** Select multiple data files for each day of data (use shift to
select more than one, do not include noise floor) ***')
[FileName PathName] = uigetfile({'*.txt'},'open
file','multiselect','on','X:\');

for i = 1:length(FileName)
%Format data files into separate arrays
[a(i,:) b(i,:) c(i,:) d(i,:) e(i,:) j(i,:) k(i,:) l(i,:) m(i,:) o(i,:)
p(i,:)] = textread( [PathName char(FileName(:,i))],'%s %f %f %f %f %f
%f %f %f %f %f','delimiter','\t','headerlines',2);
end
%Data file splits time between a and b where a contains TIME IN seconds
and b containts TIME IN ms
%This loop is to obtain the last portion of the time read in array 'a'
Nr = length(b); %Number of data points
%% Conversions
%Convert the subglottal pressure from in-H2O to psi for inputting into
volume
%flow rate calibration
sgp = sgp*.0361273;
%Convert temperature from degrees C to degrees F for inputting into
volume
%flow rate calibration
tempF = (tempC*9/5)+32;

for i = 1:length(FileName)
%Calculate the mean volume and calibrate according to spec sheet
%Calibrated volume = Q1 = sqrt((P1+T2)/(P2*T1))
%Q1 = flowmeter reading, P1 = actual pressure, 14.7psia + gage pressure
%P2 = standard pressure, 14.7psia
%T1 = standard temp, 530R, T2 = 460R + Temp degrees F
mean_vol(i) = mean_vol(i) * sqrt(((14.7+
sgp(i))*530)/(14.7*(460+tempF)));
%convert ft^3/h to m^3/s
mean_vol(i) = mean_vol(i)*7.866*10^-6;
end
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%% Read in Noise Floor Data
%Time series data - to avoid having to loop double to strings
Tdat = load('preNF_7_25_case2_img_NFspectrum__time.txt');
tr = Tdat (:,1);
NFdat = load('preNF_7_25_case2_img_NF_time_values.txt');
NFrad_t = NFdat(:, 1);
NFmic1_t = NFdat(:, 2);
NFmic2_t = NFdat(:, 3);
NFmic3_t = NFdat(:, 4);
NFmic4_t = NFdat(:, 5);
NFk446_t = NFdat(:, 6);
NFk444_t = NFdat(:, 7);
NF_tp_t = NFdat(:, 9);

%compute the average DL pressure
NFavg_DL = (sum(NFk446_t))/Nr;
%compute the average UL pressure
NFavg_UL = (sum(NFk444_t))/Nr;
%average noise floor sound pressure
NFavg_topmic = sum(NFrad_t)/Nr;
NFavg_mic1 = sum(NFmic1_t)/Nr;
NFavg_mic2 = sum(NFmic2_t)/Nr;
NFavg_mic3 = sum(NFmic3_t)/Nr;
NFavg_mic4 = sum(NFmic4_t)/Nr;
dt = tr(3)-tr(2); % take the difference in time between the 2 and 3
time steps
FS = 1/dt; %Sampling frequency of the signal
Tr = Nr*dt; %Sample period

%% Assign variables
%Take the first N terms of each data array and assign sensor name
%kulite DL = 446
%kulite DR = 444
%kulite UL = 390
%Signal to be processed, divided by calibration factor, which has units
(V/psi), to get in terms of
%PSI; multiplied by 6894.76 to get in terms of kPa
for i = 1:length(FileName)
kuliteDL(i,:) = (((m(i,:)./.02532)*6894.76)-NFavg_DL).*10^-3';
kuliteUL(i,:) = (((o(i,:)./.025208)*6894.76)-NFavg_UL).*10^-3';
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%Rad Sound signal divided by gain; divided by sensitivity, which has
units (V/Pa), to get in terms of
%kpascal
topmic(i,:) = (((l(i,:))/.04761)-NFavg_topmic).*10^-3';
end
%% Compute Time Average of Measurements
for i= 1:length(FileName)
%% Calculate Comparison quantities
%define air density in kg/m^3, Patm = 101,325Pa,
rho = 101325/(287*(tempC+273));

Rair = 287 J/kgK

%define speed of sound in m/s
sound_speed = sqrt(1.4*287*(tempC+273)); %c = gamma*R*TempK, gamma =
1.4; Rair = 287 J/kgK
%define distance of microphone to center of "mouth" in m
r = .01397;
duct_width = .02794; %width of duct, m
S = duct_width^2; % vocal tract cross sectional area, m^2
%% Pressure signals
%the downstream left pressure transducer signal, kPa
avg_dpL(i,:) = (sum(kuliteDL(i,:))/(Nr));
%compute the average subglottal (upstream),kPa
avg_sgp(i,:) = ((sum(kuliteUL(i,:))/Nr));
%compute transglottal presssure in kPa
tp(i,:) = kuliteUL(i,:)-kuliteDL(i,:);
%compute the dipole force in N
dip(i,:) = (tp(i,:).*1000).*S; %multiply by 1000 to get in pascals for
conversion to N
%average transglottal pressure in kPa
avg_tp(i,:) = ((1/Nr)*sum((tp(i,:))));
%compute glottal pressure in kPa
gp(i,:) = ((kuliteUL(i,:)+kuliteDL(i,:))./2);
%avg. glottal pressure in kPa
avg_gp(i,:) = ((1/Nr)*sum((gp(i,:))));
%average sound pressure in kPa
avg_sp(i,:) = (sum(topmic(i,:))/Nr);
%average dipole forve in N
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avg_dip(i,:) = (1/Nr)*sum((dip(i,:)));

%% Standard Deviation
%the downstream left pressure transducer signal, kPa
dpL_dev(i,:) = sqrt((sum((kuliteDL(i,:) - avg_dpL(i,:)).^2))/Nr);
%standard deviation of the transglottal pressure in kPa
tp_dev(i,:) = sqrt((sum((tp(i,:) - avg_tp(i,:)).^2))/Nr);
%standard deviation of the dipole force in N
dip_dev(i,:) = sqrt((sum((dip(i,:) - avg_dip(i,:)).^2))/Nr);
%avg subglottal pressure deviation (kPa)
sgp_dev(i,:) = sqrt((sum((kuliteUL(i,:) - avg_sgp(i,:)).^2))/Nr);
%Avg glottal pressure deviation in kPa
gp_dev(i,:) = sqrt((sum((gp(i,:) - avg_gp(i,:)).^2))/Nr);
%standard deviation of the sound pressure in kPa
sp_dev(i,:) = sqrt((sum((topmic(i,:) - avg_sp(i,:)).^2))/Nr);
%% Variance
%variance of the average transglottal pressure (kPa^2)
tp_var(i,:) = (tp_dev(i,:)).^2;
%variance of the average glottal pressure (kPa^2)
gp_var(i,:) = (gp_dev(i,:)).^2;
%variance of the subglottal pressure (kPa^2)
sgp_var(i,:) = (sgp_dev(i,:)).^2;
%variance of the dipole strength (N^2)
dip_var(i,:) = (dip_dev(i,:)).^2;
%variance of the sound pressure (kPa^2)
sp_var(i,:) = (sp_dev(i,:)).^2;
%% Radiated sound quantities
%Sound Pressure Level in dB
SPL(i,:) = 20*log10(sp_dev(i,:)/(20*10^-6));
%Intensity,W/m^2
I(i,:) = sp_var(i,:)/(rho*sound_speed);
%Sound power, W
pow(i,:) = 2*pi*r^2*I(i,:);
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%SIL,dB
SIL(i,:) = 10*log10(I(i,:)/10^-12);
%Acoustic efficiency, non dimensional;
eta1(i,:) = pow(i,:)/ (mean_vol(i,:)*avg_tp(i,:));
%Acoustic efficiency, 2nd calc recommended by McGowen, et al, 2010;
eta2(i,:) = sp_dev(i,:)/(avg_sgp(i,:));
%Resistance, kPa/m^3/s);
R(i,:) = avg_tp(i,:)/mean_vol(i,:);

%Print out data in vector form to copy and paste into excel
excel_data(i,:) = {i char(FileName(:,i)) avg_dpL(i,:) dpL_dev(i,:)
avg_sgp(i,:) sgp_dev(i,:) sgp_var(i,:) avg_tp(i,:) tp_dev(i,:)
tp_var(i,:) avg_gp(i,:) gp_dev(i,:) gp_var(i,:) avg_dip(i,:)
dip_dev(i,:) dip_var(i,:) avg_sp(i,:) sp_dev(i,:) sp_var(i,:) SPL(i,:)
I(i,:) pow(i,:) SIL(i,:) eta1(i,:) eta2(i,:) R(i,:)} ;
end
%% Sorted Excel Data
excel_data_sort = cell(size(excel_data));
size_data = size(excel_data);
num_rows = size_data(1,1);
dat_index=2;
for p = 1:round(num_rows/2)-1
excel_data_sort(p,:) = excel_data(p+dat_index,:);
dat_index=dat_index+1;
end
excel_data_sort(round(num_rows/2),:)= excel_data(1,:);
dat_index=1;
for q = 1:round(num_rows/2)-1
excel_data_sort(q+round(num_rows/2),:) = excel_data((num_rowsdat_index),:);
dat_index=dat_index+2;
end
inc = 1:round(num_rows/2);
dec = round(num_rows/2)+1:num_rows;
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HAM Noise Floor Spectra

This code was used to compute the noise floor for each case, which was subtracted off of
the measured values. It also took care of combining the time values, which the data
acquisition records as separate columns for seconds and milliseconds.
%% Spectral Analysis of Noise Floor sensor data
tic
clear all;
close all;
clc;
%% Enter the temperature in degrees C - used later to calculate C and
rho
tempC = input ('Enter temperature in degrees C')
%% Read in data files
disp('*** Select ONE data file***')
[FileName PathName] = uigetfile({'*.txt'},'open
file','multiselect','on','X:\');
%Format data files into separate arrays
[a b c d e j k l m o p] = textread( [PathName FileName],'%s %f %f %f %f
%f %f %f %f %f %f','delimiter','\t','headerlines',2);
%Data file splits time between a and b where a contains TIME IN seconds
and b containts TIME IN ms
%This loop is to obtain the last portion of the time read in array 'a'
Nr = length(b); %Set number of data points to be taken; must have a
base of 2 for fft to work; set for now
leng = length(a{1,1});
for i = 1:Nr
a_last(i)=str2double(a{i,1}(leng-1:leng));
end
%Define time to be the seconds portion of a added to b
tr = [a_last'+(b(1:Nr).*.001)]; %complete record time signal
dt = 0;
%time between each sample; avg. of time different from tr
for y = 1:600
olddt = (tr(y+1)-tr(y))+(tr(y+2)-tr(y+1))/2;
dt = (olddt + dt)/2;
end
FS = 1/dt; %Sampling frequency of the signal
Tr = Nr*dt; %Sample period
%Take the first N
%kulite DL = 446,
%kulite UL = 444,
%kulite DR = 390,

terms of each data array and assign sensor name
port 1
port 2
port3
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radsound = l(1:Nr);
mic1 = d(1:Nr);
mic2 = e(1:Nr);
mic3 = j(1:Nr);
mic4 = k(1:Nr);
kuliteDL = m(1:Nr);
kuliteUL = o(1:Nr);
kuliteDR = p(1:Nr);

%Rad Sound signal divided by gain; divided by sensitity, which has
units (V/Pa), to get in terms of
%pascal
xn1 = ((radsound)/.04761);
xn2 = ((mic1)/.01563);
xn3= ((mic2)/.01434);
xn4= ((mic3)/.04522);
xn5 =((mic4)/.04514);
%Signal to be processed, divided by calibration factor, which has units
(V/psi), to get in terms of
%PSI; multiplied by 6894.76 to get in terms of Pa
xn6 = ((kuliteDL./.02532)*6894.76);
xn7 = ((kuliteUL./.025208)*6894.76);
xn8 = ((kuliteDR./.024996)*6894.76);
xn9 = xn7 - xn6; %calculate transglottal pressure
%% PSD of Signal 1 - Top Mic
N = 4096; %the number of points in each sub record of the data set to
be averaged, must be a power of 2
T = N*dt; %the time length of each subrecord to be averaged
t = (0:dt:T-dt); %Time
df = 1/T;
Navg = floor(Nr/N); % the number of sub-records
hw = 1-cos(2*pi*t/T); %Hanning Window, Gabrielson eqn I-40, p I41
Aw = N/(sum(hw.*hw)); %Hanning window correction factor for PSD,
Gabrielson eqn I-58, p I-49
avgspect = zeros(size(1,N));
p_avgspect = zeros(size(1,N));
Noverlap = .5;% 50 percent overlap between subrecords
for g = 1:Navg
xnn=(hw').*(xn1(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N))); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw = (fft(xnn)).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk; need to
multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx = (2*(Xw.*conj(Xw))/T).*Aw; % Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
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recalc = ((Xw.*conj(Xw))/T).*Aw; %for the first and end point;
Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the Hanning Window
correction
Gxx(1) = recalc(1);
Gxx(end) = recalc(end);
avgspect = ((avgspect.*(g-1))+Gxx)/g; %running avg of the
autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f = sqrt(Gxx.*df);
p_f(1) = sqrt(Gxx(end).*df);
p_f(end) = sqrt(Gxx(end).*df);
p_avgspect = ((p_avgspect.*(g-1))+p_f)/g; %running avg of the
autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take the
transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(1)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect(1:N/2+1)))
% hold on
% semilogy(f,abs(avgspect(1:N/2+1)))
title ('Noise Floor, Pre - Top Mic')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)')
axis ([0 5350 10^-6 10^5])
%% Calculate Sound Pressure Level from Top Mic Signal
SPL = 20.*log10(abs(p_avgspect)./(2*10^-5)); %Pref = 2*10^-5
figure(11)
plot(f,SPL(1:N/2+1))
%hold on
%semilogy(f,abs(avgspect4(1:N/2+1)),'ro')
title (['Sound Pressure Level vs. Frequency,'],
'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
ylabel ('SPL (dB)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
% axis([0 7000 10^.5 10^2 ])

%% Calculate Intensity Level from Top Mic Signal
%define speed of sound in m/s
sound_speed = sqrt(1.4*287*(tempC+273)); %c = sqrt(gamma*R*TempK)
%define air density in kg/m^3, Patm = 101,325Pa,
rho = 101325/(287*(tempC+273));

Rair = 287 J/kg-K
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z = ((p_avgspect.^2)./(rho*sound_speed));
IL = 10*log10((z)./(10^-12)); %Iref = 10^-12
figure(10)
plot(f,IL(1:N/2+1))
%hold on
%semilogy(f,abs(avgspect4(1:N/2+1)),'ro')
title (['Intensity Level vs. Frequency,'],
'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
ylabel ('IL (dB)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
%% Check USING Parseval's Theorem - Signal 1
%Gabrielson, p I-23, eqn. I-26
% df = 1/T; %WHY NOT USE df = 1/f(2)?
Et = 0;
Ef = 0;
Efold = 0;
Etold = 0;
for g = 1:(N)
Et = (xn1(g))^2 + Etold;
Etold = Et;
end
Etsum = Etold.*(1/N)
for h = 1:(N/2)
Ef = (avgspect(h)).*df + Efold;
Efold = Ef;
end
Efsum = Efold
confirm = (Etsum - Efsum)/Etsum
and frequency series

% fractional error IN ENERGY OF time

%% PSD of Signal 2 - Mic1
avgspect2 = zeros(size(1,N));
p_avgspect2 = zeros(size(1,N));
for g = 1:Navg
xnn2=(hw').*(xn2(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N))); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw2 = (fft(xnn2)).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk; need to
multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx2 = (2*(Xw2.*conj(Xw2))/T).*Aw; % Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn.
I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
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recalc2 = ((Xw2.*conj(Xw2))/T).*Aw; %for the first and end
point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the Hanning Window
correction
Gxx2(1) = recalc2(1);
Gxx2(end) = recalc2(end);
avgspect2 = ((avgspect2.*(g-1))+Gxx2)/g; %running avg of the
autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f2 = sqrt(Gxx2.*df);
p_f2(1) = sqrt(Gxx2(end).*df);
p_f2(end) = sqrt(Gxx2(end).*df);
p_avgspect2 = ((p_avgspect2.*(g-1))+p_f2)/g; %running avg of
the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take the
transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(2)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect2(1:N/2+1)))
% hold on
% semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect2(1:N/2+1)))
title ('Noise Floor, Pre - Mic#1')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)')
axis ([0 5350 10^-6 10^5])
%% Check USING Parseval's Theorem - Signal 2
%Gabrielson, p I-23, eqn. I-26
Et2 = 0;
Ef2 = 0;
Efold2 = 0;
Etold2 = 0;
for g = 1:(N)
Et2 = (xn2(g))^2 + Etold2;
Etold2 = Et2;
end
Etsum2 = Etold2.*(1/N)
for h = 1:(N/2)
Ef2 = (avgspect2(h)).*df + Efold2;
Efold2 = Ef2;
end
Efsum2 = Efold2
confirm2 = (Etsum2 - Efsum2)/Etsum2
time and frequency series

% fractional error IN ENERGY OF
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%% PSD of Signal 3 - Mic#2
avgspect3 = zeros(size(1,N));
p_avgspect3 = zeros(size(1,N));
for g = 1:Navg
xnn3=(hw').*(xn3(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N))); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw3 = (fft(xnn3)).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk; need to
multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx3 = (2*(Xw3.*conj(Xw3))/T).*Aw; % Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn.
I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc3 = ((Xw3.*conj(Xw3))/T).*Aw; %for the first and end
point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the Hanning Window
correction
Gxx3(1) = recalc3(1);
Gxx3(end) = recalc3(end);
avgspect3 = ((avgspect3.*(g-1))+Gxx3)/g; %running avg of the
autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f3 = sqrt(Gxx3.*df);
p_f3(1) = sqrt(Gxx3(end).*df);
p_f3(end) = sqrt(Gxx3(end).*df);
p_avgspect3 = ((p_avgspect3.*(g-1))+p_f3)/g; %running avg of
the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take the
transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(3)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect3(1:N/2+1)))
% hold on
% semilogy(f,abs(avgspect3(1:N/2+1)))
title ('Noise Floor, Pre - Mic#2')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)')
axis ([0 5350 10^-6 10^5])
%% Check USING Parseval's Theorem - Signal 3
%Gabrielson, p I-23, eqn. I-26
Et3 = 0;
Ef3 = 0;
Efold3 = 0;
Etold3 = 0;
for g = 1:(N)
Et3 = (xn3(g))^2 + Etold3;
Etold3 = Et3;
end
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Etsum3 = Etold3.*(1/N)
for h = 1:(N/2)
Ef3 = (avgspect3(h)).*df + Efold3;
Efold3 = Ef3;
end
Efsum3 = Efold3
confirm3 = (Etsum3 - Efsum3)/Etsum3
time and frequency series

% fractional error IN ENERGY OF

%% PSD of Signal 4 - Mic#3
avgspect4 = zeros(size(1,N));
p_avgspect4 = zeros(size(1,N));
for g = 1:Navg
xnn4=(hw').*(xn4(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N))); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw4 = (fft(xnn4)).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk; need to
multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx4 = (2*(Xw4.*conj(Xw4))/T).*Aw; % Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn.
I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc4 = ((Xw4.*conj(Xw4))/T).*Aw; %for the first and end
point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the Hanning Window
correction
Gxx4(1) = recalc4(1);
Gxx4(end) = recalc4(end);
avgspect4 = ((avgspect4.*(g-1))+Gxx4)/g; %running avg of the
autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f4 = sqrt(Gxx4.*df);
p_f4(1) = sqrt(Gxx4(end).*df);
p_f4(end) = sqrt(Gxx4(end).*df);
p_avgspect4 = ((p_avgspect4.*(g-1))+p_f4)/g; %running avg of
the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take the
transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(4)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect4(1:N/2+1)))
% hold on
% semilogy(f,abs(avgspect4(1:N/2+1)))
title ('Noise Floor, Pre - Mic#3')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)')
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%% Check USING Parseval's Theorem - Signal 4
%Gabrielson, p I-23, eqn. I-26
Et4 = 0;
Ef4 = 0;
Efold4 = 0;
Etold4 = 0;
for g = 1:(N)
Et4 = (xn4(g))^2 + Etold4;
Etold4 = Et4;
end
Etsum4 = Etold4.*(1/N)
for h = 1:(N/2)
Ef4 = (avgspect4(h)).*df + Efold4;
Efold4 = Ef4;
end
Efsum4 = Efold4
confirm4 = (Etsum4 - Efsum4)/Etsum4
time and frequency series
%% PSD of Signal 5 - Mic#4
avgspect5 = zeros(size(1,N));
p_avgspect5 = zeros(size(1,N));
for g = 1:Navg

% fractional error IN ENERGY OF

xnn5=(hw').*(xn5(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N))); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw5 = (fft(xnn5)).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk; need to
multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx5 = (2*(Xw5.*conj(Xw5))/T).*Aw; % Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn.
I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc5 = ((Xw5.*conj(Xw5))/T).*Aw; %for the first and end
point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the Hanning Window
correction
Gxx5(1) = recalc5(1);
Gxx5(end) = recalc5(end);
avgspect5 = ((avgspect5.*(g-1))+Gxx5)/g; %running avg of the
autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f5 = sqrt(Gxx5.*df);
p_f5(1) = sqrt(Gxx5(end).*df);
p_f5(end) = sqrt(Gxx5(end).*df);
p_avgspect5 = ((p_avgspect5.*(g-1))+p_f5)/g; %running avg of
the autospectrum
end
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f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take the
transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(55)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect5(1:N/2+1)))
% hold on
% semilogy(f,abs(avgspect5(1:N/2+1)))
title ('Noise Floor, Pre - Mic#4')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)')

%% Check USING Parseval's Theorem - Signal 5, Mic 4
%Gabrielson, p I-23, eqn. I-26
Et5 = 0;
Ef5 = 0;
Efold5 = 0;
Etold5 = 0;
for g = 1:(N)
Et5 = (xn5(g))^2 + Etold5;
Etold5 = Et5;
end
Etsum5 = Etold5.*(1/N)
for h = 1:(N/2)
Ef5 = (avgspect5(h)).*df + Efold5;
Efold5 = Ef5;
end
Efsum5 = Efold5
confirm5 = (Etsum5 - Efsum5)/Etsum5
time and frequency series

% fractional error IN ENERGY OF

%% PSD of Signal 6 - Kulite DownStream Left
avgspect6 = zeros(size(1,N));
p_avgspect6 = zeros(size(1,N));
for g = 1:Navg
xnn6=(hw').*(xn6(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N))); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw6 = (fft(xnn6)).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk; need to
multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx6 = (2*(Xw6.*conj(Xw6))/T).*Aw; % Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn.
I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc6 = ((Xw6.*conj(Xw6))/T).*Aw; %for the first and end
point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the Hanning Window
correction
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Gxx6(1) = recalc6(1);
Gxx6(end) = recalc6(end);
avgspect6 = ((avgspect6.*(g-1))+Gxx6)/g; %running avg of the
autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f6 = sqrt(Gxx6.*df);
p_f6(1) = sqrt(Gxx6(end).*df);
p_f6(end) = sqrt(Gxx6(end).*df);
p_avgspect6 = ((p_avgspect6.*(g-1))+p_f6)/g; %running avg of
the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take the
transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(66)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect6(1:N/2+1)))
% hold on
% semilogy(f,abs(avgspect6(1:N/2+1)))
title ('Noise Floor, Pre - Kulite Downstream Left')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)')

%% Check USING Parseval's Theorem - Signal 6, Mic 4
%Gabrielson, p I-23, eqn. I-26
Et6 = 0;
Ef6 = 0;
Efold6 = 0;
Etold6 = 0;
for g = 1:(N)
Et6 = (xn6(g))^2 + Etold6;
Etold6 = Et6;
end
Etsum6 = Etold6.*(1/N)
for h = 1:(N/2)
Ef6 = (avgspect6(h)).*df + Efold6;
Efold6 = Ef6;
end
Efsum6 = Efold6
confirm6 = (Etsum6 - Efsum6)/Etsum6
time and frequency series

% fractional error IN ENERGY OF
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%% PSD of Signal 7 - Kulite Upstream Left
avgspect7 = zeros(size(1,N));
p_avgspect7 = zeros(size(1,N));
for g = 1:Navg
xnn7=(hw').*(xn7(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N))); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw7 = (fft(xnn7)).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk; need to
multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx7 = (2*(Xw7.*conj(Xw7))/T).*Aw; % Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn.
I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc7 = ((Xw7.*conj(Xw7))/T).*Aw; %for the first and end
point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the Hanning Window
correction
Gxx7(1) = recalc7(1);
Gxx7(end) = recalc7(end);
avgspect7 = ((avgspect7.*(g-1))+Gxx7)/g; %running avg of the
autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f7 = sqrt(Gxx7.*df);
p_f7(1) = sqrt(Gxx7(end).*df);
p_f7(end) = sqrt(Gxx7(end).*df);
p_avgspect7 = ((p_avgspect7.*(g-1))+p_f7)/g; %running avg of
the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take the
transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(77)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect7(1:N/2+1)))
% hold on
% semilogy(f,abs(avgspect7(1:N/2+1)))
title ('Noise Floor, Pre - Kulite Upstream Left')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)')

%% Check USING Parseval's Theorem - Signal 7
%Gabrielson, p I-23, eqn. I-26
Et7 = 0;
Ef7 = 0;
Efold7 = 0;
Etold7 = 0;
for g = 1:(N)
Et7 = (xn7(g))^2 + Etold7;
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Etold7 = Et7;
end
Etsum7 = Etold7.*(1/N)
for h = 1:(N/2)
Ef7 = (avgspect7(h)).*df + Efold7;
Efold7 = Ef7;
end
Efsum7 = Efold7
confirm7 = (Etsum7 - Efsum7 )/Etsum7
% fractional error IN ENERGY OF
time and frequency series
%% PSD of Signal 8 - Kulite Downstream Right
avgspect8 = zeros(size(1,N));
p_avgspect8 = zeros(size(1,N));
for g = 1:Navg
xnn8=(hw').*(xn8(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N))); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw8 = (fft(xnn8)).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk; need to
multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx8 = (2*(Xw8.*conj(Xw8))/T).*Aw; % Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn.
I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc8 = ((Xw8.*conj(Xw8))/T).*Aw; %for the first and end
point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the Hanning Window
correction
Gxx8(1) = recalc8(1);
Gxx8(end) = recalc8(end);
avgspect8 = ((avgspect8.*(g-1))+Gxx8)/g; %running avg of the
autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f8 = sqrt(Gxx8.*df);
p_f8(1) = sqrt(Gxx8(end).*df);
p_f8(end) = sqrt(Gxx8(end).*df);
p_avgspect8 = ((p_avgspect8.*(g-1))+p_f8)/g; %running avg of
the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take the
transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(8)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect8(1:N/2+1)))
% hold on
% semilogy(f,abs(avgspect8(1:N/2+1)))
title ('Noise Floor, Pre - Kulite Downstream Right')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)')
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%% Check USING Parseval's Theorem - Signal 8
%Gabrielson, p I-23, eqn. I-26
Et8 = 0;
Ef8 = 0;
Efold8 = 0;
Etold8 = 0;
for g = 1:(N)
Et8 = (xn8(g))^2 + Etold8;
Etold8 = Et8;
end
Etsum8 = Etold8.*(1/N)
for h = 1:(N/2)
Ef8 = (avgspect8(h)).*df + Efold8;
Efold8 = Ef8;
end
Efsum8 = Efold8
confirm8 = (Etsum8 - Efsum8 )/Etsum8
time and frequency series

% fractional error IN ENERGY OF

%% Transglottal pressure spectra
avgspect9 = zeros(size(1,N));
p_avgspect9 = zeros(size(1,N));
for g = 1:Navg
xnn9=(hw').*(xn9(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N))); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw9 = (fft(xnn9)).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk; need to
multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx9 = (2*(Xw9.*conj(Xw9))/T).*Aw; % Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn.
I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc9 = ((Xw9.*conj(Xw9))/T).*Aw; %for the first and end
point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the Hanning Window
correction
Gxx9(1) = recalc9(1);
Gxx9(end) = recalc9(end);
avgspect9 = ((avgspect9.*(g-1))+Gxx9)/g; %running avg of the
autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f9 = sqrt(Gxx9.*df);
p_f9(1) = sqrt(Gxx9(end).*df);
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p_f9(end) = sqrt(Gxx9(end).*df);
p_avgspect9 = ((p_avgspect9.*(g-1))+p_f9)/g; %running avg of
the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take the
transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(9)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect9(1:N/2+1)))
%hold on
%semilogy(f,abs(avgspect5(1:N/2+1)),'ro')
title (['Transglottal Pressure,'], 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
% axis ([0 5350 10^-6 10^5])
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
% hold on
% semilogy(f,abs(NFk3(1:N/2+1)), 'g')
%% Write Noise Floor Data to text file
% Store noise floor spectral data in array - frequency domain
NF_array = [p_avgspect, p_avgspect2, p_avgspect3, p_avgspect4,
p_avgspect5, p_avgspect6, p_avgspect7, p_avgspect8, SPL, IL,
p_avgspect9];
%write noise floor frequency domain to a text file
fid = fopen([FileName(1:end-4) '_NFspectrum.txt.'],'w');
%fprintf(fid,'Rad Sound \t \t \t \t \t \t Kulite UL \t \t \t
Kulite UR \t \t \t \t \t \t Kulite DL\t \t \t \t \t \t SPL\t
\t \t IL %s');
%fprintf(fid,'\n');
fprintf(fid,'%8.13g \t \t \t %8.13g \t \t \t %8.13g \t \t \t
\t \t %8.13g \t \t \t %8.13g \t \t \t %8.13g \t \t \t %8.13g
%8.13g \t \t \t %8.13g \t \t \t %8.13g \n',NF_array');

\t \t \t
\t \t \t
%8.13g \t
\t \t \t

%Store original signal in an array in terms of Pascals - time domain
NF_values = [xn1 xn2 xn3 xn4 xn5 xn6 xn7 xn8 xn9];
%write noise floor time domain to a text file
fid = fopen([FileName(1:end-4) '_NF_time_values.txt'], 'w');
fprintf(fid,'%8.13g \t \t \t %8.13g \t \t \t %8.13g \t \t \t %8.13g \t
\t \t %8.13g \t \t \t %8.13g \t \t \t %8.13g \t \t \t %8.13g \t \t \t
%8.13g \n',NF_values');
%Stores time in an array
T_array = [tr];
%Writes time array to a file
fid2 = fopen([FileName(1:end-4) '_NFspectrum__time.txt'],'w');
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%fprintf(fid,'Time %s');
%fprintf(fid,'\n');
fprintf(fid2,'%8.13g \n',T_array');
% %Stores NF unprocessed signals for subtraction in data analysis
%
% = [radsound kuliteDL kuliteDR kuliteUL];
%
% fid = fopen([FileName(1:end-4) '_NFvalues.txt'], 'w');
% fprintf(fid,'%8.13g \t \t \t %8.13g \t \t \t %8.13g \t \t \t %8.13g
\n',NF_values');
toc
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Subglottal, Supraglottal, Transglottal and Mouth Pressure Spectra Loop

This code was used to perform the autospectra of the raw data values (subglottal,
supraglottal, transglottal and mouth pressure) for the entire set of pressure increments.
Note, this code also reads in the results from four microphones, the results of which were
not included in this thesis.
%% Spectral Analysis of HAM sensor data
clear all;
close all;
clc;
%% Initial inputs
reply = input('Did you update the Noise Floor File Names and Glottal
Area Indices? Y/N', 's');
if strcmpi(reply,'N') == 1
close all
clc
disp('*** Update Noise Floor File Names before continuing ***')
end
print_prompt = input('*** Do You want to print? Y/N', 's')
%Enter the temperature in degrees C - used later to calculate C and rho
tempC = input ('Enter temperature in degrees C')
%% Read in data files
disp('*** Select ONE data file ***')
[FileName PathName] = uigetfile({'*.txt'},'open
file','multiselect','on','X:\');

for i = 1:length(FileName)
%Format data files into separate arrays
[a(:,i) b(:,i) c(:,i) d(:,i) e(:,i) j(:,i) k(:,i) l(:,i) m(:,i) o(:,i)
p(:,i)] = textread( [PathName char(FileName(:,i))],'%s %s %f %f %f %f
%f %f %f %f %f','delimiter','\t','headerlines',2);
end
%Data file splits time between a and b where a contains TIME IN seconds
and b containts TIME IN ms
%This loop is to obtain the last portion of the time read in array 'a'
Nr = length(b); %Set number of data points to be taken; must have a
base of 2 for fft to work; set for now
%% Read in Noise Floor Data
%Noise floor time domain data
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NFdat = load('preNF_7_27_case2_img_NFspectrum.txt');
NFrad = NFdat(:, 1);
NFmic1 = NFdat(:, 2);
NFmic2 = NFdat(:, 3);
NFmic3 = NFdat(:, 4);
NFmic4 = NFdat(:, 5);
NFk446 = NFdat(:, 6);
NFk444 = NFdat(:, 7);
NF_tp = NFdat(:, 11);
%Time series data - to avoid having to loop double to strings
Tdat = load('preNF_7_27_case2_img_NFspectrum__time.txt');
tr = Tdat (:,1);
NFdat2 = load('preNF_7_27_case2_img_NF_time_values.txt');
NFrad_t = NFdat(:, 1);
NFmic1_t = NFdat(:, 2);
NFmic2_t = NFdat(:, 3);
NFmic3_t = NFdat(:, 4);
NFmic4_t = NFdat(:, 5);
NFk446_t = NFdat(:, 6);
NFk444_t = NFdat(:, 7);
NF_tp_t = NFdat(:, 9);

%compute the average DL pressure
NFavg_DL = (sum(NFk446_t))/Nr;
%compute the average UL pressure
NFavg_UL = (sum(NFk444_t))/Nr;
%average noise floor sound pressure
NFavg_rad = sum(NFrad_t)/Nr;
NFavg_mic1 = sum(NFmic1_t)/Nr;
NFavg_mic2 = sum(NFmic2_t)/Nr;
NFavg_mic3 = sum(NFmic3_t)/Nr;
NFavg_mic4 = sum(NFmic4_t)/Nr;
%%
dt
FS
Tr

Assign variables
= tr(2)-tr(1);
= 1/dt; %Sampling frequency of the signal
= Nr*dt; %Sample period

%Take the first N terms of each data array and assign sensor name
%kulite DL = 446
%kulite UL = 444
for i = 1:length(FileName)
radsound(:,i) = l(:,i);
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mic1(:,i) = d(:,i);
mic2(:,i) = e(:,i);
mic3(:,i) = j(:,i);
mic4(:,i) = k(:,i);
kuliteDL(:,i) = m(:,i);
kuliteUL(:,i) = o(:,i);
%Signal to be processed, divided by calibration factor, which has units
(V/psi), to get in terms of
%PSI; multiplied by 6894.76 to get in terms of Pa
xn1(:,i) = ((kuliteDL(:,i)./.02532)*6894.76) - NFavg_DL;
xn2(:,i) = ((kuliteUL(:,i)./.025208)*6894.76)-NFavg_UL;
xn3(:,i) = xn2(:,i) - xn1(:,i); %calculate transglottal pressure
%Rad Sound signal divided by gain; divided by sensitity, which has
units (V/Pa), to get in terms of
%pascal
xn4(:,i) = (radsound(:,i)/.04761)-NFavg_rad;
xn5(:,i) = ((mic1(:,i))/.01563)-NFavg_mic1;
xn6(:,i)= ((mic2(:,i))/.01434)-NFavg_mic2;
xn7(:,i)= ((mic3(:,i))/.04522)-NFavg_mic3;
xn8(:,i) =((mic4(:,i))/.04514)-NFavg_mic4;

%% PSD of Signal 1
N = 4096; %the number of points in each sub record of the data set to
be averaged
T = N*dt; %the time length of each subrecord to be averaged
t = (0:dt:T-dt); %Time
df = 1/T; % % WHY NOT USE df = 1/f(2)?
Navg = floor(Nr/N); % the number of sub-records
hw = 1-cos(2*pi*t/T); %Hanning Window, Gabrielson eqn I-40, p I41
Aw = N/(sum(hw.*hw)); %Hanning window correction factor for PSD,
Gabrielson eqn I-58, p I-49
avgspect = zeros(N, length(FileName));
p_avgspect = zeros(N, length(FileName));
Noverlap = .5;% 50 percent overlap between subrecords
sgp_title = FileName{1,i}(1:17); %Figure titles %assign variable for
figure numbers
for g = 1:Navg
xnn(:,i)=(hw').*(xn1(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N),i)); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw(:,i) = (fft(xnn(:,i))).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk;
need to multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx(:,i) = (2*(Xw(:,i).*conj(Xw(:,i)))/T).*Aw; % Gabrielson,
p.I-22, Eqn. I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc(:,i) = ((Xw(:,i).*conj(Xw(:,i)))/T).*Aw; %for the first
and end point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the Hanning
Window correction
Gxx(1,i) = recalc(1,i);
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Gxx(end,i) = recalc(end,i);
avgspect(:,i) = ((avgspect(:,i).*(g-1))+ Gxx(:,i))/g; %running
avg of the autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f(:,i) = sqrt(Gxx(:,i).*df);
p_f(1,i) = sqrt(Gxx(end,i).*df);
p_f(end,i) = sqrt(Gxx(end,i).*df);
p_avgspect(:,i) = ((p_avgspect(:,i).*(g-1))+p_f(:,i))/g;
%running avg of the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take the
transpose of it to get a column vector

figure(1)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect(1:N/2+1,i)))
title (['Kulite DL,', sgp_title], 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
hold on
semilogy(f,abs(NFk446(1:N/2+1)), 'g')
legend('Signal','Noise Floor','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b')
if strcmpi(print_prompt,'Y') == 1
saveas(gcf, strcat(sgp_title,'_kDL.fig'),'fig')
%print -dpsc
end

%% Check USING Parseval's Theorem - Signal 1
%Gabrielson, p I-23, eqn. I-26
Et(:,i) = 0;
Ef(:,i) = 0;
Efold(:,i) = 0;
Etold(:,i) = 0;
for g = 1:(N)
Et(:,i) = (xn1(g))^2 + Etold(:,i);
Etold(:,i) = Et(:,i);
end
Etsum(:,i) = Etold(:,i).*(1/N)
for h = 1:(N/2)
Ef(:,i) = (avgspect(h)).*df + Efold(:,i);
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Efold(:,i) = Ef(:,i);
end
Efsum(:,i) = Efold(:,i)
confirm(:,i) = (Etsum(:,i) - Efsum(:,i))/Etsum(:,i)
error IN ENERGY OF time and frequency series

% fractional

%% PSD of Signal 2 - Upstream Left Kulite 444
avgspect2 = zeros(N, length(FileName));
p_avgspect2 = zeros(N, length(FileName));
for g = 1:Navg
xnn2(:,i)=(hw').*(xn2(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N),i)); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw2(:,i) = (fft(xnn2(:,i))).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk;
need to multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx2(:,i) = (2*(Xw2(:,i).*conj(Xw2(:,i)))/T).*Aw; % Gabrielson,
p.I-22, Eqn. I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc2(:,i) = ((Xw2(:,i).*conj(Xw2(:,i)))/T).*Aw; %for the
first and end point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the
Hanning Window correction
Gxx2(1,i) = recalc2(1,i);
Gxx2(end,i) = recalc2(end,i);
avgspect2(:,i) = ((avgspect2(:,i).*(g-1))+Gxx2(:,i))/g;
%running avg of the autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f2(:,i) = sqrt(Gxx2(:,i).*df);
p_f2(1,i) = sqrt(Gxx2(end,i).*df);
p_f2(end,i) = sqrt(Gxx2(end,i).*df);
p_avgspect2(:,i) = ((p_avgspect2(:,i).*(g-1))+p_f2(:,i))/g;
%running avg of the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take the
transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(20)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect2(1:N/2+1,i)))
title (['Kulite UL,', sgp_title], 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
%hold on
%semilogy(f,abs(NFk444(1:N/2+1)), 'g')
legend('Signal','Noise Floor','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b')
if strcmpi(print_prompt,'Y') == 1
saveas(gcf, strcat(sgp_title,'_kUL.fig'),'fig')
%print -dpsc
end
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%% Check USING Parseval's Theorem - Signal 2
%Gabrielson, p I-23, eqn. I-26
Et2(:,i) = 0;
Ef2(:,i) = 0;
Efold2(:,i) = 0;
Etold2(:,i) = 0;
for g = 1:(N)
Et2(:,i) = (xn2(g,i))^2 + Etold2(:,i);
Etold2(:,i) = Et2(:,i);
end
Etsum2(:,i) = Etold2(:,i).*(1/N)
for h = 1:(N/2)
Ef2(:,i) = (avgspect2(h,i)).*df + Efold2(:,i);
Efold2(:,i) = Ef2(:,i);
end
Efsum2(:,i) = Efold2(:,i)
confirm2(:,i) = (Etsum2(:,i) - Efsum2(:,i))/Etsum2(:,i)
error IN ENERGY OF time and frequency series

% fractional

%% PSD of Signal 3 - Transglottal Pressure
avgspect3 = zeros(N, length(FileName));
p_avgspect3 = zeros(N, length(FileName));
for g = 1:Navg
xnn3(:,i)=(hw').*(xn3(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N),i)); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw3(:,i) = (fft(xnn3(:,i))).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk;
need to multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx3(:,i) = (2*(Xw3(:,i).*conj(Xw3(:,i)))/T).*Aw; % Gabrielson,
p.I-22, Eqn. I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc3(:,i) = ((Xw3(:,i).*conj(Xw3(:,i)))/T).*Aw; %for the
first and end point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the
Hanning Window correction
Gxx3(1,i) = recalc3(1,i);
Gxx3(end,i) = recalc3(end,i);
avgspect3(:,i) = ((avgspect3(:,i).*(g-1))+Gxx3(:,i))/g;
%running avg of the autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f3(:,i) = sqrt(Gxx3(:,i).*df);
p_f3(1,i) = sqrt(Gxx3(end,i).*df);
p_f3(end,i) = sqrt(Gxx3(end,i).*df);
p_avgspect3(:,i) = ((p_avgspect3(:,i).*(g-1))+p_f3(:,i))/g;
%running avg of the autospectrum
end
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f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take the
transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(100)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect3(1:N/2+1,i)))
title (['Transglottal Pressure', sgp_title],
'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
%hold on
%semilogy(f,abs(NF_tp(1:N/2+1)), 'g')
legend('Signal','Noise Floor','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b')
if strcmpi(print_prompt,'Y') == 1
saveas(gcf, strcat(sgp_title,'_TGP.fig'),'fig')
%print -dpsc
end
%% Check USING Parseval's Theorem - Signal 3
%Gabrielson, p I-23, eqn. I-26
Et3(:,i) = 0;
Ef3(:,i) = 0;
Efold3(:,i) = 0;
Etold3 (:,i)= 0;
for g = 1:(N)
Et3(:,i) = (xn3(g))^2 + Etold3(:,i);
Etold3(:,i) = Et3(:,i);
end
Etsum3(:,i) = Etold3(:,i).*(1/N)
for h = 1:(N/2)
Ef3(:,i) = (avgspect3(h)).*df + Efold3(:,i);
Efold3(:,i) = Ef3(:,i);
end
Efsum3(:,i) = Efold3(:,i)
confirm3(:,i) = (Etsum3(:,i) - Efsum3(:,i))/Etsum3(:,i)
error IN ENERGY OF time and frequency series

% fractional

%% PSD of Signal 4- Top Mic
avgspect4 = zeros(N, length(FileName));
p_avgspect4 = zeros(N, length(FileName));
for g = 1:Navg
xnn4(:,i)=(hw').*(xn4(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N),i)); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw4(:,i) = (fft(xnn4(:,i))).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk;
need to multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
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Gxx4(:,i) = (2*(Xw4(:,i).*conj(Xw4(:,i)))/T).*Aw; % Gabrielson,
p.I-22, Eqn. I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc4(:,i) = ((Xw4(:,i).*conj(Xw4(:,i)))/T).*Aw; %for the
first and end point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the
Hanning Window correction
Gxx4(1,i) = recalc4(1,i);
Gxx4(end,i) = recalc4(end,i);
avgspect4(:,i) = ((avgspect4(:,i).*(g-1))+Gxx4(:,i))/g;
%running avg of the autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f4(:,i) = sqrt(Gxx4(:,i).*df);
p_f4(1,i) = sqrt(Gxx4(end,i).*df);
p_f4(end,i) = sqrt(Gxx4(end,i).*df);
p_avgspect4(:,i) = ((p_avgspect4(:,i).*(g-1))+p_f4(:,i))/g;
%running avg of the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take the
transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(200)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect4(1:N/2+1,i)))
title (['Top Mic', sgp_title], 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
hold on
semilogy(f,abs(NFrad(1:N/2+1)), 'g')
legend('Signal','Noise Floor','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b')
if strcmpi(print_prompt,'Y') == 1
saveas(gcf, strcat(sgp_title,'_radsound.fig'),'fig')
%print -dpsc
end
%% Check USING Parseval's Theorem - Signal 4 Top Mic
%Gabrielson, p I-23, eqn. I-26
Et4(:,i) = 0;
Ef4(:,i) = 0;
Efold4(:,i) = 0;
Etold4 (:,i)= 0;
for g = 1:(N)
Et4(:,i) = (xn4(g))^2 + Etold4(:,i);
Etold4(:,i) = Et4(:,i);
end
Etsum4(:,i) = Etold4(:,i).*(1/N)
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for h = 1:(N/2)
Ef4(:,i) = (avgspect4(h)).*df + Efold4(:,i);
Efold4(:,i) = Ef4(:,i);
end
Efsum4(:,i) = Efold4(:,i)
confirm4(:,i) = (Etsum4(:,i) - Efsum4(:,i))/Etsum4(:,i)
error IN ENERGY OF time and frequency series

% fractional

%% PSD of Signal 5 - Mic 1
avgspect5 = zeros(N, length(FileName));
p_avgspect5 = zeros(N, length(FileName));
for g = 1:Navg
xnn5(:,i)=(hw').*(xn5(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N),i)); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw5(:,i) = (fft(xnn5(:,i))).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk;
need to multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx5(:,i) = (2*(Xw5(:,i).*conj(Xw5(:,i)))/T).*Aw; % Gabrielson,
p.I-22, Eqn. I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc5(:,i) = ((Xw5(:,i).*conj(Xw5(:,i)))/T).*Aw; %for the
first and end point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the
Hanning Window correction
Gxx5(1,i) = recalc5(1,i);
Gxx5(end,i) = recalc5(end,i);
avgspect5(:,i) = ((avgspect5(:,i).*(g-1))+Gxx5(:,i))/g;
%running avg of the autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f5(:,i) = sqrt(Gxx5(:,i).*df);
p_f5(1,i) = sqrt(Gxx5(1,i).*df);
p_f5(end,i) = sqrt(Gxx5(end,i).*df);
p_avgspect5(:,i) = ((p_avgspect5(:,i).*(g-1))+p_f5(:,i))/g;
%running avg of the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take the
transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(300)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect5(1:N/2+1,i)))
title (['Mic #1,', sgp_title], 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
hold on
%semilogy(f,abs(NFmic1(1:N/2+1)), 'g')
legend('Signal','Noise Floor','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b')
if strcmpi(print_prompt,'Y') == 1
saveas(gcf, strcat(sgp_title,'_mic1.fig'),'fig')
%print -dpsc
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end
%% PSD of Signal 6 - Mic 2
avgspect6 = zeros(N, length(FileName));
p_avgspect6 = zeros(N, length(FileName));
for g = 1:Navg
xnn6(:,i)=(hw').*(xn6(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N),i)); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw6(:,i) = (fft(xnn6(:,i))).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk;
need to multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx6(:,i) = (2*(Xw6(:,i).*conj(Xw6(:,i)))/T).*Aw; % Gabrielson,
p.I-22, Eqn. I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc6(:,i) = ((Xw6(:,i).*conj(Xw6(:,i)))/T).*Aw; %for the
first and end point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the
Hanning Window correction
Gxx6(1,i) = recalc6(1,i);
Gxx6(end,i) = recalc6(end,i);
avgspect6(:,i) = ((avgspect6(:,i).*(g-1))+Gxx6(:,i))/g;
%running avg of the autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f6(:,i) = sqrt(Gxx6(:,i).*df);
p_f6(1,i) = sqrt(Gxx6(1,i).*df);
p_f6(end,i) = sqrt(Gxx6(end,i).*df);
p_avgspect6(:,i) = ((p_avgspect6(:,i).*(g-1))+p_f6(:,i))/g;
%running avg of the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take the
transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(400)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect6(1:N/2+1,i)))
title (['Mic #2,', sgp_title], 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
hold on
semilogy(f,abs(NFmic2(1:N/2+1)), 'g')
legend('Signal','Noise Floor','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b')
if strcmpi(print_prompt,'Y') == 1
saveas(gcf, strcat(sgp_title,'_mic2.fig'),'fig')
%print -dpsc
end
%% PSD of Signal 7 - Mic 3
avgspect7 = zeros(N, length(FileName));
p_avgspect7 = zeros(N, length(FileName));
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for g = 1:Navg
xnn7(:,i)=(hw').*(xn7(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N),i)); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw7(:,i) = (fft(xnn7(:,i))).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk;
need to multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx7(:,i) = (2*(Xw7(:,i).*conj(Xw7(:,i)))/T).*Aw; % Gabrielson,
p.I-22, Eqn. I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc7(:,i) = ((Xw7(:,i).*conj(Xw7(:,i)))/T).*Aw; %for the
first and end point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the
Hanning Window correction
Gxx7(1,i) = recalc7(1,i);
Gxx7(end,i) = recalc7(end,i);
avgspect7(:,i) = ((avgspect7(:,i).*(g-1))+Gxx7(:,i))/g;
%running avg of the autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f7(:,i) = sqrt(Gxx7(:,i).*df);
p_f7(1,i) = sqrt(Gxx7(1,i).*df);
p_f7(end,i) = sqrt(Gxx7(end,i).*df);
p_avgspect7(:,i) = ((p_avgspect7(:,i).*(g-1))+p_f7(:,i))/g;
%running avg of the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take the
transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(500)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect7(1:N/2+1,i)))
title (['Mic #3,', sgp_title], 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
hold on
semilogy(f,abs(NFmic3(1:N/2+1)), 'g')
legend('Signal','Noise Floor','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b')
if strcmpi(print_prompt,'Y') == 1
saveas(gcf, strcat(sgp_title,'_mic3.fig'),'fig')
%print -dpsc
end
%% PSD of Signal 8 - Mic 4
avgspect8 = zeros(N, length(FileName));
p_avgspect8 = zeros(N, length(FileName));
for g = 1:Navg
xnn8(:,i)=(hw').*(xn8(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N),i)); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
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Xw8(:,i) = (fft(xnn8(:,i))).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk;
need to multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx8(:,i) = (2*(Xw8(:,i).*conj(Xw8(:,i)))/T).*Aw; % Gabrielson,
p.I-22, Eqn. I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc8(:,i) = ((Xw8(:,i).*conj(Xw8(:,i)))/T).*Aw; %for the
first and end point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the
Hanning Window correction
Gxx8(1,i) = recalc8(1,i);
Gxx8(end,i) = recalc8(end,i);
avgspect8(:,i) = ((avgspect8(:,i).*(g-1))+Gxx8(:,i))/g;
%running avg of the autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f8(:,i) = sqrt(Gxx8(:,i).*df);
p_f8(1,i) = sqrt(Gxx8(1,i).*df);
p_f8(end,i) = sqrt(Gxx8(end,i).*df);
p_avgspect8(:,i) = ((p_avgspect8(:,i).*(g-1))+p_f8(:,i))/g;
%running avg of the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take the
transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(600)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect8(1:N/2+1,i)))
% hold on
% semilogy(f,abs(avgspect6(1:N/2+1)),'ro')
title (['Mic #4,', sgp_title], 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
hold on
semilogy(f,abs(NFmic4(1:N/2+1)), 'g')
legend('Signal','Noise Floor','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b')
if strcmpi(print_prompt,'Y') == 1
saveas(gcf, strcat(sgp_title,'_mic4.fig'),'fig')
%print -dpsc
end
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear

p_avgspect
p_avgspect1
p_avgspect2
p_avgspect3
p_avgspect4
p_avgspect5
p_avgspect6
p_avgspect7
p_avgspect8

clear avgspect
clear avgspect1
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clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear

avgspect2
avgspect3
avgspect4
avgspect5
avgspect6
avgspect7
avgspect8

clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear

xn1
xn2
xn3
xn4
xn5
xn6
xn7
xn8

clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear

xnn1
xnn2
xnn3
xnn4
xnn5
xnn6
xnn7
xnn8

clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear
clear

radsound
mic1
mic2
mic3
mic4
kuliteDL
kuliteUL

close all
end
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Subglottal, Supraglottal, Mouth and Transglottal Pressure Waveforms
This code was used to compute the subglottal, supraglottal , mouth and transglottal pressure
waveforms shown in 4.1
%% Analysis of HAM sensor data
clear all;
close all;
clc;
%% Read in Data Files
reply = input('Did you update noise floor file names? Y/N', 's');
if strcmpi(reply,'N') == 1
disp('*** Update the noise floor file names before continuing ***')
close all
end

print_prompt = input('*** Do You want to print? Y/N', 's')
disp('*** Select data file for a subglottal pressure***')
[FileName PathName] = uigetfile({'*.txt'},'open
file','multiselect','on','X:\');
for i = 1:length(FileName)
%Format data files into separate arrays
[a(:,i) b(:,i) c(:,i) d(:,i) e(:,i) j(:,i) k(:,i) l(:,i) m(:,i) o(:,i)]
= textread( [PathName char(FileName(:,i))],'%s %s %f %f %f %f %f %f %f
%f','delimiter','\t','headerlines',2);
end
%Data file splits time between a and b where a contains TIME IN seconds
and b containts TIME IN ms
%This loop is to obtain the last portion of the time read in array 'a'
Nr = length(b); %Number of data points
%% Read in Noise Floor Data
%Time series data - to avoid having to loop double to strings
Tdat = load('preNF_7_20_case1_acs_NFspectrum__time.txt');
tr = Tdat (:,1);
NFdat = load('preNF_7_20_case1_acs_NF_time_values.txt');
NFrad_t = NFdat(:, 1);
NFmic1_t = NFdat(:, 2);
NFmic2_t = NFdat(:, 3);
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NFmic3_t = NFdat(:, 4);
NFmic4_t = NFdat(:, 5);
NFk446_t = NFdat(:, 6);
NFk444_t = NFdat(:, 7);
NF_tp_t = NFdat(:, 9);

%compute the average DL pressure
NFavg_DL = (sum(NFk446_t))/Nr;
%compute the average UL pressure
NFavg_UL = (sum(NFk444_t))/Nr;
%average noise floor sound pressure
NFavg_topmic = sum(NFrad_t)/Nr;
NFavg_mic1 = sum(NFmic1_t)/Nr;
NFavg_mic2 = sum(NFmic2_t)/Nr;
NFavg_mic3 = sum(NFmic3_t)/Nr;
NFavg_mic4 = sum(NFmic4_t)/Nr;
dt = tr(3)-tr(2); % take the difference in time between the 2 and 3
time steps
FS = 1/dt; %Sampling frequency of the signal
Tr = Nr*dt; %Sample period

%% Assign variables
dt = tr(3)-tr(2); % take the difference in time between the 2 and 3
time steps
FS = 1/dt; %Sampling frequency of the signal
Tr = Nr*dt; %Sample period
wf_length = length(tr); %waveform length
%Take the first N terms of each data array and assign sensor name
for i = 1:length(FileName)
radsound(:,i) = c(:,i);
mic1(:,i) = d(:,i);
mic2(:,i) = e(:,i);
mic3(:,i) = j(:,i);
mic4(:,i) = k(:,i);
kuliteDL(:,i) = l(:,i);
kuliteUL(:,i) = m(:,i);
%Signal to be processed, divided by calibration factor, which has units
(V/psi), to get in terms of
%PSI; multiplied by 6894.76 to get in terms of Pa
xn1(:,i) = ((kuliteDL(:,i)./.02532)*6894.76) - NFavg_DL;
xn2(:,i) = ((kuliteUL(:,i)./.025208)*6894.76)-NFavg_UL;
%Rad Sound signal divided by gain; divided by sensitity, which has
units (V/Pa), to get in terms of
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%pascal
xn4(:,i) = (radsound(:,i)/.04761)-NFavg_topmic;
xn5(:,i) = ((mic1(:,i))/.01563)-NFavg_mic1;
xn6(:,i)= ((mic2(:,i))/.01434)-NFavg_mic2;
xn7(:,i)= ((mic3(:,i))/.04522)-NFavg_mic3;
xn8(:,i) =((mic4(:,i))/.04514)-NFavg_mic4;
%% Compute Time Average of Measurements
duct_width = .02794; %width of duct, m
S = duct_width^2; % vocal tract cross sectional area, m^2
%compute the time average downstream left pressure
avg_DL(:,i) = sum(xn1(:,i))/Nr;
%compute the time average upstream left pressure
avg_UL(:,i) = sum(xn2(:,i))/Nr;
%compute transglottal presssure in Pa
tp(:,i) = (xn2(:,i)-xn1(:,i));
%dipole force calculation (N)
dip(:,i) = (tp(:,i)).*S;
%average transglottal pressure in Pa
avg_tp(:,i) = (1/Nr)*sum(tp(:,i));
%average sound pressure in Pa
avg_sp(:,i) = (sum(radsound(:,i))/Nr);
%average sound pressure in Pa
avg_mic1(:,i) = (sum(mic1(:,i))/Nr);
%average sound pressure in Pa
avg_mic2(:,i) = (sum(mic2(:,i))/Nr);
%average sound pressure in Pa
avg_mic3(:,i) = (sum(mic3(:,i))/Nr);
%average sound pressure in Pa
avg_mic4(:,i) = (sum(mic4(:,i))/Nr);
%RMS of mic4
RMSmic4(:,i) =sqrt(sum((mic4(:,i).^2))/Nr)
%% Graph Waveforms
Nup=200000;
Ndwn = 100;
sgp_title = FileName{1,i}(1:17); %Figure titles %assign variable for
figure numbers
XMIN = 1;
XMAX = 1.05;
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% 5-7 Cycles of Subglottal, Supraglottal, Area and Mouth Waveforms
figure(1+i)
subplot(3,1,1), plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), xn1(Ndwn:Nup,i))
title (['Downstream Left', sgp_title],
'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight',
'b')
hold on
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), avg_DL(:,i)*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
xlim([XMIN XMAX])
legend('Waveform','Mean')
subplot(3,1,2), plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), xn2(Ndwn:Nup,i))
title ('Upstream Left', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
hold on
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), avg_UL(:,i)*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
xlim([XMIN XMAX])
%
%
%
%
%

subplot(4,1,3),plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), A(Ndwn:Nup,i))
title ('Area','FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
hold on
XLIM([XMIN XMAX])
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), avg_tp(:,i)*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')

subplot(3,1,3),plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), xn4(Ndwn:Nup,i))
title ('Mouth','FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
xlabel ('Time (s)')
hold on
xlim([XMIN XMAX])
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), avg_sp(:,i)*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
if strcmpi(print_prompt,'Y') == 1
saveas(gcf, strcat(sgp_title,'_pressure_area_waveforms.fig'),'fig')
print -dpsc
end

%5-7 Cycles of Translgottal , Time Derivative of Area, Glottal Volume
Flow,
%Time derviative of glottal volume flow, mouth pressure
figure(1000+i)
subplot(5,1,1), plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), tp(Ndwn:Nup,i))
title (['Transglottal', sgp_title],
'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight',
'b')
hold on
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), avg_DL(:,i)*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
XLIM([XMIN XMAX])
legend('Waveform','Mean')
subplot(5,1,2), plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), dAsm(Ndwn:Nup,i))
title ('dA/dt', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
hold on
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), avg_UL(:,i)*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
XLIM([XMIN XMAX])
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subplot(5,1,3), plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), dAsm(Ndwn:Nup,i))
title ('Volume Flow', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
hold on
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), avg_UL(:,i)*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
XLIM([XMIN XMAX])
subplot(5,1,4), plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), dAsm(Ndwn:Nup,i))
title ('dVF/dt', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
hold on
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), avg_UL(:,i)*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
XLIM([XMIN XMAX])
subplot(5,1,5), plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), xn4(Ndwn:Nup,i))
title ('Mouth', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
hold on
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), avg_UL(:,i)*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
XLIM([XMIN XMAX])
if strcmpi(print_prompt,'Y') == 1
saveas(gcf, strcat(sgp_title,'_estimate_waveforms.fig'),'fig')
print -dpsc
end

figure(12)
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), xn1(Ndwn:Nup)-avg_DL*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1),
'r')
title ('Downstream Left', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
xlabel ('Time (s)')
ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)')
hold on
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), xn3(Ndwn:Nup)- avg_UL*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1))
legend('DL','UL')

% figure(10+i)
% subplot(5,1,1),plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), xn4(Ndwn:Nup,i))
% title (['Radiated Sound', sgp_title],'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight',
'b')
% xlabel ('Time (s)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
% %ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
% hold on
% plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), avg_sp(:,i)*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
% XLIM([XMIN XMAX])
% legend('Waveform','Mean')
%
subplot(5,1,2),plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), xn5(Ndwn:Nup,i))
title ('Mic #1','FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
xlabel ('Time (s)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
hold on
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), avg_mic1(:,i)*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
XLIM([XMIN XMAX])
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subplot(5,1,3),plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), xn6(Ndwn:Nup,i))
title ('Mic #2','FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
xlabel ('Time (s)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)')
hold on
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), avg_mic2(:,i)*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
XLIM([XMIN XMAX])
subplot(5,1,4),plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), xn7(Ndwn:Nup,i))
title ('Mic #3','FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
xlabel ('Time (s)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
hold on
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), avg_mic3(:,i)*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
XLIM([XMIN XMAX])
subplot(5,1,5),plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), xn8(Ndwn:Nup,i))
title ('Mic #4','FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
xlabel ('Time (s)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
hold on
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), avg_mic3(:,i)*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
XLIM([XMIN XMAX])
if strcmpi(print_prompt,'Y') == 1
saveas(gcf, strcat(sgp_title,'_mics.fig'),'fig')
print -dpsc
end

figure(100+i)
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), xn4(Ndwn:Nup,i))
title (['Radiated Sound', sgp_title],'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
xlabel ('Time (s)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
ylabel ('Pressure (Pa)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'b')
hold on
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), avg_sp(:,i)*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
XLIM([XMIN XMAX])
if strcmpi(print_prompt,'Y') == 1
saveas(gcf, strcat(sgp_title,'_radsound.fig'),'fig')
print -dpsc
end

end
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Glottal Area, Volume Flow, Monopole Source Strength, Dipole Source Strength Spectra

This code was used to compute the glottal area, volume flow estimate, monopole source strength,
dipole source strength and plot the corresponding autospectrum of each estimate.
% %% Spectral Analysis of HAM sensor data
clear all;
close all;
clc;
%% Read in data files
disp('*** Be sure to enter area and time values from Excel ahead of
time***')
%Enter the temperature in degrees C - used later to calculate C and rho
tempC = input ('Enter temperature in degrees C')
%Enter the Cd
Cd = input ('Enter the discharge coefficient Cd ')
[area,txt,raw] = xlsread('07-27-12 Glottal Areas.xls',1,'R8:R16507');
[t,txt,raw] = xlsread('07-27-12 Glottal Areas.xls',1,'C8:C16507');
disp('*** Select ONE data file ***')
[FileName PathName] = uigetfile({'*.txt'},'open
file','multiselect','on','X:\');
%Format data files into separate arrays
[a b c d e j k l m o p] = textread( [PathName char(FileName)],'%s %s %f
%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f','delimiter','\t','headerlines',2);
%Data file splits time between a and b where a contains TIME IN seconds
and b containts TIME IN ms
%This loop is to obtain the last portion of the time read in array 'a'
Nr = length(b); %Set number of data points to be taken; must have a
base of 2 for fft to work; set for now
%% Read in Noise Floor Data
%Noise floor time domain data
NFdat = load('preNF_7_27_case2_img_NFspectrum.txt');
NFrad = NFdat(:, 1);
NFmic1 = NFdat(:, 2);
NFmic2 = NFdat(:, 3);
NFmic3 = NFdat(:, 4);
NFmic4 = NFdat(:, 5);
NFk446 = NFdat(:, 6);
NFk444 = NFdat(:, 7);
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NF_tp = NFdat(:, 11);
%Time series data - to avoid having to loop double to strings
Tdat = load('preNF_7_27_case2_img_NFspectrum__time.txt');
tr = Tdat (:,1);
NFdat2 = load('preNF_7_27_case2_img_NF_time_values.txt');
NFrad_t = NFdat(:, 1);
NFmic1_t = NFdat(:, 2);
NFmic2_t = NFdat(:, 3);
NFmic3_t = NFdat(:, 4);
NFmic4_t = NFdat(:, 5);
NFk446_t = NFdat(:, 6);
NFk444_t = NFdat(:, 7);
NF_tp_t = NFdat(:, 9);

%compute the average DL pressure
NFavg_DL = (sum(NFk446_t))/Nr;
%compute the average UL pressure
NFavg_UL = (sum(NFk444_t))/Nr;
%average noise floor sound pressure
NFavg_rad = sum(NFrad_t)/Nr;
NFavg_mic1 = sum(NFmic1_t)/Nr;
NFavg_mic2 = sum(NFmic2_t)/Nr;
NFavg_mic3 = sum(NFmic3_t)/Nr;
NFavg_mic4 = sum(NFmic4_t)/Nr;
% Convert pressure data to Pascals and subtract noise floor values
(which
% are also in Pascals)
radsound = l;
mic1 = d;
mic2 = e;
mic3 = j;
mic4 = k;
kuliteDL = m;
kuliteUL= o;
%Signal to be processed, divided by calibration factor, which has units
(V/psi), to get in terms of
%PSI; multiplied by 6894.76 to get in terms of Pa
xn1 = ((kuliteDL./.02532)*6894.76) - NFavg_DL;
xn2 = ((kuliteUL./.025208)*6894.76)-NFavg_UL;
xn3 = xn2 - xn1; %calculate transglottal pressure
xn4 = (radsound/.04761)-NFavg_rad;
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%%
dt
FS
Tr

Assign variables
= 1/22000;
= 1/dt; %Sampling frequency of the signal
= Nr*dt; %Sample period

%Take the first N terms of each data array and assign sensor name
%kulite DL = 446
%kulite UL = 444
%% Area and Volume Flow Spectra
%Compute Time Derivative of the Mouth Area
A = area.*10^-6; %convert area from mm^2 to m^2
avg_A = (sum(A)/length(A));%average area

%smooth over the area data via running average
M = 15; %determines the length of the weight vector
weight = [1:1:M M+1 M:-1:1]; %set up a weight vector 1,2,3...M, M+1, M,
M-1, M-2...1
weight = weight./sum(weight); %normalize the weight function
n= length(A);
Asm = A; %smoothed A vector
for a1 = 1: n-(2*M) %subtract 2*M to account for beginning and end
averaging - can't average on each point at the start/end
new = 0;
for a2 = -M:M
new = new +weight(1, a2+M+1).*A(a1+M-a2);
end
Asm(a1,1) = new;
end
xn9 = Asm;
%average smoothed area
avg_Asm = (sum(Asm)/length(Asm));
for i = 2:(length(Asm)-2)
dA(i,1) = (Asm(i+1, 1)-Asm(i-1, 1))./(2*dt);
end
%average area derivative
avg_dA = (sum(dA)/length(dA))
xn10 = dA;
%% Glottal Flow
%define air density in kg/m^3, Patm = 101,325Pa,
rho = 101325/(287*(tempC+273));

Rair = 287 J/kgK

Qj = Cd*A.*sqrt((2*xn3(1:length(A)))./rho);
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avg_Qj = (sum(Qj)/length(Qj)); %average volume flow

%smooth over the Qj
n= length(Qj);
Qjsm = Qj; %smoothed VAC vector
for b1 = 1: n-(2*M) %subtract 2*M to account for begginning and end
averaging - can't average on each point at the start/end
new = 0;
for b2 = -M:M
new = new +weight(1, b2+M+1).*Qj(b1+M-b2);
end
Qjsm(b1,1) = new;
end
xn11 = Qjsm;
avg_Qjsm = (sum(Qjsm)/length(Qjsm)); %average volume flow
%standard deviation of the glottal flow estimate
Qjsm_dev = sqrt((sum((Qjsm - avg_Qjsm).^2))/length(Qjsm));
%Volume flow derivative
for i = 2:(length(Qjsm)-2)
dQj(i,1) = (Qjsm(i+1, 1)-Qjsm(i-1, 1))./(2*dt);
end
%average volume flow derivative
avg_dQj = (sum(dQj)/length(dQj));
xn12 = dQj;
%% Monopole and Dipole Source Estimates
l_duct = .02794; %length of the duct in m
S = l_duct^2; % area of the duct in m^2
c = 343; % speed of sound in m/s
%Define VAC medial_length = .005232; %male inferior to superior length of the vocal
fold constriction in m
% medial_legnth =.0036; %female inferior to superior length of the
vocal fold constriction in m
VAC = A.* medial_length; %estimated volume vector
%smooth over the volume flow data
n= length(VAC);
VACsm = VAC; %smoothed VAC vector
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for c1 = 1: n-(2*M) %subtract 2*M to account for begginning and end
averaging - can't average on each point at the start/end
new = 0;
for c2 = -M:M
new = new +weight(1, c2+M+1).*VAC(c1+M-c2);
end
VACsm(c1,1) = new;
end
avg_VACsm = sum(VACsm)/length(VACsm);
%standard deviation of the glottal flow estimate
VACsm_dev = sqrt((sum((VACsm - avg_VACsm).^2))/length(VACsm));
%take derivative of VACsm
dt = t(22)-t(21);
for i = 2:(length(VACsm)-1)
dVAC(i,1) = (VACsm(i+1, 1)-VACsm(i-1, 1))./(2*dt);
end
%Define Monopole
Qm = -((rho*c)/S).*dVAC;
%Average Qm
avg_Qm = sum(Qm)/length(Qm);
xn14 = Qm;
%Define dipole
Fac = (-2*rho*c*Cd).*A.*(((2/rho).*xn3(1:length(A))).^.5); %dipole
source
%Define dipole in terms of pressure for graphing
Fac_p = Fac./S; %dipole source
avg_Fac_p = sum(Fac_p)/length(Fac_p);
xn15 = Fac_p;
%% PSD of Glottal Area
%Assign variables
N = 4096; %the number of points in each sub record of the data set
to be averaged
T = N*dt; %the time length of each subrecord to be averaged
t = (0:dt:T-dt); %Time
df = 1/T; % % WHY NOT USE df = 1/f(2)?
Navg = floor(length(xn9)/N); %the number of sub-records
hw = 1-cos(2*pi*t/T); %Hanning Window, Gabrielson eqn I-40, p I41
Aw = N/(sum(hw.*hw)); %Hanning window correction factor for PSD,
Gabrielson eqn I-58, p I-49
Noverlap = .5; %50 percent overlap between subrecords
sgp_title = FileName(1:17); %Figure titles %assign variable for
figure numbers
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avgspect9 = zeros(size(1,N));
p_avgspect9 = zeros(size(1,N));
for g = 1:Navg
xnn9=(hw').*(xn9(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N),1)); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw9 = (fft(xnn9)).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk; need
to multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx9 = (2*(Xw9.*conj(Xw9))/T).*Aw; %Gabrielson, p.I-22,
Eqn. I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc9 = ((Xw9.*conj(Xw9))/T).*Aw; %for the first and end
point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the Hanning Window
correction
Gxx9(1,1) = recalc9(1,1);
Gxx9(end,1) = recalc9(end,1);
avgspect9 = ((avgspect9.*(g-1))+Gxx9)/g; %running avg of
the autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f9(:,1) = sqrt(Gxx9.*df);
p_f9(1,1) = sqrt(Gxx9(end,1).*df);
p_f9(end,1) = sqrt(Gxx9(end,1).*df);
p_avgspect9 = ((p_avgspect9.*(g-1))+p_f9)/g; %running avg
of the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take
the transpose of it to get a column vector

%
%
%
%
%

figure(200)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect9(1:N/2+1,1)))
title (['Area', sgp_title], 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlim([0 1200])
ylabel ('Power (m^4/Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
hold on
semilogy(f,abs(NFrad(1:N/2+1)), 'g')
legend('Signal','Noise Floor','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b')
saveas(gcf, strcat(sgp_title,'_radsound.fig'),'fig')
print -dpsc

%% PSD of Glottal Area Derivative
Navg = floor(length(xn10)/N); %the number of sub-records
avgspect10 = zeros(size(1,N));
p_avgspect10 = zeros(size(1,N));
for g = 1:Navg
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xnn10=(hw').*(xn10(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N),1)); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw10 = (fft(xnn10)).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk;
need to multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx10 = (2*(Xw10.*conj(Xw10))/T).*Aw; %Gabrielson, p.I-22,
Eqn. I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc10 = ((Xw10.*conj(Xw10))/T).*Aw; %for the first and
end point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the Hanning
Window correction
Gxx10(1,1) = recalc10(1,1);
Gxx10(end,1) = recalc10(end,1);
avgspect10 = ((avgspect10.*(g-1))+Gxx10)/g; %running avg of
the autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f10(:,1) = sqrt(Gxx10.*df);
p_f10(1,1) = sqrt(Gxx10(end,1).*df);
p_f10(end,1) = sqrt(Gxx10(end,1).*df);
p_avgspect10 = ((p_avgspect10.*(g-1))+p_f10)/g; %running
avg of the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take
the transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(300)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect10(1:N/2+1,1)))
title (['Time Der. of the Glottal Area', sgp_title],
'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlim([0 1200])
ylabel ('Power (m^2/s)^2/Hz', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
%
hold on
%
semilogy(f,abs(NFrad(1:N/2+1)), 'g')
%
legend('Signal','Noise Floor','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b')

%% PSD of Glottal Volume Flow Estimate
avgspect11 = zeros(size(1,N));
p_avgspect11 = zeros(size(1,N));
num = length(Qj);
Tr = num*dt; %Sample period
T = N*dt; %the time length of each subrecord to be averaged
t = (0:dt:T-dt); %Time
df = 1/T; % % WHY NOT USE df = 1/f(2)?
Navg = floor(length(xn11)/N); % the number of sub-records
hw = 1-cos(2*pi*t/T); %Hanning Window, Gabrielson eqn I-40, p I41
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Aw = N/(sum(hw.*hw)); %Hanning window correction factor for PSD,
Gabrielson eqn I-58, p I-49
Noverlap = .5;% 50 percent overlap between subrecords
for g = 1:Navg
xnn11=(hw').*(xn11(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N),1)); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw11 = (fft(xnn11)).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk;
need to multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx11 = (2*(Xw11.*conj(Xw11))/T).*Aw; %Gabrielson, p.I-22,
Eqn. I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc11 = ((Xw11.*conj(Xw11))/T).*Aw; %for the first and
end point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the Hanning
Window correction
Gxx11(1,1) = recalc11(1,1);
Gxx11(end,1) = recalc11(end,1);
avgspect11 = ((avgspect11.*(g-1))+Gxx11)/g; %running avg of
the autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f11(:,1) = sqrt(Gxx11.*df);
p_f11(1,1) = sqrt(Gxx11(end,1).*df);
p_f11(end,1) = sqrt(Gxx11(end,1).*df);
p_avgspect11 = ((p_avgspect11.*(g-1))+p_f11)/g; %running
avg of the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take
the transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(400)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect11(1:N/2+1,1)))
title (['Volume Flow Estimate', sgp_title],
'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlim([0 1200])
ylabel ('Power (m^3/s)^2/Hz', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
%
hold on
%
semilogy(f,abs(NFrad(1:N/2+1)), 'g')
%
legend('Signal','Noise Floor','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b')
%% PSD of Time Derivative of Glottal Volume Flow Estimate
avgspect12 = zeros(size(1,N));
p_avgspect12 = zeros(size(1,N));
num = length(dQj);
Tr = num*dt; %Sample period
T = N*dt; %the time length of each subrecord to be averaged
t = (0:dt:T-dt); %Time
df = 1/T; % % WHY NOT USE df = 1/f(2)?
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Navg = floor(length(xn12)/N); % the number of sub-records
hw = 1-cos(2*pi*t/T); %Hanning Window, Gabrielson eqn I-40, p I41
Aw = N/(sum(hw.*hw)); %Hanning window correction factor for PSD,
Gabrielson eqn I-58, p I-49
Noverlap = .5;% 50 percent overlap between subrecords
for g = 1:Navg
xnn12=(hw').*(xn12(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N),1)); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw12 = (fft(xnn12)).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk;
need to multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx12 = (2*(Xw12.*conj(Xw12))/T).*Aw; %Gabrielson, p.I-22,
Eqn. I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc12 = ((Xw12.*conj(Xw12))/T).*Aw; %for the first and
end point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the Hanning
Window correction
Gxx12(1,1) = recalc12(1,1);
Gxx12(end,1) = recalc12(end,1);
avgspect12 = ((avgspect12.*(g-1))+Gxx12)/g; %running avg of
the autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f12(:,1) = sqrt(Gxx12.*df);
p_f12(1,1) = sqrt(Gxx12(end,1).*df);
p_f12(end,1) = sqrt(Gxx12(end,1).*df);
p_avgspect12 = ((p_avgspect12.*(g-1))+p_f12)/g; %running
avg of the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take
the transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(500)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect12(1:N/2+1,1)))
title (['Time Der. of the Volume Flow Estimate', sgp_title],
'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlim([0 1200])
ylabel ('Power (m^3/s^2)^2/Hz', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
%
hold on
%
semilogy(f,abs(NFrad(1:N/2+1)), 'g')
%
legend('Signal','Noise Floor','fontsize',12,'fontweight','b')
%% PSD of Monopole Source Estimate
avgspect14 = zeros(size(1,N));
p_avgspect14 = zeros(size(1,N));
num = length(Qm);
Tr = num*dt; %Sample period
T = N*dt; %the time length of each subrecord to be averaged
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t = (0:dt:T-dt); %Time
df = 1/T; % % WHY NOT USE df = 1/f(2)?
Navg = floor(num/N); % the number of sub-records
hw = 1-cos(2*pi*t/T); %Hanning Window, Gabrielson eqn I-40, p I41
Aw = N/(sum(hw.*hw)); %Hanning window correction factor for PSD,
Gabrielson eqn I-58, p I-49
Noverlap = .5;% 50 percent overlap between subrecords
for g = 1:Navg
xnn14=(hw').*(xn14(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N),1)); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw14 = (fft(xnn14)).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk;
need to multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx14 = (2*(Xw14.*conj(Xw14))/T).*Aw; %Gabrielson, p.I-22,
Eqn. I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc14 = ((Xw14.*conj(Xw14))/T).*Aw; %for the first and
end point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the Hanning
Window correction
Gxx14(1,1) = recalc14(1,1);
Gxx14(end,1) = recalc14(end,1);
avgspect14 = ((avgspect14.*(g-1))+Gxx14)/g; %running avg of
the autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f14(:,1) = sqrt(Gxx14.*df);
p_f14(1,1) = sqrt(Gxx14(end,1).*df);
p_f14(end,1) = sqrt(Gxx14(end,1).*df);
p_avgspect14 = ((p_avgspect14.*(g-1))+p_f14)/g; %running
avg of the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take
the transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(600)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect14(1:N/2+1,1)))
title (['Monopole Source Estimate Spectrum', sgp_title],
'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlim([0 1200])
ylabel ('Power (Pa)^2/Hz', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
%% PSD of Dipole Source Estimate
avgspect15 = zeros(size(1,N));
p_avgspect15 = zeros(size(1,N));
num = length(Fac);
Tr = num*dt; %Sample period
T = N*dt; %the time length of each subrecord to be averaged
t = (0:dt:T-dt); %Time
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df = 1/T; % % WHY NOT USE df = 1/f(2)?
Navg = floor(num/N); % the number of sub-records
hw = 1-cos(2*pi*t/T); %Hanning Window, Gabrielson eqn I-40, p I41
Aw = N/(sum(hw.*hw)); %Hanning window correction factor for PSD,
Gabrielson eqn I-58, p I-49
Noverlap = .5;% 50 percent overlap between subrecords
for g = 1:Navg
xnn15=(hw').*(xn15(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N),1)); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw15 = (fft(xnn15)).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk;
need to multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx15 = (2*(Xw15.*conj(Xw15))/T).*Aw; %Gabrielson, p.I-22,
Eqn. I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc15 = ((Xw15.*conj(Xw15))/T).*Aw; %for the first and
end point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the Hanning
Window correction
Gxx15(1,1) = recalc15(1,1);
Gxx15(end,1) = recalc15(end,1);
avgspect15 = ((avgspect15.*(g-1))+Gxx15)/g; %running avg of
the autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f15(:,1) = sqrt(Gxx15.*df);
p_f15(1,1) = sqrt(Gxx15(end,1).*df);
p_f15(end,1) = sqrt(Gxx15(end,1).*df);
p_avgspect15 = ((p_avgspect15.*(g-1))+p_f15)/g; %running
avg of the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take
the transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(700)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect15(1:N/2+1,1)))
title (['Dipole Source Estimate Spectrum', sgp_title],
'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlim([0 1200])
ylabel ('Power (Pa)^2/Hz', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
figure(701)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect14(1:N/2+1,1)),'b')
hold on
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect15(1:N/2+1,1)),'r')
title (['Source Estimate Spectrum', sgp_title],
'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlim([0 1200])
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ylabel ('Power (Pa)^2/Hz', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
legend ('Monopole', 'Dipole')
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
%% Define Mouth Pressure Estimate
a = .02794;%width of the duct in m
Qmpole = -.5.*dVAC; %contribution of the monopole source to the glottal
flow
avg_Qmpole = sum(Qmpole)/length(Qmpole);
%smooth over the Qm data
n= length(Qmpole);
Qmpolesm = Qmpole; %smoothed VAC vector
avg_Qmpolesm = sum(Qmpolesm)/length(Qmpolesm);
for d1 = 1: n-(2*M) %subtract 2*M to account for begginning and end
averaging - can't average on each point at the start/end
new = 0;
for d2 = -M:M
new = new +weight(1, d2+M+1).*Qmpole(d1+M-d2);
end
Qmpolesm(d1,1) = new;
end

%take derivative of Qmpole
dt = t(22)-t(21);
for i = 2:(length(Qmpole)-1)
dQmpole(i,1) = (Qmpolesm(i+1, 1)-Qmpolesm(i-1, 1))./(2*dt);
end
avg_dQmpole = sum(dQmpole)/length(dQmpole);
%Calculate mouth pressure estimate using source estimates
pm_est = ((rho*c/S)*(4/(3*pi))*(a/c)).*(dQmpole + dQj);
avg_pm_est = sum(pm_est)/length(pm_est);
xn16 = pm_est;

%% PSD of the Mouth Pressure Estimate
avgspect16 = zeros(size(1,N));
p_avgspect16 = zeros(size(1,N));
num = length(pm_est);
Tr = num*dt; %Sample period
T = N*dt; %the time length of each subrecord to be averaged
t = (0:dt:T-dt); %Time
df = 1/T; % % WHY NOT USE df = 1/f(2)?
Navg = floor(num/N); % the number of sub-records
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hw = 1-cos(2*pi*t/T); %Hanning Window, Gabrielson eqn I-40, p I41
Aw = N/(sum(hw.*hw)); %Hanning window correction factor for PSD,
Gabrielson eqn I-58, p I-49
Noverlap = .5;% 50 percent overlap between subrecords
for g = 1:Navg
xnn16=(hw').*(xn16(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N),1)); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw16 = (fft(xnn16)).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk;
need to multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx16 = (2*(Xw16.*conj(Xw16))/T).*Aw; %Gabrielson, p.I-22,
Eqn. I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc16 = ((Xw16.*conj(Xw16))/T).*Aw; %for the first and
end point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the Hanning
Window correction
Gxx16(1,1) = recalc16(1,1);
Gxx16(end,1) = recalc16(end,1);
avgspect16 = ((avgspect16.*(g-1))+Gxx16)/g; %running avg of
the autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f16(:,1) = sqrt(Gxx16.*df);
p_f16(1,1) = sqrt(Gxx16(end,1).*df);
p_f16(end,1) = sqrt(Gxx16(end,1).*df);
p_avgspect16 = ((p_avgspect16.*(g-1))+p_f16)/g; %running
avg of the autospectrum
end
f = linspace(0, FS/2, N/2+1)'; %Create the frequency array and take
the transpose of it to get a column vector
figure(800)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect16(1:N/2+1,1)))
title (['Mouth Pressure Estimate Spectrum', sgp_title],
'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlim([0 1200])
ylabel ('Power (Pa)^2/Hz', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
set(gca,'fontsize',14)

%Psd of Measured Mouth Pressure
avgspect4 = zeros(size(1,N));
p_avgspect4 = zeros(size(1,N));
num = length(xn4);
Tr = num*dt; %Sample period
T = N*dt; %the time length of each subrecord to be averaged
t = (0:dt:T-dt); %Time
df = 1/T; % % WHY NOT USE df = 1/f(2)?
Navg = floor(num/N); % the number of sub-records
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hw = 1-cos(2*pi*t/T); %Hanning Window, Gabrielson eqn I-40, p I41
Aw = N/(sum(hw.*hw)); %Hanning window correction factor for PSD,
Gabrielson eqn I-58, p I-49
Noverlap = .5;% 50 percent overlap between subrecords
for g = 1:Navg
xnn4=(hw').*(xn4(((g-1)*N*(1-Noverlap)+1):((g-1)*N*(1Noverlap)+N),1)); %signal of both the regular and the overlap portion
Xw4 = (fft(xnn4)).*dt; %fft of signal for each chunk; need
to multiply by dt b/c MATLAB fft function doesn't include that
Gxx4 = (2*(Xw4.*conj(Xw4))/T).*Aw; %Gabrielson, p.I-22,
Eqn. I-24, multiplied by the Hanning Window correction
recalc4 = ((Xw4.*conj(Xw4))/T).*Aw; %for the first and end
point; Gabrielson, p.I-22, Eqn. I-25, multiplied by the Hanning Window
correction
Gxx4(1,1) = recalc4(1,1);
Gxx4(end,1) = recalc4(end,1);
avgspect4 = ((avgspect4.*(g-1))+Gxx4)/g; %running avg of
the autospectrum
% need to calculate pressure spectrum, p^2(f) = Gxx(f)*df
p_f4(:,1) = sqrt(Gxx4.*df);
p_f4(1,1) = sqrt(Gxx4(end,1).*df);
p_f4(end,1) = sqrt(Gxx4(end,1).*df);
p_avgspect4 = ((p_avgspect4.*(g-1))+p_f4)/g; %running avg
of the autospectrum
end
figure(801)
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect4(1:N/2+1,1)))
hold on
semilogy(f,abs(p_avgspect16(1:N/2+1,1)),'r')
title (['Mouth Pressure Spectrum', sgp_title],
'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlabel ('Frequency (Hz)', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
xlim([0 1200])
ylabel ('Power (Pa)^2/Hz', 'fontsize',14,'fontweight','b')
legend('Measured P_m', 'Estimated P_m')
set(gca,'fontsize',14)
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Glottal Area, Volume Flow, Monopole Source Strength, Dipole Source Strength Waveform
This code was used to compute the glottal area, volume flow estimate, monopole source strength,
dipole source strength and plot the corresponding waveforms of each estimate.
%% Analysis of HAM sensor data
% clear all;
% close all;
% clc;
%% Initial inputs
reply = input('Did you update the Noise Floor File Names? Y/N ', 's');
if strcmpi(reply,'N') == 1
close all
clc
disp('*** Update Noise Floor File Names before continuing ***')
end
reply = input('Did you change the area column? Y/N ', 's');
% print_prompt = input('*** Do You want to print? Y/N *** ', 's')
% %Enter the temperature in degrees C - used later to calculate C and
rho
% tempC = input ('Enter temperature in degrees C ')
tempC=26.2;
%Enter the Cd
Cd = input ('Enter the discharge coefficient Cd ')
%% Read in Data Files
disp('*** Select ONE data file for a subglottal pressure***')
[FileName PathName] = uigetfile({'*.txt'},'open
file','multiselect','on','X:\Research\Data\7-27 Case 2\acoustic w
imaging');
% [area,txt,raw] = xlsread('07-27-12 Glottal Areas.xls',1,'U8:U16507');
%
% [t,txt,raw] = xlsread('07-27-12 Glottal Areas.xls',1,'C8:C16507');
%Format data files into separate arrays
[a b c d e j k l m o p] = textread( [PathName FileName],'%s %f %f %f %f
%f %f %f %f %f %f','delimiter','\t','headerlines',2);
%Data file splits time between a and b where a contains TIME IN seconds
and b containts TIME IN ms
%% Read in Noise Floor Data
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NFdat = load('preNF_7_24_case1_img_NF_time_values.txt');
%Rad Sound signal divided by gain; divided by sensitity (V/Pa) to in
terms of
%pascal
NFrad = (NFdat(:, 1));
NFmic1 = (NFdat(:,2));
NFmic2 = (NFdat(:,3));
NFmic3 = (NFdat(:,4));
NFmic4 = (NFdat(:,5));

%Read in Kulite NF data then divide by calibration factor (V/psi) to
get
%pressure in terms of psi; multiply by 6894.76 to get in terms of Pa
%kulite DL = 446
%kulite DR = 390
%kulite UL = 444
NF446 = (NFdat(:, 6));
NF444 = (NFdat(:, 7));
NFDL = (NFdat(:, 6));
NFUL = (NFdat(:, 7));
%Time series data - the time column is taken from the NF spectral code.
WaveView records
%the time in two separate columns which must be processed to obtain one
vector that has the time
%because it takes a while to loop the double terms to strings, the same
%time file for the NF is used for the signal files; this file is
obtained
%by running NF_spectral_analysis_revB.m
Tdat = load('preNF_7_24_case1_img_NFspectrum__time.txt');
tr = Tdat (:,1);
%compute the average DR pressure
Nr = length(b); %Number of data points
NFavg_DL = (sum(NFDL))/Nr;
%compute the average UL pressure
NFavg_UL = (sum(NFUL))/Nr;
%average noise floor sound pressure
NFavg_rad = sum(NFrad)/Nr;
NFavg_mic1
NFavg_mic2
NFavg_mic3
NFavg_mic4

=
=
=
=

sum(NFmic1)/Nr;
sum(NFmic2)/Nr;
sum(NFmic3)/Nr;
sum(NFmic4)/Nr;
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%% Assign variables
dt = tr(3)-tr(2); % take the difference in time between the 2 and 3
time steps
FS = 1/dt; %Sampling frequency of the signal
Tr = Nr*dt; %Sample period
wf_length = length(tr); %waveform length
%Take the first N terms of each data array and assign sensor name
radsound = l;
mic1 = d;
mic2 = e;
mic3 = j;
mic4 = k;
kulite446 = m;
kulite444 = o;

disp('*** Check to Make Sure the Correct Transducers are Associated
with the Right Positions***')
kuliteDL = kulite446;
% kuliteDR = kulite390;
kuliteUL = kulite444;
%Signal to be processed, divided by calibration factor, which has units
(V/psi), to get in terms of
%PSI; multiplied by 6894.76 to get in terms of Pa
xn1 = ((kuliteDL./.02532)*6894.76) - NFavg_DL;
xn2 = ((kuliteUL./.025208)*6894.76)-NFavg_UL;
%Rad Sound signal divided by gain; divided by sensitity, which has
units (V/Pa), to get in terms of
%pascal
xn4 = (radsound/.04761)-NFavg_rad;
xn5 = (mic1/.01563)-NFavg_mic1;
xn6= (mic2/.01434)-NFavg_mic2;
xn7= (mic3/.04522)-NFavg_mic3;
xn8 =(mic4/.04514)-NFavg_mic4;
%% Compute Time Average of Measurements
%compute the time average downstream left pressure
avg_DL = sum(xn1)/Nr;
%compute the time average upstream left pressure
avg_UL = sum(xn2)/Nr;
%compute transglottal presssure in Pa
tp = (xn2-xn1);
%average transglottal pressure in Pa
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avg_tp = (1/Nr)*sum(tp);
%average sound pressure in Pa
avg_sp = (sum(radsound)/Nr);
%RMS of mic4
RMSmic4 =sqrt(sum((mic4.^2))/Nr);
%% Compute Time Derivative of the Mouth Area
% t=time;
% dt = t(22)-t(21);
A = area.*10^-6; %convert area from mm^2 to m^2
%smooth over the area data via running average
M = 15; %determines the length of the weight vector
weight = [1:1:M M+1 M:-1:1]; %set up a weight vector 1,2,3...M, M+1, M,
M-1, M-2...1
weight = weight./sum(weight); %normalize the weight function
n= length(A);

for a1 = 1: n-(2*M) %subtract 2*M to account for beginning and end
averaging - can't average on each point at the start/end
new = 0;
for a2 = -M:M
new = new +weight(1, a2+M+1).*A(a1+M-a2);
end
Asm(a1,1) = new;
end
%average smoothed area
avg_Asm = (sum(Asm)/length(Asm));
for i = 2:(length(Asm)-1)
dA(i-1,1) = (Asm(i+1, 1)-Asm(i-1, 1))./(2*dt);
end
%average area derivative
avg_dA = (sum(dA)/length(dA));
%% Glottal Flow
%define air density in kg/m^3, Patm = 101,325Pa,
rho = 101325/(287*(tempC+273));

Rair = 287 J/kgK

Qj = Cd.*A.*sqrt((2/rho).*tp(1:length(A)));
avg_Qj = (sum(Qj)/length(Qj)); %average volume flow
%smooth over the Qj
n= length(Qj);
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for b1 = 1: n-(2*M) %subtract 2*M to account for begginning and end
averaging - can't average on each point at the start/end
new = 0;
for b2 = -M:M
new = new +weight(1, b2+M+1).*Qj(b1+M-b2);
end
Qjsm(b1,1) = new;
end
avg_Qjsm = (sum(Qjsm)/length(Qjsm)); %average volume flow
%standard deviation of the glottal flow estimate
Qjsm_dev = sqrt((sum((Qjsm - avg_Qjsm).^2))/length(Qjsm));
%Volume flow derivative
for i = 2:(length(Qjsm)-1) %start at 2 and end at end-1 for central
differencing scheme
dQj(i-1,1) = (Qjsm(i+1, 1)-Qjsm(i-1, 1))./(2*dt); %index at i-1,1 to
start at first part of the vector; central differencing derivative
scheme
end
%average volume flow derivative
avg_dQj = (sum(dQj)/length(dQj));
%% Graph Waveforms
Nup=length(t)-100;
Ndwn = 100;
sgp_title = FileName(1:17); %Figure titles %assign variable for figure
numbers
XMIN =.1;
XMAX = .17;
% 5-7 Cycles of Subglottal, Supraglottal, Area and Mouth Waveforms
figure(1)
subplot(4,1,1), plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), xn1(Ndwn:Nup))
title (['Downstream Left Pressure', sgp_title],
'FontSize', 14,
'FontWeight', 'b')
ylabel('(Pa)','FontSize', 12)
hold on
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), avg_DL*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
xlim([XMIN XMAX])
subplot(4,1,2), plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), xn2(Ndwn:Nup))
title ('Upstream Left Pressure', 'FontSize', 14, 'FontWeight', 'b')
ylabel('(Pa)','FontSize', 12)
hold on
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), avg_UL*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
xlim([XMIN XMAX])
subplot(4,1,3),plot(t((Ndwn+M):(Nup+M)), Asm(Ndwn:Nup)) %add M to Ndwn
& Nup to account for the points loss due to smoothing - carry this
through the the subsequent results that use Asm
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title ('Glottal Area','FontSize', 14, 'FontWeight', 'b')
ylabel('(mm^2)','FontSize', 12)
hold on
xlim([XMIN XMAX])
plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), avg_Asm*ones(length(t(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
subplot(4,1,4),plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), xn4(Ndwn:Nup))
title ('Mouth Pressure','FontSize', 14, 'FontWeight', 'b')
ylabel('(Pa)','FontSize', 12)
xlabel ('Time (s)','FontSize', 12)
hold on
xlim([XMIN XMAX])
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), avg_sp*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
% if strcmpi(print_prompt,'Y') == 1
%
saveas(gcf,
strcat(sgp_title,'_pressure_area_waveforms.fig'),'fig')
%
print -dpsc
% end

%%5-7 Cycles of Translgottal , Time Derivative of Area, Glottal Volume
Flow,
%Time derviative of glottal volume flow, mouth pressure
figure(10)
subplot(6,1,1)
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), tp(Ndwn:Nup))
title (['Transglottal Pressure', sgp_title],
'FontSize', 14,
'FontWeight', 'b')
ylabel('(Pa)','FontSize', 12)
hold on
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), avg_tp*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
xlim([XMIN XMAX])
subplot(6,1,2)
plot(t((Ndwn+M):(Nup+15)), Asm(Ndwn:Nup), 'b')%add M to Ndwn & Nup to
account for the points loss due to smoothing - carry this through the
the subsequent results that use Asm
title ('Glottal Area','FontSize', 14, 'FontWeight', 'b')
hold on
ylabel('(mm^2)','FontSize', 12)
xlim([XMIN XMAX])
plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), avg_Asm*ones(length(t(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
subplot(6,1,3)
plot(t((Ndwn+M+1):(Nup+M+1)), dA(Ndwn:Nup))%add M to Ndwn to account
for the points loss due to smoothing + 1 due to the data point lost
from derivative
title ('dA/dt', 'FontSize', 14, 'FontWeight', 'b')
ylabel('(mm^2/s)','FontSize', 12)
hold on
plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), avg_dA*ones(length(t(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
xlim([XMIN XMAX])
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subplot(6,1,4)
plot(t((Ndwn+M):(Nup+M)), Qjsm(Ndwn:Nup))%add M to Ndwn & Nup to
account for the points loss due to smoothing - carry this through the
the subsequent results that use Qjsm
title ('Volume Flow Est.', 'FontSize', 14, 'FontWeight', 'b')
ylabel('(m^3/s)','FontSize', 12)
hold on
plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), avg_Qjsm*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
xlim([XMIN XMAX])
subplot(6,1,5)
plot(t((Ndwn+M+1):(Nup+M+1)), dQj(Ndwn:Nup))%add M to Ndwn & Nup to
account for the points loss due to smoothing + 1 due to data point lost
from derivative
ylabel('(m^3/s^2)','FontSize', 12)
title('dQ_j/dt', 'FontSize', 14, 'FontWeight', 'b')
hold on
plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), avg_dQj*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
xlim([XMIN XMAX])
subplot(6,1,6)
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), xn4(Ndwn:Nup))
title ('Mouth Pressure', 'FontSize', 14, 'FontWeight', 'b')
ylabel('(Pa)','FontSize', 12)
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize', 12)
hold on
plot(tr(Ndwn:Nup), avg_sp*ones(length(tr(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
xlim([XMIN XMAX])
%% Monopole and Dipole Source Estimate
l_duct = .02794; %length of the duct in m
S = l_duct^2; % area of the duct in m^2
c = 343; % speed of sound in m/s
%Define VAC medial_length = .005232; %male inferior to superior length of the vocal
fold constriction in m
% medial_legnth =.0036; %female inferior to superior length of the
vocal fold constriction in m
VAC = A.*medial_length; %estimated volume vector
%smooth over the volume flow data
n= length(VAC);

for c1 = 1: n-(2*M) %subtract 2*M to account for begginning and end
averaging - can't average on each point at the start/end
new = 0;
for c2 = -M:M
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new = new +weight(1, c2+M+1).*VAC(c1+M-c2);
end
VACsm(c1,1) = new;
end
avg_VACsm = sum(VACsm)/length(VACsm);
%standard deviation of the glottal flow estimate
VACsm_dev = sqrt((sum((VACsm - avg_VACsm).^2))/length(VACsm));
%take derivative of VACsm
for i = 2:(length(VACsm)-1)
dVAC(i-1,1) = (VACsm(i+1, 1)-VACsm(i-1, 1))./(2*dt);
end
%Define Monopole
Qm = -((rho*c)/S).*dVAC;
%Average Qm
avg_Qm = sum(Qm)/length(Qm);
%Qm standard deviation
Qm_dev = sqrt((sum((Qm - avg_Qm).^2))/length(Qm));
%Define dipole
Fac = (-2*rho*c*Cd).*A.*(((2/rho).*tp(1:length(A))).^.5); %dipole
source
%Define dipole in terms of pressure for graphing
Fac_p = ((-2*rho*c*Cd).*A.*(((2/rho).*tp(1:length(A))).^.5))./S;
%dipole source
avg_Fac_p = sum(Fac_p)/length(Fac_p);
%Fac standard deviation
Fac_p_dev = sqrt((sum((Fac_p - avg_Fac_p).^2))/length(Fac_p));
%% Plot Monopole and Dipole Waveforms
figure(100)
plot(t((Ndwn+M):(Nup+M)), Qm(Ndwn:Nup))%add M to Ndwn & Nup to account
for the points loss due to smoothing - carry this through the the
subsequent results that use Vacsm
title ('Source', 'FontSize', 14, 'FontWeight', 'b')
ylabel('Pressure (Pa)','FontSize', 12)
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize', 12)
hold on
plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), avg_Qm*ones(length(t(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
hold on
plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), Fac_p(Ndwn:Nup), 'g')
hold on
plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), avg_Fac_p*ones(length(t(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'm')
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legend('Monopole, Q_m', 'Monopole Avg.', 'Dipole, F_a_c/S', 'Dipole
Avg.')
xlim([XMIN XMAX])
figure(101)
subplot (2,1,1)
plot(t((Ndwn+M):(Nup+M)), Qm(Ndwn:Nup))%add M to Ndwn & Nup to account
for the points loss due to smoothing - carry this through the the
subsequent results that use Vacsm
title ('Monopole Source', 'FontSize', 14, 'FontWeight', 'b')
ylabel('Pressure (Pa)','FontSize', 12)
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize', 12)
hold on
plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), avg_Qm*ones(length(t(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
xlim([XMIN XMAX])
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), Fac_p(Ndwn:Nup))
title ('Dipole Source', 'FontSize', 14, 'FontWeight', 'b')
ylabel('Pressure (Pa)','FontSize', 12)
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize', 12)
hold on
plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), avg_Fac_p*ones(length(t(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
legend('Monopole, Q_m', 'Monopole Avg.', 'Dipole, F_a_c/S', 'Dipole
Avg.')
xlim([XMIN XMAX])

%% Mouth Pressure derivation
Nup=length(t)-100;
Ndwn = 100;
a = .02794;%width of the duct in m
Qmpole = -.5.*dVAC; %contribution of the monopole source to the glottal
flow
avg_Qmpole = sum(Qmpole)/length(Qmpole);
%smooth over the Qm data
n= length(Qmpole);
for d1 = 1: n-(2*M) %subtract 2*M to account for begginning and end
averaging - can't average on each point at the start/end
new = 0;
for d2 = -M:M
new = new +weight(1, d2+M+1).*Qmpole(d1+M-d2);
end
Qmpolesm(d1,1) = new;
end
avg_Qmpolesm = sum(Qmpolesm)/length(Qmpolesm);
%take derivative of Qmpole
dt = t(22)-t(21);
for i = 2:(length(Qmpolesm)-1)
dQmpole(i-1,1) = (Qmpolesm(i+1, 1)-Qmpolesm(i-1, 1))./(2*dt);
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end
avg_dQmpole = sum(dQmpole)/length(dQmpole);
%Calculate mouth pressure estimate using source estimates
pm_est = ((rho*c/S)*(4/(3*pi))*(a/c)).*(dQmpole + dQj((2+M):(end(M+1))));%index dQj at (1+M):(end-(M+1)) to acount for additional
smooth and derviative points lost in dQmpole function which lost
avg_pm_est = sum(pm_est)/length(pm_est);
%Pm Estimate standard deviation
pm_est_dev = sqrt((sum((pm_est - avg_pm_est).^2))/length(pm_est));
exceldata = {avg_Qjsm avg_VACsm avg_Qm avg_Fac_p avg_pm_est Qjsm_dev
VACsm_dev Qm_dev Fac_p_dev pm_est_dev};
%% Plot Mouth Pressure Waveforms
figure(200)
subplot(5,1,1)
plot(t((Ndwn+M):(Nup+M)), (Qmpole(Ndwn:Nup).*10^6))
title ('Q _M_p_o_l_e_', 'FontSize', 14, 'FontWeight', 'b')
ylabel('(cc/s)','FontSize', 12)
hold on
plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), (avg_Qmpole*10^6)*ones(length(t(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
xlim([XMIN XMAX])
subplot(5,1,2)
plot(t((Ndwn+M):(Nup+M)), (Qjsm(Ndwn:Nup).*10^6))
title ('Q_j', 'FontSize', 14, 'FontWeight', 'b')
ylabel('(cc/s)','FontSize', 12)
hold on
plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), (avg_Qjsm*10^6)*ones(length(t(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
xlim([XMIN XMAX])
subplot(5,1,3)
plot(t((Ndwn+2*M):(Nup+2*M)), (dQmpole(Ndwn:Nup).*10^6))
title ('dMpole/dt', 'FontSize', 14, 'FontWeight', 'b')
ylabel('(cc/s^2)','FontSize', 12)
hold on
plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), avg_dQmpole*ones(length(t(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
xlim([XMIN XMAX])

subplot(5,1,4)
plot(t((Ndwn+M):(Nup+M)), (dQj(Ndwn:Nup).*10^6))
title ('dQ_j/dt', 'FontSize', 14, 'FontWeight', 'b')
ylabel('(cc/s^2)','FontSize', 12)
hold on
plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), (avg_dQj*10^6)*ones(length(t(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
xlim([XMIN XMAX])
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subplot (5,1,5)
plot(t((Ndwn+2*M):(Nup+2*M)), pm_est(Ndwn:Nup))
title ('Estimated Mouth Pressure', 'FontSize', 14, 'FontWeight', 'b')
ylabel('(Pa)')
xlabel('Time (s)')
hold on
plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), avg_pm_est*ones(length(t(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
xlim([XMIN XMAX])

% Compare estimated to Measured Mouth Pressure
figure(201)
plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), xn4(Ndwn:Nup),'b')
title ('Mouth Pressure', 'FontSize', 14, 'FontWeight', 'b')
ylabel('Pressure (Pa)','FontSize', 12)
xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize', 12)
hold on
plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), avg_sp*ones(length(t(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'g')
hold on
plot(t((Ndwn+(2*M+2)):(Nup+(2*M+2))), -pm_est(Ndwn:Nup),'m')
hold on
plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), avg_pm_est*ones(length(t(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'c')
legend('Measured Pm', 'Measured Pm Avg.', 'Est. Pm', 'Est. Pm Avg.')
xlim([XMIN XMAX])
% figure(201)
% subplot(2,1,1)
% plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), xn4(Ndwn:Nup))
% title ('Mouth Pressure', 'FontSize', 14, 'FontWeight', 'b')
% ylabel('Pressure (Pa)','FontSize', 12)
% xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize', 12)
% hold on
% plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), avg_sp*ones(length(t(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
% xlim([XMIN XMAX])
%
% subplot (2,1,2)
% plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), pm_est(Ndwn:Nup))
% title ('Estimated Mouth Pressure', 'FontSize', 14, 'FontWeight', 'b')
% ylabel('Pressure (Pa)','FontSize', 12)
% xlabel('Time (s)','FontSize', 12)
% hold on
% plot(t(Ndwn:Nup), avg_pm_est*ones(length(t(Ndwn:Nup)),1), 'r')
% xlim([XMIN XMAX])
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